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Abstract 
 
 
Electrochemical batteries are limited by low gravimetric & volumetric energy density 
(ED) and not suitable for scaling. Studies of MEMS micro-engine coupled generator power 
supplies for portable applications are undertaken by many research institutes to develop an 
alternative to electrochemical batteries. Micro systems that have been reported in the current 
literature produce output power in the range of 100µW to 1mW at rotor speeds of 30,000 to 
100,000 rpm, but challenges and issues still remain in the area of engine and generator 
development to overcome low system efficiency and low energy density.  
 The main contributions of the thesis are in the areas of thin micro generator 
development suitable for planar MEMS technologies which can be integrated with micro 
combustion engines. This development of a thin MEMS axial generator topology to achieve 
high power density is presented in the thesis. A customized lumped parameter analysis 
methodology using parametric equations is developed to select suitable parameters for the 
MEMS Micro generator. The methodology takes inputs from magnetic circuit and planar coil 
analysis used in the thesis. The magnetic circuit analysis is done using a Permeance 
coefficient method to determine air gap flux density (Bg), force and torque. This analysis 
method is simple with accuracies close to FEM simulation for 2-D analysis and avoids any 
repeated modelling for physical parameter change like in FEM method. The planar coil 
analysis is performed using an original analytical method to determine winding parameters 
like resistance, coil length, and no of coils to operate the system within practical current 
density and current loading level. ANSYS FEA analysis is used to validate the theoretical 
method prediction of air gap flux density for the 5mm rotor radius micro generator model 
which showed accuracies of 93% to FEA prediction. 
   Equivalent circuit model of the micro generator with the selected parameters is 
developed for characterisation. The equivalent resistance and reactance of the equivalent 
circuit model is found to be 573KΩ and 489Ω respectively. Characterisation for no load, full 
load and variable load is performed and an estimated useful power output of 1.6mW is 
achievable at 15000 rpm. The micro generator when operated at an increasing temperature of 
100oC would see reduction in O/P power from 1.6.mW to 1.3mW due to temperature effect 
on both flux density at air gap and winding resistance.  
Generalised equations for the engine are derived and linked to the micro generator 
lumped parameter equations to form the analysis model for integrated engine-generator 
system. The model was analysed for attainable energy density for a system volume of 40e-
3*70e-3*5e-3mm. The estimated energy density from the analysis was 42.3 WH/Kg. This 
estimated energy density is three times the energy density that could be achievable from 
existing micro generators for the same volume. A small improvement in engine efficiency of 
3-5% is believed to increase the energy density of the module closer or higher than existing 
batteries. The capacity of the micro engine –generator system to be able to operate for 3.9 
hours at  1.6mW output power would still make this system a significant alternative source of 
power for portable applications with a huge scope for further improvement  
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 Nomenclature 
 
A      Area in general 
Ac       Area of the coil 
Ai       Current loading 
Am       Area of the Magnet 
Ag       Area of the Air gap 
a
      No of parallel paths 
Bm     Magnetic flux Density 
Bg      Air gap Flux density –Optimal value 1***5.0 KhBtsKfeBg =  
rB , mB gB   Residual flux density, PM and Air gap Flux density (Tesla) 
fl BB ,    Leakage flux density, fringing flux density (Tesla) 
b     Breath in general 
C      Specific heat capacity (j/g.K or W.S/g.K) 
Ci      Current Density of the system 
21 ,CC     Constants for leakage and leakage reluctance 
Cw                                              Coil pitch factor  
PairCoil _   No of coil pairs per stator  
D     Used as Diameter and also for rotor diameter  
Den     density 
eD     Electrostatic density (volume) 
Dg     Mean diameter of the air gap 
Do     Outer Diameter of the rotor 
 Di     Inner Diameter of the rotor 
dc     Diameter of the coil 
eE     Electric field (Length) L
V
E ee =  
ED     Energy density 
Ed     Energy density of the system 
Ev     Induced voltage 
E      Electric field (V/m) 
e      Electron Charge  
mF , F    mmf of the magnet, mmf from a magnetic source 
f     Waveform frequency  
cvh      Coefficient of Convection heat transfer (W/m2.K or W/m2.oC) 
rdh      Coefficient of Radiation Heat Transfer (W/m2.K or W/m2.oC) 
J       Current density over a surface  
I     Current  
aI , I     Armature Current, Current in electrical circuit 
Kv     Normalized Voltage Waveform factor  
Ki     Normalized Current Waveform factor 
Ke     Steinmertz constant– 1.6 typical value 
Kew     Winding distribution factor  
hK     Hysteresis loss constant – 1.5 typical values 
Kd     Permeance factor = −
g
t
ρ
ρ
Total permeance/Permeance at air gap 
Kh     Reluctance factor  
 LeDoKp /=   Ratio of gen size to Equivalent length 
cdK      Conduction thermal conductivity (W/m.k or W/m.oC) 
cvK      Convection Thermal Conductivity (W/K or W/oC) 
rdK      Radiation Thermal Conductivity (W/K or W/oC) 
L     Length, Longitudinal length for heat loss analysis 
Le      Equivalent length of the generator  
Lg     Length of Air gap 
                            Frequency Losses 
LLm     Inductance of the system 
Ls     Length of stator  
Lsc     Length of stator core 
Lr     Length of Rotor 
LLw ,     Inductance of winding, general inductance 
Lr      Lorentz number (W.ohm/K2 or W.ohm/oC)- copper- (2.45 e-8) 
M      Magnetization of the magnet  
me      Mass of Electron  
m      Mass of the material  
Nt     No of windings  
Ns     No of winding stages or layers 
N     Number of turns 
Ncoil    Total no of coils per phase 
n      Speed in rpm 
O/P                              Machine Output 
fL
 PD     Power density 
Pout    Maximum output power 
Pmech   Mechanical power 
Pin     Maximum Power input 
PL     Power losses 
Pe       Eddy current Losses 
Ph       Hysteresis losses 
Ps       Stray magnetic field losses 
Pw      Winding losses 
PF     Friction losses 
Pf     Power factor of the system 
pP      Pole pitch 
cP     Coil pitch  
PL     Power losses 
Ph     No of phases of the system 
crP , cmoP   Permeance of the magnet, Permeance coefficient 
p      Number of Poles 
cdQ      Conduction heat transfer  
cvQ      Convection heat transfer  
rdQ      Radiation Heat transfer  
eQ       Specific heat energy Stored (Watts or Joules/sec or Cal/sec) 
R      Electrical Resistance  
Ri     Inner radius of the rotor 
 Ro     Outer Radius of the rotor 
Rm      Reluctance of the magnet 
Rgc     Reluctance of the whole magnetic circuit at air gap 
sR , coreR , mR , pathR  Reluctance -sealing, core, magnet, and magnetic circuit flux path. 
cdR      Resistance of conduction heat transfer (K/W)  
cvR      Resistance of Convection heat transfer (K/W or oC/W) 
rdR      Resistance of Radiation (K/W or oC/W) 
Ss      Stator stages 
Sr      Rotor stages 
T     Temperature 
T     Time period 
ec tt ,      Thickness of core, and winding  
t      Thickness of the rotor 
U      Internal Energy Stored in the system 
V     Volume in general (m3) 
Vf     Root –Mean – Square of electron or Fermi level speed of electron  
Vm                                               Linear Volume  
vf     Volumetric air fuel ratio 
Vd      Drift voltage due to the applied voltage  
v       Voltage in general 
w    Width in general  
 
 
 Greek Symbols 
Ψ      Magnetic moment- 2.. AJAI ==Ψ  
flgm φφφφ ,,,   Magnetic, Air gap, Leakage and fringing flux (Weber) 
wλ     Flux Linkage 
rµµ ,0     Permeability of air 710*4 −pi , Material Permeability 
ρσ ,     Conductivity and resistively of a conductor under consideration 
f,ω     Angular frequency in radians/sec, Frequency in hertz 
ℑ     Weidman’s Constant 
ℵ     Thermal Conductivity 
τ     Torque of the electrical machine 
η      Efficiency in general 
eρ      Magnetic Charge density-
v
q
e =ρ  
eε       Electric permittivity 
wλ     Flux linkage of winding 
υ      Total system volume 
ϖ      Angular frequency of rotation of the rotor 
eθ       Electrical degree 
mθ     Mechanical degrees 
wφ       Flux linking the winding 
gη     Efficiency of the generator 
eη     Efficiency of the engine 
 sη     Efficiency of the system 
cη     Conversion efficiency from mechanical to electrical 
−tη
  
 
Λ
    Beta factor for winding interleavance 
β
     Ratio of (Do/Di) 
σ      Conductivity – copper – 5.7 e7 (1/ohm.m) 
rρ      Resistively- Copper – 1.68 e-8 (ohm.m) 
ρ      Density of material  
bσ      Boltzmann’s constant (5.67 e-8 W/m2.K4 or W/m2.C4) 
η      Density of free electrons (Atoms/m3) 
l     Mean free path length  
α      Resistive temperature coefficient 
ε      Emissivity of material  
bα     Absorptivity of the material 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Abbreviations 
AECM - Centre for microtechnology, RMIT, Melbourne 
ANSYS - Computer application for Physical Modeling and Finite Element Analysis 
DRIE- Deep Reactive Ion Etching 
EMF- Electromotive force 
FEA- Finite Element Analysis  
FEM –Finite Element Method 
Li-Lithium 
LIGA- German word which stands for Lithography, Electroforming, and molding 
LPCVD – Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition 
MEMS- Micro Electro Mechanical Systems 
PDA- Personal Digital Assistant 
PD- Power Density 
PM – Permanent Magnet 
RMIT- Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 
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 1 
Chapter1: Introduction and Scope Definition  
 
Micro machining technology and Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have 
seen a steep growth in the past two decades. This growth has led to manufacturing of 
miniature devices and circuits to improve their portability. However, the benefits of the 
reduction in size of MEMS and micro devices have not been fully exploited due to the 
relatively large size of power supplies used to power these devices. The power supplies, 
commonly electrochemical batteries, have seen very little improvement in energy 
density and reduction in size and had failed to keep up with the shrinking size of 
electronic devices. This lead to a need for improvement in electrochemical batteries as 
power sources, and an opportunity for the development of suitable alternative  power 
sources as an alternative to electrochemical batteries. 
1.1 Present and Future for Small scale power supplies 
Primary Lithium Ion battery is commonly used as a power source for consumer 
electronics industry. The batteries for this application are selected to supply power for  
up to 3 to 4 hours of continuous operation. The battery weight for a Dell inspiron 510m 
at 2.8 Kg is close to 1.23Kg with the battery contributing to one third of the laptop 
weight [1]. Motorola c200 slim phone with a total mass of 84 grams has a Lithium-Ion 
battery weighing 15 grams contributing to close to one fourth of the handset weight[2].  
Power supplies for military applications are required to be light for soldiers to 
carry and to possess large stored energy to last long in battle fields. Batteries are proven 
bulkier for this application. For example, a soldier under 72 hour mission requiring an 
average power of 20 Watts currently needs 12 to 13 Kg of rechargeable battery or 9 kg 
of non-rechargeable battery[3-5].  
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 2 
Power supplies with generation capacity in mill watts and watts range has 
applications in electronic devices (like Wristwatches, PDA’s etc), micro-mechatronics 
and mechanical systems (robots, airplanes, etc.). Power generation at micro watt has 
applications in micro-electronic devices to power sensors (Bio & Chemical), actuators,  
drug delivery, industrial robots etc[6-8]. The full potential of the above mentioned 
micro and macro applications can be achieved with a power supply which has  
1 High energy density than batteries to provide long operating hours and power 
requirements. 
2. Low density (mass/ volume) to reduce the mass of the system and improve 
portability. This will also help in power supplies keeping up with the shrinking size of 
electronics in modern micro and macro portable applications.  
1.2 Energy Sources for portable power supplies. 
Radioactive fuels has the highest stored energy available (4.17e8 W-hr/L typically 
for uranium) with hydrocarbon fuels following them (9.7e3W-hr/L typically for 
butane). Radioactive fuels are hazardous, less environmentally friendly and difficult to 
handle which makes them unsuitable for power supplies at micro and macro level.  
The popular choice of energy storage methods used for power supplies for the 
past three decades is electrochemical batteries which provide simple direct conversion 
to electrical energy. Lithium- Thionyl chloride (320 Wh/Kg and 700 Wh/L )[5] and zinc 
air (500 Wh/Kg and 1000 Wh/L) have the highest practical specific energy among 
primary batteries, Lithium-ion (200 Wh/Kg and 300 Wh/L)[5] secondary batteries 
having the highest energy density in secondary batteries. The theoretical energy density 
of  Lithium-Thionyl chloride is 1489 Wh/Kg[5] which is almost 5 times more than the 
practical Lithium-Thionyl chloride battery and the case is similar with other batteries.  
This shows that there is a huge difference between what is theoretically possible from 
batteries and what is available in practice.  
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Batteries have energy density one order less than that of hydrocarbon fuels and 
much less than radioactive fuels. Apart from its low energy density, batteries have many 
other disadvantages which hinder their application versatility for modern portable 
applications. Their power transfer capability is reduced by internal resistance, energy 
loss due to leakage, chemical erosion and ageing. They are environmentally hazardous 
and difficult to dispose; the voltage reduces as the stored energy is consumed; life cycle 
and discharge affected by temperature [9]. Due to the disadvantages listed above, 
research inclination in recent years had gone towards power supply technologies using 
hydrocarbon fuels and energy scavenging for alternative power supplies[10-12]. 
 Fuel cells are an alternative source of portable power supply which uses hydrogen 
fuel to produce electricity using simple combustion reaction process. The popular fuel 
cells at present are Direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC), Proton Exchange membrane fuel 
cell (PEMFC), and Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)[5]. The energy density of modern 
micro PEMFC, DMFC and SOFC fuel cells is close to 50-100 Wh/Kg with an operating 
efficiencies ranging 20-60% [5]. Fuel cells suffer from many issues like water 
management and leakage of unreacted fuel across membrane, catalyst with good 
tolerance to impurities, storage and handling of hydrogen which hinder their 
development at micro scale.  
Energy scavenging looks at generating electricity from naturally occurring 
phenomena and has been explored by various research labs around the world for 
alternative source of power to batteries. Various power sources have been developed 
from different energy sources like radio frequency, ambient light, thermoelectric, hand 
generators and heel strikes [13]. The power capacity of such devices was in the range of 
micro watts to milli watts and can supply limited micro applications. The low power 
capacity and usability constraint makes their application narrow and not universally 
suitable.  
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 4 
Hydrocarbon fuel based power supplies have been seen with increased interest 
among the research community around the world to look for a method to convert the 
chemical energy available in hydrocarbon fuels to useful electrical energy. Hydrocarbon 
fuel based rotary MEMS power supplies falls under this scope with a high potential for 
a high energy density power supply for micro applications.   
1.3 Hydrocarbon fuel based rotary MEMS power supplies  
 The specific energy of hydrocarbon fuels, for example pure hydrogen, is 33.3e3 
Wh/kg (Table 1.1) is 100 times more than what is available from the highest energy 
density Lithium -Thionyl chloride primary battery (320 Wh/kg) and 165 times more 
than Li/organosulfide secondary battery (200 Wh/Kg). A system which can convert the 
chemical energy in fuels to electrical energy with even 5-10% efficiency would provide 
two to three time higher energy densities than existing battery power supplies. 
Hydrocarbon Fuels Specific energy (Wh/Kg) 
Hydrogen 33.3e3 
Propane 12.9e3 
Butane 12.7e3 
Diesel 11.9e3 
Gasoline 12.4e3 
Methanol 5.5e3 
Ethanol 7.5e3 
Table 1.1 Specific energy available in Hydrocarbon fuels 
Hydrocarbon fuel based rotary MEMS power supplies evolve with generation of 
electricity by converting chemical energy available in fuels to mechanical energy either 
transitional or rotational energy as in engines or turbines. The mechanical energy is then 
converted to electrical energy using generators coupled with the mechanical drives. 
Recent research efforts have reported on the development of these power systems using 
micro generators driven by micro turbines and engines [6, 14-19]. Typically, the micro 
generator systems driven by micro engines generate an open circuit voltage of 2.6 volts 
and 375 µwatts power [14]. The system energy density was ~6 Wh/Kg with engine 
efficiency of <1% and generator efficiency of 20-30%. This energy density was lower 
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than  what was available in current batteries. This was due to issues in thermal, fluid 
and combustion management on the engine development and issues with 
electromechanical conversion micro generator development [6, 14, 16, 19].  
Ongoing research efforts has been taken by several research institutes to improve 
on the development of micro engines[6, 13, 19] with little or no research efforts 
undertaken to improve micro generators integrated to mechanical drives. The thesis 
presented looks at improvements in micro generator development to be integrated with 
micro engines. Specific contribution is provided to theoretical and analytical 
methodologies for micro generator development.  
1.4 MEMS Micro battery Power System Concept 
MEMS micro battery system uses hydrocarbon fuels and power MEMS technology 
to generate electrical energy for power supplies. A schematic showing the key 
components of such a system being researched at AECM micro technology centre in 
RMIT is shown in Figure 1.1. The energy density of the system can be written as  
=
system
fuel
fuels v
v
DEDE *.*. η          (1.1) 
Where saccessoriegeneratorengines ηηηη **=  and 
saccessoriefuelGeneratorEnginesystem vvvv ++= _   
 
Figure 1.1. Model of a micro battery power supply 
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The IC engine in this case is a micro fabricated rotary engine of  katrix type[20]. 
The advantage of rotary engines is its planar orientation and fewer moving parts making 
it easier to fabricate, assemble and package. Reported models are available for similar 
micro fabricated wankel engine fabricated using Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) and 
UV lithography methods [6, 13, 18, 21] establishing the possibility of batch 
manufacturing such systems. The generator unit is integrated with the engine structure 
to reduce volume of the system and to improve the energy density. All or most of the 
research contribution presented in the thesis is within the scope of such a micro 
generator development.  
Fuel management for preset air-fuel mixture to engine chamber for better 
combustion is achieved by delivering fuels through micro channels and using the engine 
waste heat to preheat the fuels [22]. Signal processing and conditioning circuit is a 
requirement to improve the quality and reliability of power generated by these power 
supplies. The centre had planned to use existing conditioning technologies available for 
presented system [22-25]. Assembly and packaging were done to provide thermal 
sealing and robustness to the system using currently  available methods [6, 13, 14, 18]. 
Thermal insulation using aerogel material with low thermal conductivity is used to 
thermally seal and maintain low temperature at generator end achieving efficient 
generator operation protecting magnetic and electrical components.  
1.4.1 Micro-Generator 
Micro-generator in liquid battery power supplies is used to generate useful 
electrical energy and in maintaining the power density and energy density of the power 
supply. Micro generators can either be coupled to rotary engines as an independent 
entity or be integrated to engine unit by embedding magnetic and electric circuit into 
engine physical structure. The later has advantages of reduction in volume of engine–
generator unit. This reduction in volume would increase the power density of the 
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engine-generator system. This method of integration would also improve energy density 
of the power supply when attached with fuel tank and other accessories. The reported 
cases of micro generators coupled to engines for power generation has a volume of 
1.1*.8*2.5cm operating at shaft speed of 13,300 rpm producing an open circuit voltage 
of 2.63 volts and 375 microwatt with system energy density of 6 W-h/Kg [23].  
The energy density of current engine-generator systems is 50 times less than 
batteries. This reduction is attributed to both engine and generator shortcomings. The 
generator factors were generator having a large volume for windings(coiled structures) 
and magnetic circuit with large cores, homopolar magnetic circuit[8], high magnetic 
leakage, analysis methods to select suitable magnetic circuit and electric circuit 
parameters[24] etc. These factors had reduced the micro generator performance than 
theoretically expected[14]. The research contribution looks at providing novel solutions 
in the area of micro generator development and analysis methodology. 
1.5 Scope and Research Contribution  
The dissertation focuses on an analytical methodology for the development of 
high power density micro generators to be integrated with micro internal combustion 
engines such as the Katrix engine [19]. The original contributions made in the 
dissertation are: 
• Development of a permeance factor analytical method for magnetic circuit 
analysis and determination of airgap flux density forces and torques.  This 
method provides a simpler and quicker alternative to FEA analysis of magnetic 
circuit analysis. The method is validated by comparing the results of 2-D FEA 
analysis and found to achieve 92-98% accuracy to FEA results.  
• Development of a modified lumped parameter using generalized equations 
combining both magnetic and electric circuit analyses methods. The magnetic 
circuit analysis is done using a permeance coefficient method to improve 
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accuracy in the determination of air gap flux density.  An original analytical 
method to obtain winding parameters is developed. The above methods are 
combined with the lumped parameter analysis method to select best suitable 
winding parameters for better power density. 
• Synthesis of a novel sandwiched MEMS planar micro generator design with 
better magnetic and electric circuit topology for simpler manufacturing and 
attain better energy density. The model from synthesis is found to achieve 
seven times greater energy than existing micro generators of similar type. 
Characterisation of the micro generator is done for no load, fixed and variable 
load to determine the useful output power and maximum efficiency attainable 
from the micro generator. 
• Development of manufacturing process to fabricate and assemble individual 
components of the micro generators.  
1.6 Thesis Outline  
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the state of the art in MEMS micro motors and 
generators with key emphasis on available MEMS generators. Manufacturing of Micro 
generator and issues relating to manufacturing and integration with micro engines are 
discussed. Micro generator scaling and parametric analysis methodologies to select 
optimal parameters for micro generator development to attain high power density are 
discussed. This will form as the rationale for the choice of lumped parameter modelling 
for micro generator development reported in the thesis. 
Chapter 3 discusses the scaling strategies for micro generator to achieve 
maximum power density in generators at micro scale. Analysis of radial, axial machine, 
reluctance machines for the selection of suitable micro generator topology is performed. 
Permeance co-efficient or permeance factor method for magnetic circuit analysis used 
in the thesis is briefed .Three different methods of calculating air gap, leakage and 
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fringing permeance for two dimensional structures are developed and validated with 
ANSYS FEM results. A theoretical analysis method is developed to calculate planar 
coil parameters is developed and validated.  Finally, the micro generator developed in 
the research is introduced and the advantage of the model to existing technology is 
explained. 
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the methodology for development of the thin MEMS 
axial generator model for integration with a micro engine. The methodology uses a 
modified lumped parameter model. The model takes independent inputs from magnetic 
circuit analysis and electric circuit analysis at micro scale from chapter 3 to improve the 
accuracy of the analytical development. The developed methodology is validated by 
applying it on a reported model available in literature to determine voltage, power and 
winding parameters. The results from the analysis are compared with practical and 
theoretical results obtained for the literature model. FEM analysis is done to validate 
magnetic circuit analysis results obtained from theoretical analysis. Results show that 
the theoretical method for air gap flux density prediction is 93% accurate to FEA results 
from ANSYS 11. 
Chapter 5 deals with the selection of micro generator parameters from the 
methodology developed in chapter 4. Equivalent model of the micro generator is 
developed by determining the equivalent resistance and reactance for characterisation. 
Characterisation of the MEMS micro generator with the selected parameters is 
performed for micro generator operation at no load, fixed and variable load conditions. 
Theoretical modelling of the engine functional parameters is combined with the micro-
generator parameter model to form an integrated micro engine-generator theoretical 
model. This model is then analysed for achievable energy density for a given volume 
(40e-3m*70e-3m*5e-3m) of engine-generator package.  
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Chapter 6 deals with the manufacturing feasibility of the micro generator 
components using existing fabrication technologies and the issues that need to be 
addressed while manufacturing. The choice of materials for the manufacturing of the 
micro generator from existing technologies is reviewed. Manufacturing process for 
individual components and assembly of the package using existing fabrication 
technologies is also briefed in this chapter. 
Chapter 7 summarises key conclusions made from the research and discusses 
recommendations for future work and areas of improvement. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review 
   
  This chapter provides an overview of electrical machine technology and generator 
topologies for MEMS micro generators. An overview of the state of the art in MEMS 
micro motors and generators are provided with key emphasis on available MEMS 
generators. Manufacturing of the micro generator and issues relating to manufacturing 
and integration with micro engines are discussed and considered for the development of 
the micro generator presented in the later chapters. Micro generator scaling and 
parametric analysis methodologies to select ideal parameters for micro generator 
development to attain high power density are discussed. This forms  the rationale for the 
choice of lumped parameter modelling for micro generator development reported in the 
thesis. 
2.1 Electrical Generator Technology  
 The different technologies in the operation of electrical machines for electrical 
power generation can be explained with the well known Faraday’s laws of 
electromagnetic and magnetic flux equations given by 2.1. To induce voltage or EMF a 
change in flux linkage is essential and this change in flux linkage can be achieved by 
varying MMF or reluctance in the machine. Thus the technologies in electrical 
machines were named after their method of achieving change in magnetic flux linkage 
as synchronous, induction, reluctance and permanent magnet (PM) generators.  
   
dt
d
ne
φ
-=   Where 
mR
F
=φ      (2.1) 
  Different forms of electrical generator technology include synchronous 
generators; Induction generators, Reluctance machines and Permanent magnet 
generators and motors. Permanent magnet machine delivers high power density, torque 
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density and efficiency than other types because of higher induction achieved by the 
PM’s and less variable losses due to exclusion of field windings [1, 2]. 
2.2 Electrical Generator Topologies 
  The electrical generator topologies were named based on the direction in 
which the flux flows to link the windings to generate EMF or voltage in the machine.        
Radial machines are of synchronous, induction, reluctance or permanent magnet. Flux 
in these machines flows radially through the air gap perpendicular to the axis of rotation 
from stator to rotor or vice versa to induce emf in the generator as show in Figure 2.1.A. 
   Flux in axial machines flows in axial direction through the air gap and 
normal to the axis to induce voltage. The axial machines normally have permanent 
magnets embedded in disc shaped rotors and windings in stator for convenience. The 
fact that stator and rotor are not concentric inside each other, the axial machines have 
greater variability and flexibility in topology and inclusion of multiple rotor and stator 
combinations as typically shown in Figure 2.1.B. Flux in the transverse flux machines 
flow radially though the airgap and axially throughout the circumference for power 
generation. In depth incite on all the machines can be obtained from reading into 
references [3-7].   
(A)                             (B)                                                      (C) 
Figure 2.1 A. Radial machine topology B. Axial machine topology C. Transverse flux 
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2.3 Existing Micro, MEMS motors and Generators  
   Recent advancement in the field of micro machining and MEMS 
manufacturing technologies have led the way to the advent of many micro, MEMS and 
hybrid machines (both generator and motors) with power levels in the range of upto 
hundred of watts. Many of the micro machines use permanent magnets as the main 
source for field excitation to achieve better power density.  
2.3.1 MEMS Motors and Generator  
  MEMS motors and generators have been under research from the early 
1980’s with the first report of such machines in 1988 (Table 2.2). The report described 
an IC processed Electrostatic Synchronous micro motor developed by U.C.Berkeley 
operating at a speed of 500 rpm. Since then, the field of micro fabrication and 
micromachining had long improved with the advent of new techniques and methods to 
process and realise both low and high aspect mechanical structures for 
microelectromechanical systems.  
  A list of MEMS motors is available in Table 2.2. The first MEMS motors 
reported were processed by the same method used for processing integrated circuits (IC) 
from where the manufacturing technologies had grown with intermediate passing 
techniques to recent popular techniques used for manufacturing like DRIE (Direct 
Reactive Ion Etching), LIGA and LPCVD. There are very few commercial MEMS 
motors available and they work under piezoelectric and Ultrasonic principles and 
developed by Flex Motors Corporation with promising PD in the range of 2.2e5 to 
6.6e5 W/m3. The reported research models listed in Table 2.2 vary in topology from 
radial synchronous, radial and axial induction, reluctance and BLDC’s with a 6 phase 
axial induction micro motor developed by MIT, USA-2006 containing 131 pole pairs in 
stator and a tethered rotor giving a higher PD of 5.9e6 W/m3.  
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  A list of MEMS micro generators are available in Table 2.3. The advent of 
micro generator development started almost a decade later to micro motors because of 
the need for better energy density power supplies to conventional batteries for portable 
and micro electronic devices. Early reports on development of such generator come 
from Faculty of Engineering, Chiba, Japan [8] where a axial generator model is 
developed as a power source for implanted medical devices to replace batteries. The 
generator operated with metal magnets excited by coils carrying low frequency 
excitation currents producing an output power of 14 Watts at 1000 rpm with an open 
circuit voltage of ~12 volts.  
 There has been a handful of micro generators developed since the first 
reported model with major contribution from research institutes in USA. The key 
development objective of micro generators is only as an integrating or coupled unit to 
micro turbines, micro engines and other rotary transducers. The primary source for the 
rotary transducers is hydrocarbon fuel chemical energy or other high energy density 
sources to be converted to kinetic energy on the shaft which is coupled or integrated 
with the micro generator [9, 10-13]. The micro generators development concentrated 
more towards meeting operational specifications and objectives than achieving high 
power density. Due to this reason, PD of MEMS Generators has seen lesser 
improvement over years.  
  MEMS generators reported in Table 2.3 are of synchronous, reluctance, 
induction and permanent magnet which are mainly of radial and axial topologies with 
differences in topologies coming from the stator and rotor arrangements to achieve a 
high PD [9-17]. Permanent magnet axial topologies from Table 2.3 can be seen to 
provide better PD than radial and reluctance topologies with reluctance topologies 
reported exhibiting low PD due to less achievable magnetic flux density at air gap due 
to lack of back iron, big cores and high reluctance path for flux flow [10]. 
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It can inferred from Table 2.2 that motors using permanent magnets as the source 
for main field exhibit a higher PD than motors with less or non use of permanent 
magnets. Topologies with planar profiles indicating improved PD and manufacturing 
flexibility and ease. High PD’s are associated with high speeds in comparison to system 
total volume which can be a valid consideration for development of MEMS generators. 
Some of the improvements suggested by the literature [9, 10] was the need for better 
magnetic circuits and analysis methods to select better magnetic circuit and micro 
generator parameters to achieve high PD.  
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Manufacturers and  
Reported Years 
Technology & 
Topology Max Speed (rpm) Power (W) 
Diameter 
(mm) 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Volumetric 
Power 
density 
(W/m3) Manufacturing method 
Flex motors[20] Piezoelectric  3000 0.0012564 2 0.6 6.67E+05  - 
Flex Motors[20] Ultrasonic 1000 0.05235 10 3 2.22E+05  - 
University of 
California, Berkeley, 
USA- 1988[21] 
Ic processed 
Electrostatic  
micro motor- 
synchronous 500   0.12 1.00E-03    Wet and RIE etching 
IMT, Berlin – 1993 
[22] 
Dielectric 
Induction 
Micromotor 16000 5.0256E-10 0.1 -0.2 2.00E-03 8.00E+03 LPCVD sacrificial process 
Georgia tech, USA-
1993 [23] 
Reluctance 
Magnetic 
Micromotor 500 1.72755E-07 0.5 0.12 7.33E+03 
LPCVD sacrificial process and cavity 
etching  
University of 
wisconsin, USA- 1993 
[24] 
Variable 
Reluctance 
Stepper Motor  30000 
1.44(No losses 
assumed) 0.42 0.3 3.47E+10 Sacrificial LIGA process 
U.C.Berkeley, USA – 
1995  [9] 
Electrostatic 
Micro Motor   30pNm 0.2 1.50E-03     
MIT, USA-2001 [10] 
Electrostatic 
Induction Micro 
Motor 15000 0.0004 4 0.3 1.06E+05 
1. Thin and thick film processing 2. 
DRIE Etching 3. Fusion Bonding 
 Braunschweig,  
germany- 2003 [12] 
Linear Variable 
Reluctance 
Micro Motor _ 1.11mN(Torque) Area = 8*7 1.5 _ UV Lithography 
Korea Electronics 
Technology Institute 
(KETI), Korea-2004 
[11] 
Micro BLDC 
Motor 100000 0.1 2 5 6.37E+04 Micro Milling and LIGA technology 
MIT, USA- 2005 [29] 
Induction Micro 
Motor ~300000 0.03 4 0.4 5.97E+06 LPCVD pattering anf DRIE  
National Taiwan 
University Taiwan-
2006  
Micro 
Permanent 
Magnet Motor  35940 1.2 6 12 3.54E+06  - 
Purdue University , 
USA- 2007 [30] 
Homopolar 
Micro motor 100 5.00E-06 4 5 7.96E+01 DRIE  
 
Table 2.1. Summary of MEMS rotational and linear micro motors  
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Manufacturers and 
Reported years   
Technology & 
Topology 
Max Speed 
(rpm) Power (W) 
O/p 
Voltage-No 
load (V) 
Diameter 
(mm) 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Volumetric 
Power 
density 
(W/m3) 
Faculty of Engineering, chiba, 
Japan-1999 [11] 
Axial Permanent magnet 
generator ~1000 14 ~12 _ _ _ 
Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven, Belgium- 2004 [12] Radial  100000 16  16 28 2.84E+06 
UC Berkeley, USA-2004 [9] Reluctance Generator  13300 3.80E-04 2.63 2.5 5 1.55E+04 
Imperial college, UK – 2005 
[10] Planar Axial Generator 30000 0.0011 0.42 7 1.6 1.79E+04 
LEG, France-2005 [13]  Planar Micro generator  380000 5 4.18 8 0.6 1.66E+08 
Eth Zurich/ ATE leutkirch, 
Germany -2005 [14] Radial, 3-phase 500000 40 1.13 16 15 1.33E+07 
Georgia Tech/MIT, USA-2006 
[37] 
Axial Permanent magnet 
generator 120000 1.3 0.5 9.5 2.3 7.98E+06 
Georgia Tech/MIT, USA-2006 
[38] 
Axial Permanent magnet 
generator 305000 8 1.6 10 2.3 8.86E+06 
Georgia Tech, FRANCE – 
2007 [39] 
Axial Permanent magnet 
generator 392000 0.0036 0.05 2 2 5.73E+05 
national sun yat sen- 2007 [18] Permanent magnet 2200 4.10E-04 0.079 5 2 1.04E+04 
Kinetron MG204 – 
Commercial [41] Radial  5000 0.001 2.6 4 2.2 3.62E+05 
 
Table 2.2. Summary of MEMS rotational and linear micro Generators 
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2.3.2 Manufacturing of MEMS Generators  
  The advancement in MEMS manufacturing technology to develop high 
aspect ratio structures, bulk micro machining and bonding has made development of 
electrical and mechanical structures and integration possible. Most of the reported 
literature uses DRIE, surface micro machining, UV lithography and bonding techniques 
to realise structures for manufacturing and packaging.  
  The first reported generator system was that of a planar micro turbine 
system by Wiegele in 1996 [19].  The micro turbine was of 3.5mm in diameter capable 
of operating at 4.5 Krpm and fabricated using LIGA method. Homes et al [10] at 
imperial college, London reported an axial flow micro turbine generator system. The 
fabricateion was done using a combination of silicon micromachining. The generator 
rotor which was developed on SU-8 and laser etched to embedded millimetre sized 
NdfeB PMs. The rotor was then sandwiched with two stators with electroplated CU 
using PCB techniques. Kinetron a dutch company manufactures claw pole style micro 
generators with SmCo or Ferrite PM rotors and Cu multi-turned windings [41]. 
  Achotee et al [48,49] reported a planar micro motor for use as a generator 
by integration with micro turbine. A 8-mm solid SmCo or NdFeb was machined using 
micro EDM process to be used as stator with CU winding manufactured using 
electroplating technique. D.P.Arnold et.al [37-38] from Georgia tech reported a planar 
micro generator using an electroplated surface winding on a soft magnetic substrate. 
The rotor was made of an annular PM with back iron to improve magnetic field on the 
air gap. An axial flux PM machine was reported by Pan et al [18] which use layers of 
windings made of filament winding method to create stacked Cu winding for stator and 
an arc shaped NdfeB magnet for rotor.  
  The micro generator model which is appropriate for the current research was 
by Senesky et al [9] from university of Berkley. They developed an reluctance type 
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millimetre scale generator to be integrated with micro engines with uses a PM core. The 
stator poles were made of powdered iron material formed using electrical discharge 
technique (EDM). The windings were wound on a plastic bobbin and enclosed to a 
centre post made of steel and epoxy for better thermal insulation. The permanent 
magnets were machined from bonded NdFeb and connected to the yoke with a variable 
fixture arrangement to adjust sensitivity of the magnetic circuit to saturation effects. 
  The above literature substantiates the development of micro generator using 
existing manufacturing methods with a combination of DRIE, Photolithography, 
electroplating techniques etc. Even with such variability in manufacturing and material 
choices there were many limitations and manufacturing difficulties in manufacturing 
micro generators. The key difficulties in manufacturing were in the areas of bulk 
structures with good precision with the required mechanical, electrical and magnetic 
properties [46]. Ongoing research is underway by many research facilities around the 
world to improve manufacturing methods and materials for micro generator 
development. 
2.3.3 Micro generator development considerations 
  In general in micro generator development, the generated power can be 
increased by either increasing the number of poles, or by increasing the speed, and by 
increasing the resistance and number of windings to limit heat losses in the winding. 
Achieving all or any of the three embedded in a micro generator development has 
manufacturing limitations associated with it. This section aims at looking at micro 
generator development considerations for materials, fabrication methods and limitations 
for mechanical structures, magnetic MEMS, electrical circuit.   
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2.3.4 Magnetic Materials for Macro and MEMS technology 
 The recent advancement in electrical machine technologies has offered many 
choices in materials with variable magnetic properties for electrical machines 
development to improve PD and to suit manufacturing technologies.  Materials with 
magnetic properties take their place in one of the three general classes used to define 
them named as Ferromagnetic, Paramagnetic and Diamagnetic materials.  The classes 
are defined on the basis of permeability value of materials, which represents the 
alignment of dipole moments to better relate magnetic field to flux density for a material 
as in equation 2.2.  
                                  HB µ= , With rµµµ .0=  & 70 10*4 −= piµ                 (2.2) 
 B-H curves or hysteresis loop are characteristic curves based on equation 2.2 to 
determine the permeability of the material at different operating conditions. The size 
and shape of the B-H curved differ with different materials and used as a basis to select 
a particular magnetic material for a desired application. The difference in B-H curves 
for different materials are in their saturation and hysteresis features due to alignments of 
dipole moments which form the magnetic domain structure for the material. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2    B-H Characteristic curves 
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2.3.5 Magnetic MEMS. 
 The choice of magnetic materials in MEMS depends on the manufacturing 
capability of magnetic structures to achieve bulk manufacturing, required precision and 
magnetic B-H characteristics achievable from theory.  In a multi-pole magnetic rotor, 
N-S pole transition regions or oxidized zones which do not contribute to power 
generation can be tens to hundreds of microns per pole. The extent of these 
unproductive regions is small when compared to the perimeter of a cm-scale or larger 
rotor, but is a significant portion for a millimeter scale machines[17]. The usage of 
magnetic materials used in MEMS applications is quite limited due to the above reason. 
The field is still under investigation by research groups around the world for improved 
materials and manufacturing methods to achieve better magnetic materials and 
mechanical properties for MEMS manufacturing.  
 
2.3.6 Soft Magnetic Materials 
 Soft magnetic materials are ferromagnetic materials with narrow B-H 
characteristic exhibiting low permeability values and saturation limits.  Most electrical 
machines work with flux passing through an air gap and soft magnetic materials are 
generally used as cores to regulate and achieve maximum flux flow in a desired path 
within the machine. The selection of soft magnetic materials for a particular application 
is dependent on their permeability values and importantly their saturation limit as 
poised to machine development. The properties of soft magnetic materials with their 
permeability and ‘Bs’ values are listed in Table 2.3 with ferrous and silicon steel having 
better permeability and ‘Br’ values and diversely used in micro electrical machines 
applications. 
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Materials Permeability 
Saturation 
Flux density 
(Bs) 
Ferrous (Fe) 6000 2.2*[53] 
Cobalt (Co) 245 1.9*[53] 
Nickel  2500 0.6[53] 
NI Permalloy (81% 
Ni,2% Mo,17% Fe) 14 to 350 0.7* [54] 
Si Steel  5800 2.04 [55] 
cobalt(50%)-
iron(50%) alloy 1000-1500 2.35 [53] 
Aluminium(16%)-
Iron Alloy 8000 0.9 [53] 
* Values approximated to one decimal 
Table 2.3 Soft magnetic materials 
 Soft magnetic material is the most commonly used magnetic material in MEMS 
with alloys like NiFe (Permalloy). They have relatively high saturation flux density, low 
hysteresis and less impact on magnetic performance from stress effects. This material is 
often used in magnetic recording heads with their manufacturing technology well 
established from industrial use [46]. Micro magnetic actuators use electro deposited 
ferromagnetic NiFe cores wrapped around with current carrying conductors to generate 
the field required for actuation [46]. Advanced micro motors use ferromagnetic 
materials with on-chip coils with assembled windings [57]. There was recent reported 
case of 50:50 NiFe alloy electrodeposited into deep silicon molds for vertically 
laminated NiFe structures [58].  
 Nickel-iron-molybdenum (NiFeMo) alloy was also reported as an alternative to 
NiFe and addition of molybdenum to NiFe improves both resistivity and initial 
permeability and allows for high heat treatment [60]. The alloy can be deposited using 
electroplating, gas flow sputtering [60] and can achieve a saturation flux density as high 
as 1.07 T [61].  There were also commercially available magneto meters which use 
magnetoresitive elements which were thin film low noise NiFe alloys to detect magnetic 
field as low as 2.16 mA/m [46]. TbFe alloys and TbFe /Feco multilayer were used in 
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micro actuator configurations using cantilevers with membranes coated with these 
alloys on one side. Literature was also available on Alloys of 
CoFeb,CoFeCr,CoFeb,CoFeCu and CoNiFeb which were widely used in magnetic 
recording and data storage technologies [62]. 
 2.3.7 Hard Magnetic Materials 
 Hard magnetic materials or permanent magnets (PM) are magnetic materials 
which exhibit wider B-H characteristics with a capability of holding remenance 
magnetic field with the permanent removal of external field and operate at second and 
third quadrant demagnetising path. The important parameters are their residual magnetic 
capacity ‘Br’ and coercive force required to demagnetize the magnet ‘Hc’. Other 
parameters of interest which represent the available field quantities are ‘Bm’, ‘Hm’ and 
‘BHmax’. 
 Table 2.3 shows the properties of popular used permanent magnetic materials in 
electrical technology listing key parametric quantities Br, Hc, Bm, BHmax and curie 
temperature with Table 2.4 summarizes their suitability’s to application criteria.  
 Materials  Br (t) Hc (KA/m) 
Bhmax 
(kj/m3) 
Curie temp 
C 
Alnico5, ceramic 10 [54] 0.4 223 31.8 450 
Alnico, Sintered 5 [54] 1.05 62.9 24 860 
Alnicio Cast 5 [54] 1.24 50.9 43.8 900 
SmCo5 [54] 0.83 600 128 700 
SmCo17 [54] 1 480 192 750 
SmCo17 Bonded [54] 0.86 497 130   
NdFeb MQ III [54] 1.18 840 256 312 
Ferrite Bonded Flexible [54] 0.25 175 11.9   
Ferrite Bonded Rigid[54] 0.3 191 15.9   
Table 2.4      Hard magnetic materials 
Materials 
Flux 
Density 
BH 
product  
Thermal 
stability Cost 
Mechanical 
stability  
corrosion 
resistance 
Alnico  
High Low High Medium 
low 
(Brittle) Medium 
Bonded 
Ferrites Low Low High Medium Flexible Low 
Samarium Medium High High Very Brittle High 
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cobalt High 
NdFeb High High Low 
Lesser to 
SmCo Flexible High 
Table 2. 5       Comparison of hard magnetic material properties 
 Most of the hard magnetic materials were based on alloys of cobalt (Co) because 
of its high crystalline anisotropic structure. Co-based alloys with various other alloys 
were available in the literature [46]. The issue with elements alloyed with Co tend to 
concentrate at the grain boundaries resulting in isolated grain boundaries. This causes 
microscopic energy barriers that increase the coercivity of the film making the material 
magnetically harder. There were also reported cases of Pt and Pb alloying which 
increases magnetic crystalline anisotropy [60]. In the case of alloy depositions the net 
magnetization reduces with increase in non-magnetic alloy elements [46].  
  There were reports of CoPt and FePt alloys deposited using vaccum processes in 
multilayered structures and then annealed to produce ordered phases [63] [64]. 
Sputtering FePt was reported with coercivity and energy product of 637 kA/m and 126 
Kj/m3.Electroplated CoPtW and CoPtZn having coercivity of about 300Ka/m [65]. A 
major disadvantage of these applications was the requirement for high temperature 
annealing at around 500 0C to 700 0C and some of the materials commonly used in 
MEMS cannot survive at these temperatures. 
 Strontium ferrite (SrFe12O19) deposition by mixing Fe12O19 powder with an 
epoxy resin binding agent was available in the literature. The later was spread into 
photo resist moulds to form complete cylindrical structures. Structures which were 
65 µ m thick with a diameter of 50 to 200 µ m showed coercivity of 356 kA/m and 
maximum energy product of 2.7 KJ/m3  [66]   
 Neodymium-Iron –Boron (NdFeB) is one of the popular material of choice for 
applications which are very cost effective without any rare elements such as cobalt. 
Reported cases of NdFeB magnetic structure include relatively thick magnetic films 
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upto 800 µ m formed using tape casting. Thin films of NdFeB and CoSm can be 
vacuum deposited and in many cases the deposited films were amorphous and had soft 
magnetic properties (Hc<100Oe). To enhance coercivity high temperature annealing 
(>600oc) was required which was damaging for some MEMS material [63, 64].  
 Samarium Cobalt (SmCo) permanent magnet deposition was reported which 
requires annealing at high temperature of (>500oc) which makes it difficult to 
incorporate into some structures [60]. Film structures of 50 µ m on ceramic glass 
substrates and 3 µ m for silicon (due to annealing limitation) were reported with 
achievable coercivity of 800 kA/m, flux density and energy product of 0.5T and 20 
kJ/m3 respectively [68]. In cases where the permanent magnet material was susceptible 
for corrosion during manufacturing process, it was often coated with a layer of 
protective material [46]. 
 Due to the manufacturing difficulties and high annealing temperatures associated 
with some of the hard magnetic materials, the applications of hard magnetic materials in 
MEMS manufacturing were limited. Where ever necessary, especially with high aspect 
ratio MEMS structures commercially available hard magnetic materials were used and 
bonded to substrates and other structures using bonding and assembly techniques as 
reported in the literature [9-14]. This technique was basically advantageous to preserve 
and exploit the magnetic characteristics of the permanent magnet as a source for 
magnetic energy.   
2.3.8 Magnetic MEMS Fabrication methods  
 There were different fabrication techniques available in the literature for micro 
machining magnetic structure [56]. Electro deposition is one of the popular methods 
where the electroplating material (anode) is deposited on a material to be coated 
(cathode) immersed into an electrolytic bath. Electric current helps carry ions from 
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anode to cathode creating a conformal coating. Sputtering is another method which is 
used to deposit metal films. The deposition essentially is done by firing of ions at the 
target made from the deposition material. Particles deposited were then guided towards 
the wafer by electric or magnetic fields. Sputtering is conformal and can be done at 
relatively low temperatures. A drawback of such a method was the stress associated 
with the deposited films and their control [56].  
  Evaporation is a thin- film deposition method technique where a target is heated 
with an electrical current or electron beam to condense vaporized target material on the 
wafer. This process when the rotor is not rotated properly can result in “shadowing” 
effect.  LIGA is multistep process which combines lithography, plating and molding to 
form high-aspect ratio metal structures. This process uses X-ray lithography which 
makes it expensive. There were other methods used such as screen printing in terms of 
manufacturing planar coils for electric circuit design [56]. 
 Some of the manufacturing methods which were used for the preparation of hard 
magnetic materials were sintering, pressure bonding, injection molding, casting, 
extruding, electrodepositing, and sputtering and LPCVD technologies [56]. Detailed 
information on the fabrication methods mentioned in this section and more is available 
in the literature for further reading [56]. 
 2.3.9 Factors Affecting Magnetic Materials  
 The maximum useful energy obtainable from a magnetic material is affected by 
operational factors and surrounding circuits with the important ones influencing the 
energy delivered by the magnet to be temperature, skin effect and moderately corrosion.   
A. Temperature  
 All magnetic materials especially hard magnetic have a limit on maximum 
operating temperature given by maximum operating temperature and Currie 
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temperature. A list of Currie temperature limits for permanent magnet materials is listed 
in Table 2.5. NdFeb is most sensitive to temperature having the lowest Currie 
temperature of 312oC and Alnico possessing good temperature withstanding capacity 
with a Currie temperature of 900oC. Figure 2.3 shows that the effect of temperature on 
magnetic intensity and flux density, with magnetic intensity being significantly affected  
and collapsing the net magnetisation M of the magnet.   
 
  Figure 2.3 Effect of temperature over Br and H of a selected NdFeb magnet  
 B.  Corrosion 
 Magnetic materials were subjected to corrosion after a period of usage which 
causes weight loss and reduces the density and energy of the magnet. The corrosion 
resistive capacity of permanent magnets is presented in Table 2.5 with SmCo and 
NdFeb having high corrosion resistance property. Corrosion can be reduced by coating 
magnetic materials with corrosion resistance materials with good magnetic property 
with recent reports on acceleration test results for a uncoated and coated NdFeB magnet 
with nickel showing that a reduction in weight loss due to corrosion by a factor or 2 to 3 
is achieved by coating NdFeB with nickel[17].   
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C. Skin Effect 
 Skin effect is described as the affinity of alternative fields to distribute heavily on 
the surface of a conductor and reducing towards the depth or thickness to produce 
magnetic field. Skin effect is due to eddy currents which oppose and cancel out 
magnetic field internally in a conductor. The skin effect as supposed to electrical 
circuit’s increases the resistance of the conductor at higher frequencies and in magnetic 
circuits reduces the net magnetic field. In general if the thickness of the material is 
higher than the skin depth then the net magnetic field would be less than expected. Skin 
depth of a materials, defined by equation 2.3, is a function of relative resistivity of 
copper rρ , net permeability of the material rµµµ .0= , angular frequency ω . Table 3.6 
shows the skin depth of iron and nickel at frequency of 1000Hz.  
     )./().2( ωµρ rs =      (2.3) 
Material rρ  ω  rµ  s  
Ferrous 9.70E-08 6282 5000 7.01E-05 
Nickel 6.80E-08 6282 4800 5.99E-05 
 Table 2.6 Skin depth of magnetic materials at 1000 Hz 
2.3.10 Losses in Magnetic materials  
 Losses in magnetic materials are primarily due to hysteresis, eddy current losses 
and excess losses. Excess loss is due to eddy currents produced by moving magnetic 
domain wall due to an alternating magnetic field.[70] Hysteresis and excess loss are less 
dependent on size and shape of the material unlike eddy current effect which is seen 
throughout the volume of the sample[70]. The general form of iron loss is shown in 
equation 3.3 and a detailed look at these losses is presented in chapter 4 under loss 
determination section.  
     2
2
10 CfCfCL f ++=      (2.4) 
With 0C , 1C , 2C are Hysteresis, Eddy current and Excess Loss constant respectively  
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2.4 Electrical circuit Considerations 
Armature windings are arranged in electrical machines to achieve maximum flux 
linkage and keep copper losses to a minimum Proper determination of equivalent 
resistance, current loading and losses would ensure desired physical and functional 
parameters to achieve high power density.  
2.4.1 Desired Characteristics of Electrical Winding 
 In general the parameters for coil development for power generation are the total 
resistance of the winding for power generation and losses. Losses in windings constitute 
the heat losses, losses due to skin and proximity effect caused by eddy current and 
magnetic induction. There is always a compromise between the windings which could 
induce maximum power and  windings which can keep the variable loss at a minimum. 
The winding development for an electrical machines desires   
1. The smallest winding size that will handle the specified short circuit current and 
operate within permissible load current limit for the size with less heat losses 
2. Possess high resistance to electro migration, and high melting point for high 
temperature applications [71]  . 
2.4.2 Micro coils for Micro generators  
 Micro coils as used in micro generators have been in existence for decades used 
for other applications like micro sensors and actuator, magnetic recording, RF MEMS, 
Telemetry etc as used. Two type of winding structures were most commonly used in 
MEMS; planar and three dimensional.. Planar structures were manufactured using IC 
technologies, UV lithography, and electro deposition techniques. The IC technique 
includes photolithography, Si-surface micro machining, Si-bulk micro-machining, 
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micro-molding, wet ecthing and reactive plasma etching, ion milling, deep reactive ion 
etching (DRIE), and LIGA methods.  Three dimensional windings can be manufactured 
using advanced approaches such as electro deposition, sputtering, and wafer bonding. 
Detailed information on the fabrication methods mentioned above is available in the 
literature and not covered in the thesis [56]. Materials for micro coils include copper, 
gold, aluminium and most recently carbon micro coils fabricated using chemical vapour 
deposition techniques having conductivities of several S/cm to 104 S/cm [72-75].
 Winding structure for rotary micro generators reported in the literature were both 
planar and wound structures [9-15]. A two coil layer winding structure of Cu/Cr with 
coil dimensions of 12µm*30µm with a coil pitch of 60µm manufactured using UV 
lithography and electroplating process was fabricated for a planar axial generator 
model[10]. The multilayer coils were formed using lithographically in each SU8 layers 
during coil fabrication and second level of coil were directly fabricated which 
eliminated the need for SU8 plasma etching [10, 76]. The insulating layers between the 
coils layers were formed by SU8 photolithography. SU8 layers were good for magnetic 
guides, multilayer coil insulators and also useful for embedding and planar arrangement 
of high aspect ratio structures [76].  
  Embedded electroplated Cu test coil structures of 35µm* 200µm were fabricated 
and tested to suit high temperature micro turbines. Copper was electroplated on 1 µm 
oxide with 2000A Ta diffusion to reduce the reaction of Cu to Si forming Cu-Si layers. 
The coils were over plated with a layer of nickel or platinum to avoid oxidation and 
corrosion during high temperature operations[17]. Surface wound electrodeposited 
copper layers of 20µm thickness embedded in SU-8 epoxy mold was reported for a mill 
watt scale permanent magnet micro generator[17]. Fabrication of three-phase stator 
coils for a micro generator using deep lithography and silicon etching process was also 
reported to substantiate the feasibility of existing technology to fabricate three phase 
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coils [77]. A millimetre scale micro generator developed for integration with a micro 
wankel engine uses a plastic bobbin winding structure with 4200 turns of 50 AWG 
copper wires[9].        
2.5 Mechanical considerations: 
  The common design engineering issues with the micro rotational machines 
were constraints posed by frictional forces and bearing issues. The speed is constrained 
by how much stress the parts can take before getting damaged. The smaller the part the 
more is the stress and importance should be given towards mechanical stability. In 
addition friction becomes a dominant issue in rotating machines and special coating 
commonly of silicon carbide (SiC) [78-80] and tungsten and TiN was used to keep the 
co-efficient of friction and the wear resistance low [78, 79]. Fluid or electro mechanical 
bearings look attractive at very small sizes due to their non-contact operational 
characteristics[82].  
2.5.1 Bearing for Micro Applications: 
  Development of High speed micro bearing is difficult and plays a key part 
in the success of micro generator and motor application. The stability of the bearings 
and the stress levels determine the maximum rotational speed achievable from the 
system and in turn the attainable mechanical power.  Due consideration needs to be 
given to the design of the system to keep the mass and coefficient of friction (drag 
forces) to a minimum to develop an efficient bearing system to reduce drag forces. 
Different forms of bearing systems were reported in the literature for micro machine 
applications with their own pro’s and con’s.    
  Ball bearing unlike in macro machines has also been seen as an entity to 
support micro machines. Micro actuators with rotor diameters of 10mm supported on 
encapsulated ball bearings structure with 120 stainless steel balls of 285 µm was 
reported. The bearing structure supports the encased rotor and a thrust balance from 
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electro-pneumatic system was used to minimize normal load. The system was reported 
to perform well at speeds from 5rpm to 2000rpm. The ball bearing system suffers from 
wear and deteriorates at high loads [83].  Micro turbine with rotor diameter of 10mm 
supported by two ball bearings was reported in research which runs at speeds of 
160,000 rpm.  The ball bearings limit the operating speed of the turbine and also 
reduces the dynamic balance of the rotor at high speeds[83].The literature suggest that 
the operating speed of the system for increased power can be achieved by air bearings 
or other non contact bearing methods. 
  Micro gas bearing for micro actuator application was reported in literature 
with groves formed on a 0.5mm diameter shaft. The grooves were designed to take in 
air when the shaft rotates and push it to the central part to create pressure to push the 
shaft up under operation. Special ion coating of TiN and CrN was used to improve the 
wear resistance and to reduce contact friction during start and stop cycles[84].  
  Flange and centre pin bearings for harmonic side drives or micro motors 
were  reported in the literature. The bearings were tested with a micro motor airgap of 
1.5 µm. The use of lubricating oil was reported to reduce the friction torque by an order 
of magnitude[85].  The issue with lubricating oil was high viscous drag associated with 
them which is one fold greater than air. Self pressurizing hydrostatic and hydrodynamic 
thrust bearings were tested for turbine rotor design and up to speeds of 450,000 rpm. 
The issue with the bearings was the wear during start and stop cycles where it was 
subjected to surface rubbing prior to lift off [86, 87].   Hydro inertia bearing for micro 
turbines was reported in research which can support rotor speeds upto 770000 rpm with 
reduced wear during start and stop cycles [88].  
  Micro generator using flywheel energy storage system with high 
temperature superconducting bearings has been reported in the literature [88]. The 
bearing operates using levitation forces from a high temperature superconductor and a 
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bearing magnet attached to a flywheel. Reported experimental results done in vacuum 
condition shows maximum flywheel speeds of 51,000rpm and co-efficient of friction 
calculated as 0.001 – 0.002 [89]. These bearings were subjected to flux creeping 
generated at higher magnetic fields which reduces the levitation forces and contributes 
to drag forces. Diamagnetic bearing with permanent magnets were reported as a simple 
alternative for micro bearings at smaller scales. These bearings have losses due to eddy 
current effects and the losses increases with reduction in size [90]. Use of conventional 
ball bearings of type (BOCAtypeSMF681) was reported in literature where the 
generator design revolved the bearing specifications and commercial NdBFe magnet. 
The literature suggests the use of aerodynamic bearing to improve the design of the 
generator for better energy density [10]. 
2.6 MEMS generator analysis methodologies 
  There are different methods available and used to determine the 
performance characteristics of machines for comparison like network analysis 
method[91], lumped parameter generalised models[92], FEA models[93].  The thesis 
uses an improved lumped parameter modelling developed as part of original 
contribution  which uses independent magnetic and electric circuit analysis feeding to 
the lumped parameter model to take into effect the change in parameters to provide 
better accuracy than other methods and not available before. In-depth information on 
the basis of the developed lumped parameter model for Axial and radial model is 
available in Appendix A. 
  MEMS electric machine analysis methodologies available in the literature 
for the development of the micro generator uses simplified techniques for their analysis 
[22, 17]. In other literature the modelling methodology was specific to the generator 
model and magnetic circuit analysis was done for Bg and directly used to evaluate 
voltage and current using custom built equations specific to the machine. No attempt 
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has been made to optimize the system using any analysis method. In the literature 
lumped parameter was used to provide effect of dimension and parameters over power 
density and efficiency and they were also used to select optimal parameter to achieve 
better PD [62]. All the analysis methodology used in the literature use the magnetic flux 
density as air gap as Br/2 or from experience or from separate FEM analysis. The thesis 
presents an improved lumped parameter analysis by linking both magnetic circuit 
analysis.  This will achieve complete realisation of the machine over parameters and 
dimensional changes. It also reduce the complexity involved in FEM analysis which 
required repetitive modelling and meshing and analysis to see the effect of change in 
dimension to change in airgap.The improved method can also be widely used for macro 
machine analysis.   
2.7 Micro generator integration with micro engine  
  The micro generator model available in literature developed to be integrated with 
a micro engine was that of a millimetre scale reluctance generator (11mm* 8mm* 
25mm) developed at university of Berkeley [9]. The generator was tested on a test bed 
and there was no literature available on complete integration and testing of the generator 
and the micro engine. Wankel engine was chosen in this case for its planar construction 
and its flexibility of manufacturing with only few moving parts [9].  
  The magnetic circuit of the millimetre scale generator consists of centre connected 
and edge connected pole faces, electroplated rotor, and adjustable permanent magnet 
source. The pole faces were made up of powdered iron material and made from electrical 
discharge machining (EDM) technique. Powdered iron was selected in this case for its 
low loss and high flux density saturation levels. The pole faces were positioned using 
templates and sealed with epoxy [9]. The electroplated rotor had electroplated NiFe into 
trenches on a 500 micrometer silicon wafer. A 50:50 ratio of NiFe was used for better 
Curie temperature characteristics. The magnetic source came from an NdFeb permanent 
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magnetic core which can be adjusted laterally to provide varied magnetic excitation. The 
stator consists of centre post and a toroid. They were made of compressed silicon steel 
into a layered structure with a final epoxy finish. The stator winding was a plastic bobbin 
consisting of 4200 turns of Awg wire and the plastic was developed to fit inside the 
toroid. The generator was assembled on a test bed by and the gap length was manually 
adjusted by adjusting the permanent magnet source in the test bed to attain maximum 
back emf. The shaft when run at 13krpm produced a maximum open circuit voltage and 
power generated were 3.8V and 375 microwatts [9]. 
The millimetre scale generator was developed to fit the micro engine 
configuration. This posed constraints in the generator design and compromised on the 
maximum power that could be achieved from the generator. The powdered iron rotor 
even though with better Curie temperature characteristics have difficulty in terms of 
manufacturing due to its brittle and inhomogeneous characteristics which can cause 
fractures when micro machining. Powdered iron reduces the net achievable magnetic flux 
in air gap due to difficulties in getting the isotropic magnetic alignment properties right 
from micromachining as seem from literature [95]. Powdered iron also causes stator 
saturation due to its low permeability saturation characteristics.  
The magnetic flux in the stator was homopolar in the non-aligned rotor positions 
and also from the stator to the magnetic core causing leakage fluxes. The net flux flow 
was also reduced by the high reluctance due to large yoke, back iron core and air gaps. 
The external larger yoke and back iron also increase the volume of the generator thus 
reducing the net power density achievable from the generator. The literature suggests a 
permanent magnet circuit with reversing flux capabilities would have improved the net 
alternating flux available for emf generation by a factor of two [9]. The electrical 
winding structure was designed to attain the homopolar flux flow for the reluctance 
machine. In doing so, it had also increased the volume of the generator and contributing 
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towards the net power density achievable from the generator. The magnetic circuit with 
one magnetic source has reduced BHmax and net magnetic flux density attainable in the 
air gap attainable in the air gap in contract to machines with two magnetic sources [17]. 
Proper choice for magnetic circuit to obtain optimal flux levels can improve the power 
density of the generator [9].   
2.8 Summary  
  An overview of the electrical machine technology and generator topologies 
is provided in this chapter. As a summary the following can be stated  
• The state of the art in micro and MEMS generators are investigated and micro 
generator with planar construction has been found to provide high PD.  
• Materials and Manufacturing of MEMS micro generators were looked at to 
substantiate the feasibility of manufacturing of such devices with existing 
fabrication techniques. The key difficulties in manufacturing were in the areas of 
bulk structures with good precision with the required mechanical, electrical and 
magnetic properties. 
• The common design engineering issues with the micro rotational machines were 
constrains posed by frictional forces and bearing issues. Special coating commonly 
of silicon carbide (SiC) and tungsten and TiN were used in literature to keep the 
coefficient of friction low. 
• Magnetic and electrical consideration for manufacturing of MEMS micro 
generator was reviewed. Due to the manufacturing difficulties and high annealing 
temperatures associated with some of the hard magnetic materials, commercially 
available hard magnetic materials were used in many cases. 
• The development of a millimetre scale generator for integration with micro engine 
was done to fit the micro engine configuration. This posed constraints in the 
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generator design and compromised on the maximum power that could be achieved 
from the generator. 
• The magnetic flux in the stator of the reported millimetre scale generator was 
homopolar causing leakage fluxes. The net flux flow was also reduced by the high 
reluctance due to large yoke, back iron core and air gaps. The electrical winding 
was designed to attain homopolar flux flow for the reluctance machine. In doing 
so, it had also increased the volume of the generator and contributing towards the 
net power density achievable from the generator. The power density of the micro 
generator has been reduced due to the above issues.  
• The literature recommends that improvement in magnetic analysis method for 
parametric selection would help select better parameter for magnetic circuit to 
achieve power density. The same should also be applied for electric circuit analysis 
to achieve further increase in power density of the MEMS micro generator. 
• The thesis focuses on selection of parameter for a axial thin MEMS micro 
generator to attain high power density to existing micro generators. In doing so, 
the thesis had attempted to addressed the issues identified from literature and 
developed improvements for better selection of magnetic and electric circuit for 
micro generator development. 
 The third chapter would look at scaling strategies and selection of suitable topology 
for micro generator development. The magnetic and electric circuit analysis methods 
are also dealt in detail in this chapter.  
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Chapter 3: Micro generator scaling and selection 
 
  The scaling strategies for micro generator development are discussed in this 
chapter to understand the effect of scaling to attainable power density. The analysis of 
radial and axial machines for the selection of suitable micro generator topology for high 
power density and efficiency is made using lumped parameter analysis. The analysis 
results are compared with a reported reluctance micro generator model to select the best 
topology for micro generator development. Permeance co-efficient or Permeance factor 
method for magnetic circuit analysis used in the thesis is briefed. Three different 
methods of calculating the air gap, leakage and fringing permeance for two dimensional 
structures are developed and validated with ANSYS FEM results. A theoretical 
analytical method to calculate planar coil parameters is developed and validated.  
Finally, the micro generator developed in the research is introduced and the advantage 
of the model to existing technology is explained.  
3.1 Scaling of Electrical Rotary Machines  
  The key machine specifications over which a micro electrical rotary 
machine is developed are their power, efficiency and power density (power/mass and 
power/volume). Like macro machines, micro machines needs to have a compromise 
between power density and efficiency achievable as machines delivering maximum 
power do not generally operate at maximum achievable efficiency levels. The 
realisation of the effect of scaling over power density and efficiency can be analysed 
with the help of functional quantities and their characteristics equation for power 
generation like Torque, Power (both mechanical and electrical), Generated emf, Losses, 
and Efficiency. These strategies are helpful for matching electrical and mechanical 
torques for electrical machines.  There are other scaling strategies reported in the 
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literature where direct method of scaling to maximize power density was done for a 
specific micro machine model[1].    
 The magnitude of Torque T  in a rotary machine in general is the product of 
flux density B and the area A over which flux links the winding with current I as 
   AIBT ..=                    (3.1) 
Voltage generated by the electrical machine is product of change in flux linkage the 
winding over time and is represented as  
   
dt
dB
An
dt
d
dt
d
nV ..===
λφ
      (3.2) 
By representing 
dt
dB due to change in angular speed, the magnitude of emf is 
   NABnV ...=  or simply NABV ..=               (3.3) 
Power generated by the electrical machine is the product of voltage and current while 
the input mechanical power on shaft is the product of torque and speed as in 
   IVPelec .=                            (3.4) 
and 
   NT
TN
Pmech .60
...2
==
pi
      (3.5) 
The above equation can also be represented by a more useful equation for scaling using 
dimensional parameters for both electrical power generation (generators) and 
mechanical power generation (motors) as 
   
2
... AJBNPP mechelec ==                 (3.6) 
The main losses in a rotary machine for electrical and mechanical power 
generation are mainly the eddy current losses, hysteresis losses which comprise the net 
iron loss (constant loss) and the copper or heat losses (variable loss). The iron losses are 
due to the change in magnetic field on ferromagnetic materials which restrict the flux 
flow due to their electro-magnetic resistive property. Eddy current is due to local 
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currents produced in ferromagnetic materials which produce fields opposing the main 
field causing loss in the machines. Generally these losses are linked to the property of 
the materials used and their dimensions and often predicted by curve fitting to 
experimental data available which is often complex. A normalized equation for these 
losses can be written by taking into consideration their dependency on frequency as 
   volumeBNPeddy ..
22
=                 (3.7) 
   & 
   volumeBNPhys ..
2
=          (3.8) 
The heat losses or copper losses can be written as a product of the second power of 
current induced in the winding and the resistance of the winding as  
   RIPcu .
2
=          (3.9) 
The above equation can also be represented by a more useful equation for scaling using 
current density ( J ) and dimensional parameters as 
   



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
==
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222 ρ
        (3.10) 
and total losses can be written as  
   ++=
A
L
AJLABNLABNPloss
.
........
22222 ρ
    (3.11) 
   ( )ρ.)1(... 22 JNBNLAPloss ++=       (3.12) 
For better analysis of scaling, a linear dimension ’m’ is considered which when 
embedded with power and loss equations would take the forms  
   
4
... mJBNPP mechelec ==        (3.13) 
   
( )ρ.)1(.. 223 JNBNmPloss ++=       (3.14) 
It can be seen from the above equation that electrical power and mechanical torque from 
mechanical power are proportional to 4m  and the losses are proportional to 3m . The  
Power density and loss density can be written as   
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Efficiency of the generator with respect to power density can be written as  
   
elec
loss
P
P
eff −= 1          (3.17) 
 The realisation of the effect of scaling on power density and efficiency can 
be achieved by considering their respective forms above. Most electrical machines are 
operated at flux density B close to saturation and it can be kept as a constant and by 
keeping speed, current density and resistivity as constant the relative change of power 
density to scaling of linear dimension ‘m’ in dimension is shown in Figure.3.1. It is 
made clear from Figure 3.1 that by direct scaling of linear dimension the power density 
reduces linearly and there exist a situation to the left side of the plot where any further 
reduction causes the power density to go lower than the loss density and thus severely 
reducing the efficiency of the machine. This illustration clearly shows that the strategy 
of direct scaling would lead to a system with lower efficiencies and reduced power 
densities.   
 
Figure.3.1 Effect of direct scaling of dimensions to power density and efficiency 
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 One strategy to improve power density and maintain efficiency is by linearly 
increasing the speed and current density to linear dimension.  The result of such strategy 
can be seen from Figure 3.2 and 3.3 which shows that there in a window in the graph 
where higher power densities achievable and efficiency levels maintained. The problem 
with the strategy is that on the area both to the left and right hand side of the window 
power density tends to reduce with scaling and so does efficiency. If this strategy has to 
be adopted then the machine needs to be developed to operate within this window of 
desired operation. Proportional scaling methods to achieve higher power densities 
maintaining good efficiency levels within the window would often lead to a trial and 
error development method or using optimization problem to select parameters to 
achieve the same which is complex and may not guarantee desired operation.  
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Figure.3.2 Power density & Efficiency improvement with linear increase in speed and current 
density 
 An intuitive way of finding a strategy to maintain the levels of power 
densities and efficiencies can be arrived by analysing efficiency and power density 
equations. The efficiency for better understanding can be written from the power 
density forms as   
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Figure.3.3 Power density improvement with increase in speed and current density 
By looking at power density and efficiency equation a linear relation between the 
linear dimension ‘m’ and power density can be achieved by varying current 
density 1−∞mJ , and angular frequency 2mN∞ and with other parameters in the 
equations B, ρ  kept constant for the reasons given at the beginning. The above scaling 
approach would ensure scaling of power density proportional to scaling of linear 
dimension ‘m’ and also help to keep the last two parts of the efficiency equation as a 
constant. This will drive the efficiency of the machine close to a constant with reduced 
variability achieved by reducing the eddy current losses using available methods. Figure 
3.4(A, B) shows that a linear relationship between power density and dimension ‘m’ can 
be achieved which would improve power and torque capacity of the machine at micro 
scales.  Figure 3.5.C shows that efficiency remains stable over scaling when eddy 
current effects are considered negligible (least influence) on the machine performance 
and have not been included for analysis. Figure 3.4.D. shows that efficiency still 
remains stable when eddy current is taken into consideration but shows variation or 
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reduction at reduced scales which illustrate the importance of reducing eddy currents 
and its effects at micro scales by choosing proper materials and methods to maintain 
efficiency levels.   
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Figure 3.4 
A. Linear PD & dimension relationship with 
1−mJα & 2mNα  
B. 3-D Power density & dimension relationship with 1−mJα & 2mNα  
C. Efficiency without eddy currents considered for scaling with 1−mJα & 2mNα  
D. Efficiency with eddy currents considered for scaling with 1−mJα & 2mNα  
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3.2 Relationship between magnetic and electrical parameters 
to power density 
 The important magnetic parameters for consideration in micro machine 
development are the remanent flux density Br, Air gap length and number of poles. 
Remanent flux density in magnetic circuit is dependent on the magnetic material used as 
the magnetic source. Ndfeb and SmCo are popular hard magnetic materials for magnetic 
source used in micro generator development from literature available in chapter 2.    The 
literature recommends the use of commercially available hard magnetic sources to 
deposition techniques because of difficulties involved in micro machining hard 
magnets. 
 The scaling strategy used in the previous section is done by keeping the flux 
density as constant at maximum attainable remanent flux density levels. This is 
achieved by reducing the stator and rotor air gap in such as way the magnetic circuit is 
operated close to saturation on the load line curve as shown in Figure 3.6. There is a 
limitation to how small the air gap needs to be to avoid saturation in the cores. 
Saturation can be reduced by using high permeability soft magnetic cores made of Ni, 
Fe and their alloys which have high permeability and exhibit high saturation levels. 
Table 3.1 shows the effect of air gap length to voltage, power and power density. 
Reduction of air gap reduces the volume of the machine and improves power density. 
This increase in power density due to airgap length reduction is only small compared to 
its effect of proportional increase to voltage and power.   
 The open circuit voltage generated by the micro generator can be proportionally 
increased by no of poles. The increase in poles increases frequency losses and adds 
complexity to alignment of the coils and also depends on the profile of the integrating 
structure. In planar coil arrangement, to attain maximum flux linkage the magnetic 
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source has to be at the centre and within the coil arrangement. This will ensure equal 
flux distribution to the coils for emf generation. 
  The important electrical parameters which affect the power and power density of 
the micro generator are number of coils, Resistance of the winding and current density.  
An increase in coil numbers increases the generated emf and directly increases the 
generated power. A coil structure with increased windings of thinner guage length will 
also reduce the dynamic I2R losses and also reduce the total eddy current effects. But, 
increasing the number of windings pose complexity in manufacturing for high precision 
coil structures. Current density is an important factor which also defines the permissible 
current carried by the coil structure. Current density as a parameter for scaling is looked 
at in previous section. Any reduction in current density would also help reduce dynamic 
I2R losses and thus can help improve power.  The effect of magnetic and electrical 
parameters to micro generator functional outputs is summarized in Table 3.1. 
       Output 
Parameter 
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Efficiency 
 
Power density 
Air gap Length 
‘Lg’  
 
 
  
 
 
Depend on no 
of poles 
 
Remanent flux 
density ‘Br’ 
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frequency 
losses 
 
No of coils ‘n’     Depends on the 
coil profile 
Speed ‘N’    Depends on the 
magnitude of 
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speed losses 
Current Density 
‘J’ 
 
No direct 
effect 
  Power 
increases 
with 
dynamic 
losses 
 Depends on  the 
coil profile 
- Reduce               - Increase 
Table 3.1. Micro generator parameter relationship to micro generator specifications 
3.3 Generator Topologies for MEMS Planar Development  
  Planar development of micro generator as seen from chapter 2 has shown to 
exhibit higher PD at micro scale. A valid and better comparison of micro generator is 
achieved when done between the popular axial and radial and reluctance topologies for 
achievable PD. Four different models of same volume are considered for the analysis 
for power density: Radial flux PM machine (RFPM) and two axial machines with PM 
outside and PM inside on a sandwiched arrangement and comparison of power densities 
of the machines are compared with each other and with a reported reluctance model 
from U.C.Berkley to make the comparisons complete. The analysis is done using an 
improved lumped parameter modelling approach used in the thesis available in chapter 
4. The methodology uses independent magnetic and electric circuit analysis feeding to 
the lumped parameter model to take into effect the change in parameters to provide 
better accuracy than other method. In-depth on the basis of the developed lumped 
parameter model for Axial and radial model is available in APPENDIX A. 
3.3.1 Radial Flux PM Machine (RFPM) 
  The RFPM model chosen for analysis is a simple universal synchronous 
machine with two poles which could be altered upon development suitability. An 
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equivalent reluctance model and cross sectional view of a RFPM machine used for 
analysis is shown in Figure 3.5. The rotor configuration for analysis is assumed as a 
black box or salient poles with PM’s inside them to suit the configuration of the engine. 
The power density for the machine under consideration is determined by solving for 
magnetic and electrical circuits and then normalizing for output power and density. In 
this analysis the generator is again considered to be integrated to an engine or turbine 
providing the necessary mechanical torque for power generation. The magnetic 
saturation of the system depends on the saturation characteristics of the sealing material. 
The saturation characteristics of the core are better than the conventional machines 
normal air gap saturation through stator back iron. 
 
 
A - Micro engine Generator outer casing, B - Winding Structure,    
C - Envisaged Sealing Structure, D - Engine Rotor and Generator common Shaft  
E - PM structure with Magnetization Vector M   
Figure 3.5 Model Radial two pole Synchronous PM Micro Generator Machine (RFPM) and Cross-
sectional view of RFPM under consideration (Not on Scale). 
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  The parameters of the model considered for analysis above has a volume 
0.005*0.03*0.03m3 with a rotor outer diameter scale of 0.018m, rotor thickness of 900 
micro meters with capacity to produce 5 to 10 mW of power is considered. The speed of 
the machine is taken to be as 13krpm with fixed number of poles and the machine is 
considered to generate a sinusoidal emf waveform. The magnetic circuit for the machine 
is characterized above in Figure 3.5 and the final generalised lumped parameter model 
for the machine is shown in equation 3.19.  
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  The generalised equation formed in this case is design independent with 
only gφ  directly dependent on the physical arrangement of magnetic circuit poles. This 
makes the modified lumped model analysis of the machine useful for analysing a 
majority of radial flux machine model and axial machine topologies as explained in next 
section. The current density of the windings are customized and kept below maximum 
current density of 500A/mm2 for permissible operation during analysis.  
  The load characteristics and efficiency of the machine are shown in Figure 
3.6(A,B). Maximum efficiency occurs at approximately 80% of the maximum power 
output and there is always a compromise between machines for maximum efficiency 
and machine output power. It can be observed that the losses in the system are generally 
high due to increase in loss due to engine temperature with is unavoidable in this 
configuration of integrated engine generator system. It can also be observed that there is 
a loss balance point available from Figure 3.6.B, C where the maximum output is 
obtained keeping machine losses as minimum and this point would be of interest for 
development of a system for maximum output. The terminal voltage in the system is a 
function of winding resistance and has a proportionate effect over increase in 
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temperature and the current, which causes the reduction in voltage gain between 
induced and available voltages and reduction in O/P power with increase in turns as 
perceived from Figure.3.6.E, F.  The magnitude of no load generated voltage of the 
machine from analysis was found to be 2.8 volts with maximum output power ~ 
400 Wµ and volumetric power density of around 140 Watts/m3.  
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Figure.3.6 (A). Load Vs Output power, copper loss and calculated input power, (B). Watts 
characteristics plotted as a function of armature current, (C). Efficiency and Output power as a 
function of load resistance, (D). Area spectrum of O/P power with increase in turns, (E). Induced 
emf & Terminal voltage with Number of Armature Turns, (F). Power density, O/P power & Losses 
With Characteristics with change in turns 
 
3.3.2 Axial Machine:   
         Axial machines are much suitable for high aspect ratio machines, where the 
ratio between machine diameters to length is high. Lumped parameter models are 
developed by a similar approach to radial machines and available in APPENDIX A. 
Two models of axial machines are analysed one with magnets inside and the other with 
magnets outside. The machine under considerations has the armature windings isolated 
and kept as a separate unit to reduce the heat losses due to engine temperature and 
improve the power density of the system. This configuration allows for the flexibility of 
magnets used to achieve high magnetic flux density (Bm). A cross-sectional view of one 
of the axial machine with PM magnets outside is shown Figure 3.7.  
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   A – Disc Shaped PM with Magnetization Vector M, B –Sealing Structure 
C – Electrodeposited magnetic pole materials, D – Winding Structure     
E – Shaft Structure of the engine  
F – PM Magnetic structure with Magnetization Vector M   
Figure 3.7 Axial flux Thin PM Micro Generator (AFMEG) (Not on Scale). 
 The model taken into consideration is of the same volume as the radial 
machine model 0.005*0.03*0.03m3 with a rotor outer diameter scale of 0.0085m and 
rotor thickness of 900 micro meters with an objective to produce 5 to 10 mW of power 
is considered. The speed of the machine is taken to be as 13krpm with fixed number of 
poles and the machine is considered to generate a sinusoidal emf waveform.  
 The final form of the generalised power density equation to be used for 
analysis is shown in equation 3.20.  
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 The load characteristics and efficiency of the machine are shown in Figure. 
3.8 A with the maximum efficiency of 70-90% and this is due to low core losses and 
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low temperature losses due to isolation from engine operating temperature and also the 
system helps to exploit in full the energy available in the magnetic circuit. The 
development of the generator is independent of the magnetic circuit and dependent on 
the flux density available in the air gap but the efficiency and power density of the 
system depends on the operating point of the magnets. A plot showing the area 
spectrum O/P power to change in air gap length, turns, layers of printed circuit winding 
structure is shown in Figure 3.8 D, E which illustrates the systems dependency on the 
above parameters. The terminal voltage in the system is a function of winding resistance 
and has litttle effect over the increase in engine temperature which makes the difference 
between the induce emf and the terminal voltage reduced as seen from Figure 3.8.F. The 
no load generated voltage of the machine from analysis was found to be 3-4 volts with 
maximum output power of ~2.5mW and volumetric power density of ~3600 Watts/m3. 
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Figure. 3.8 A. Load (Ohms) Vs Output power (watts) and Efficiency (%), B. Output power, losses 
and Power Density as a function of Turns, C. Output power, losses and Power Density as a function 
of Layers, D. Area spectrum of O/P power with increase in turns and Layers, E. O/P power 
spectrum with change in Air gap Length, F. Induced emf E & Terminal Voltage Vt and Power 
density with change in turns. 
 Figure 3.9 shows power densities obtained from the analysis plotted against 
each other and including the interpreted power density from a reported reluctance 
model[5]. It can inferred from Figure 3.9 that the power density of both axial machines 
considered produced the peak power higher than the radial and the reluctance machine 
reported. Radial machine analysed seem to exhibit low power density values but the 
variation in energy density over the range of resistance is lesser which infers that these 
machines are stable over load variation and needs less optimization. The window of 
maximum power density achievable from Figure 3.9 for axial generator is narrow which 
infers a requirement to finding ideal parametric values to keep the generator operate 
within the window of operation.  
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Figure. 3.9. Comparison of different Micro Generators Configurations 
Magnetic and electric circuit are key components for electrical power generation 
in a micro or macro generator and in general electrical machines. Proper analysis of 
these circuits would ensure desired physical and functional parameters to achieve high 
power density and specific power in electrical machines. 
3.2 Magnetic Circuit Analysis 
3.3.1 Permeance coefficient  
 Magnetic circuits in practical cases would exhibit measurable levels of leakage 
fluxes and fringing fluxes which are to be introduced into the magnetic circuit 
calculation to get an accurate determination of magnetic circuit parameters. These 
factors depend on the physical structure of the magnetic circuit and the surrounding 
medium they operate in. Two general correction factors can be defined to represent the 
leakage factor 1fL and other to represent the loss of mmf 2fL in the soft iron core or 
poles.  
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These factors needs to be included in the slope for the permanent magnet load-line to 
accurately calculated the air gap flux density at air gap. Inclusion of these factors into 
the slope equation for the load line in APPENDIX B, slope will then modify to   
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Similarly the air gap flux density and field intensity from the load line with leakage is 
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 The determination of 2fL depends on the relative permeability of the cores and the 
poles in the magnetic circuit. Since, we have assumed that the softiron core has an 
infinite relative permeability then 2fL is basically unity. But for practical circuits the 
compensation of 2fL can be achieved by increasing the length of the magnet mL as in 
equation 3.21. The determination of 2fL can be determined by the physical magnetic 
characteristics and the relative permeability of the additional components by taking into 
consideration the magnetization of the material and the total magnetic field as 
     VM materialmaterial /µ=       (3.24) 
     )(0 materialmaterial MHB += µ      (3.25) 
And from equation 3.25 H0µ represents the external field applied to magnetize the 
material or align the magnetic moment to achieve materialB . Adjusting length of the 
magnet mL  can compensate for the same loss. This can be done at the final stages of the 
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development process as an compromise to the requirements of the design and generally 
for most design analysis the core can be taken as with high permeability. Finite element 
analysis can then be used to determine the materialµ  required to achieve the required flux 
density for a particular application and a suitable core material and physical 
configuration can be selected to meet design requirements. For example if the circuit 
requires the system to operate at an air gap flux density of 1.5T, with known gB and 
mH of the magnet  materialµ  of the core can be evaluated. Compensation can then be 
required to mL or the core material to achieve ideal air gap flux density in the circuit. 
 The determination of 1fL by evaluating mφ  and gφ in the circuit is difficult and 
complex for practical circuits and is often done using finite element analysis to provide 
proper accuracy. An alternative and less complex method to include leakage and 
fringing coefficient for magnetic field analysis is using a multiplication factor termed as 
Permeance coefficient which is a ratio of Permeance of useful air gap to the Permeance 
of the total circuit useful air gap as in equation 3.23 and the useful flux density at air 
gap can now be written including the Permeance coefficient as in 3.24.  
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3.4 Permeance Determination 
3.4.1 Methods used for Permeance determination: 
 The method of mean flux path is used for determination of Permeance of all 
possible fringing and leakage paths in a magnetic circuit by observing the characteristics 
of flux flow in a magnetic circuit detailed in literature[6]. A graphical approximation 
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method was used in literature for reluctance calculation and verified using practical 
results for good accuracy [7]. Three other original methods are analysed in the thesis 
circular, diagonal and parabolic for approximation methods of determination of 
Permeance to provide closer approximations with graphical method. The methods 
developed in research are simple and can be easily applied for good approximations for 
2-D analysis of magnetic circuits which are performed in the thesis.   
A. Circular approximation method 
 This approach uses the characteristic equations associates with the circle to 
determine the Permeance of a mean flux path. A simple case of fringing Permeance near 
air gap as in Figure 3.10 is considered for Permeance determination using this method  
 
Figure 3.10 Semicircular cylinder Permeance determinations (circular) 
From the above diagram the mean flux line from circular method is given by  
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B. Graphical approximation method 
 A graphical approximation approach is explained in reference [6]. Considering the 
same model for Permeance calculation, the mean flux line from graphical approach 
is gm LL 22.1= . The mean area and permeance is given by  
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C.  Parabolic approximation method 
 In this method the flux paths are approximated as parabolas with focus located at 
some point from the centre (0, gL /2) with a radius a.  
 
Figure 3.11 Semicircular cylinder Permeance coefficient determination (Parabolic)   
The mean length of the arc of the parabola from (0,0) to a point (x,y) for this case is 
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And the mean area is simply given as  
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D. Diagonal intersection approximation method 
 In this method the flux path span is approximated to be lie within squares or 
rectangles with the length of the diagonals for the approximated shapes is considered as 
the mean length of the flux path. The scenario for finding the mean length using 
diagonal approximation analysis is shown in Figure 3.12 
 
Figure 3.12 Semicircular cylinder Permeance coefficient determinations (Diagonal)  
The mean flux length be sum of d1 and d2 which is written as  
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Considering the mean flux line falling below the lines of intersection, the mean flux line 
length is considered as 1.1 times the sum of the diagonals to calculate Am and Pm as    
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3.4.2 Comparison of Permeance Approximation Methods: 
 A MATLAB analysis is done to choose the best method to determine the mean 
length for Permeance evaluation using the approximation methods considered in the 
previous sections.  The analysis shows that the diagonal intersection method to 
determine Permeance is closely matching to graphical approximation and practical 
results. gL  For analysis is taken as [ ]35.0:305.0:0 −−= eeLg m (representation of a 
one dimensional matrix in MATLAB with gL range from 0 to 0.5e-3m). 
Figure 3.13 shows the result from the analysis and it can be inferred that diagonal, 
circular method and graphical method[7] showed close match with very little difference. 
Parabolic approximation method showed a high tolerance level which increase in mean 
flux path length with increase in air gap length from the other methods analysed and 
also the formation of mean flux path length and the Permeance equations are 
determination is complex in nature using this method. Diagonal, circular with some 
graphical assumptions are used for Permeance evaluation in this thesis.  
 
Figure 3.13 Comparison between approximation methods for determining mean flux 
length for Permeance coefficient determination  
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3.4.3 Permeance calculation for generic flux paths (using circular 
method) 
 Calculation of Permeance can be made easier if generalised equations are formed 
for more generic flux path shapes which can be applied to a broad area of magnetic 
circuit analysis applications. Generalised equations for generic flux path for static and 
displaced structures are done and available in APPENDIX B 
3.5 Force and torque calculation using co-energy density method 
 Force due to change in co-energy for an air gap length gL is given by  
g
c
dL
dWf −= ,  
where co-energy is given by the sum of co-energy of the permanent magnet and the co-
energy at air gap as discussed in APPENDIX B. 
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And force can now be written as  
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Where mmmggg LAvALv *&* == and equating it in equation 3.36 with the second 
term becoming zero because of constant Br and Hm ,  the force becomes  
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3.6 Accuracy of Permeance coefficient method using circular 
and parabolic method  
 Accuracy of Permeance coefficient method is demonstrated using a magnetic 
circuit with armature keeper. Force at displacements is determined using permeance 
coefficient method and compared with results from ANSYS FEA by Virtual work, 
Maxwell stress tensor and Lorentz force method. 
 
Figure 3.15 Magnetic circuits for Permeance coefficient method accuracy demonstration 
The model parameters for the force calculation are defined as  
rL =0.7e-3 (m), gL =0.075e-3 (m), yL = 0.1e-3 (m), mL  = 0.7e-3 (m) 
rt  =0.1e-3 (m), yt =0.15e-3 (m), mt =0.1e-3 (m), 1=d e-3 (m) 
 A MATLAB analysis is done by forming permeance coefficient equations which 
are available in APPENDIX B to obtain the flux density at air gap and force for 
different displacements. Forces are determined for the same model using ANSYS for 
three different displacements with x= [0, 0.075e-3, 0.15e-3] by virtual work, Maxwell 
tensor and Lorentz force methods and the average of these forces are taken for 
comparison with theoretical data. From Table 3.2 A and B and Figure 3.16(A, B) the 
results for comparison of force data from theoretical and ANSYS are very close with 
<10% discrepancy. These discrepancies are due to the dimensional approximation 
tolerances made for mean flux path length for permeance coefficient determination. 
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Generally, the theoretical calculations agree with ANSYS results which validate the 
accuracy and usability of theoretical calculations for better determination of air gap flux 
densities in magnetic circuits to finite element analysis results.  
 
Displacement (x) 0 0.075e-3(m) 0.15e-3m 
Air gap Flux density ( gB ) from 
theoretical analysis 
1.37 T 1.33 T 1.25 T 
Air gap Flux density ( gB  ) from 
ANSYS  
1.4 T 1.36 T 1.26 T 
Force from ANSYS (N) 
1. Virtual Work Force (Fvwy) 
2. Maxwell Stress tensor  
3. Lorentz force (Fmagy) 
Average Force (N) 
 
-0.243 
-0.231 
-0.235 
- 0.236  
 
-0.21 
-0.22 
-0.23 
-0.22  
 
-0.19 
-0.20 
-0.18 
-0.19  
Force(N) from theoretical 
calculation using MATLAB 
- 0.2233  -0.2127  - 0.1880  
Accuracy (Force) 
Accuracy ( gB ) 
93% 
93% 
96% 
93% 
98% 
92% 
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Table 3.2 Ansys results for flux flow, flux density and force  
 
                                                                 - Force evaluated by theoretical approach 
                                                                 - Force evaluated by ANSYS   
(A)                                                         (B) 
Figure 3.16 Comparison between theoretical method used and ANSYS results  
A. Force Vs Displacement, B. Bg Vs Displacement  
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3.7 Significance of Permeance coefficient with leakage 
calculation at micro level: 
 Permeance coefficient calculation is beneficial at both micro and macro level 
applications and may affect the outcome of the system for both applications. Direct 
calculation of forces using only airgap fluxes seem to give a force of 0.65N which is 2.7 
times more than that obtained from Permeance coefficient method and similar from 
ANSYS results, the flux density obtained was 1.91 T which is 1.41 times respectively 
more than that obtained by Permeance coefficient method and from ANSYS results as 
shown in Figure 3.17. The difference gradually reduces for higher displacements 
because of the increase of percentage of useful flux to fringing flux as the magnitude of 
fringing flux diminishes at higher displacements. The same is also true for analysis done 
for the same model used in macro scale and similar characteristics can be observed.  
      
Figure 3.17 Comparison of force determination methods 
 Permeance coefficient calculation would introduce significant improvement in 
micro level magnetic circuit analysis with its high accuracy and simplicity.  This 
method would help achieve ideal parameters at micro scale than direct method to 
improve the net power generated by the system. This improvement is significant at 
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micro level because of the low magnitude of power generation at milli and micro watts. 
The Permeance coefficient method would alleviate the need for separate formulations 
for forces for in parallel and perpendicular displacements. The determination of air gap 
magnetic field would take care of variations in flux linkage for perpendicular or parallel 
displacement in determining force with good accuracies for simulation realisation as 
seen from previous section.   
3.8 Electrical circuit analysis: 
Armature windings and the magnetic sources are oriented in electrical generators 
in such a way to attain maximum flux linkage and to keep copper loss at a minimum. 
Proper determination of equivalent resistance, current loading and losses would ensure 
desired physical and functional parameters to achieve high power density. This section 
describes an original analytical method used in the thesis to determine equivalent 
resistance for planar windings adopted in the thesis for parametric analysis. Heat loss 
determination at micro scale using electron theory is detailed and continued with 
explanation of factors affecting electrical circuits at micro scale. 
3.8.1 Planar Winding Analytical modelling method 
Winding parameters like no of coils, resistance, length and current loading are 
determined with the knowledge of average area of coil span, winding distribution factor 
and fill factor. For example, the equivalent length of winding for resistance calculation 
can be determined easily for radial topology like wave, lap or ring types with fixed 
dimensions per turn. But, this is not the case for planar windings whose dimensions 
change with every turn. This method gives room for analysis of planar winding with 
different fill factors, depths and areas. This method gives a very good approximation of 
equivalent resistance and other parameters to be used for lumped parameter analysis.  
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This would help develop better winding structures with desired parameters in a simpler 
manner. 
   
    (A)       (B) 
Figure.3.18 Planar winding topology A. Rectangular & B. trapezoidal  
Winding  Parameter Determination 
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2)/..2(2 li tncrb −= pi , 12t space between coil and inner radius 
And nc of coil pairs per layer of coil structure 
Table 4.1 Parameter determination for planar winding using theoretical modelling 
The simplicity of the model is further improved by embedding winding width and depth 
included with the interleavance space ‘u’. The algorithm would determine the  
A. The number of coil turns coilN  for a given width and no of coil pairs in a winding 
layer structure which is used in lumped parameter model for machine performance 
analysis. 
B. Equivalent final length of the coil by including end connections as 
endcoilfinal LLL +=   
C. Determine resistance from equivalent length and are winding as
coil
final
eqv A
L
R ρ= . 
D. Analysis of Current density and current loading with knowledge of coilN  and coilA .  
3.8.2 Validation of Analytical method 
 Validation of the planar winding analytical method for parameter determination is 
done by applying the method for parameter determination of an planar winding profile 
reported in literature[8]. The resistance of the trapezoidal winding structure obtained 
from theoretical model is 44.3 Ohms. The measured value of resistance for the 
fabricated winding structure reported in literature was 45 Ohms.  This implies that the 
analytical approach to obtaining winding parameters for planar windings is close to 
measured results. This proves the accuracy of the theoretical model and its validity for 
use for electric circuit parametric analysis. 
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3.9 MEMS Generator model presented in thesis 
The energy density (ED) of current engine-generator systems is 40 times lesser 
than batteries. The energy density of the system is dependent on efficiency and ratio of 
fuel to system volume. An improvement in ED can be attained by improving the 
efficiency or fuel to system volume ratio. If the desired ED to be attained is taken as 
‘X’. For example ‘X’ is to achieve two times the energy density than batteries then it 
can be equated with respect to current systems as  
E.DCurrent *40 = (X/2)              (3.38) 
X= E.DCurrent *80                (3.39) 
  Equation 3.34 shows that to attain an energy density two times that of 
batteries an increase in eighty times the ED of the current systems may be required. The 
research looks at improvement in micro generator development with better efficiency 
and power density to improve the ED of the system by 
1. Improving efficiency of the micro generator to 70 to 80%. 
2. Reducing the volume of the generator by a factor of 2 to 3 for the same power 
improving power density of the micro generator. 
The above improvements will increase the net system efficiency to 1.4% and fuel to 
system volume ratio by 2 to 3. This will give a total improvement to system ED by a 
factor of 3.5 to 5 [A]. 
 
 
(A) 
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(B) 
Figure 3.19. A. 3d view of micro generator assembly B. Micro generator 2-d cross-sectional view 
(not on scale) 
                   The micro generator is developed for integration with a katrix rotary engine 
model with its rotor structure the as shown in Fig.3.19 A. The rotor core and planar 
windings are sandwiched between the permanent magnet sources which are located 
outside the engine casing. The windings are developed to be electroplated directly to the 
magnetic circuit stator structure separated by an epoxy layer. This method would assist 
in further reduction of volume and increase in power density.  The advantage of this 
proposed system is   
1. The net air gap flux density in the generator is increased with two permanent 
magnet sources. Better Flux shielding and distribution at air gap is achieved by 
different sizes for poles.    
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2. The magnetic circuit allows for flux reversal improving flux distribution. Leakage 
is reduced by reduction in air gap and total length of flux path. 
3. The volume of magnetic circuit is reduced with thinner back iron cores. This set up 
will improve the saturation characteristics of the micro generator cores and help 
reduce iron losses.  
4. The volume of the winding is reduced with planar windings unlike wound 
structures used in development for micro generators.  
5. Reduction in fabrication steps by combining winding and core structure. 
6. Better flux distribution for EMF generation by combining winding and core 
structure. 
7. The components are simple and manufacturable using existing technologies and 
can be assembled with moderate ease.    
8. The magnetic circuit like the other reported generators is susceptible to reduction 
in Hc due to high operational temperature of the generator. This could be reduced 
by using epoxy layers (with low thermal conductivity) in the air gaps between the 
magnetic circuit and the engine combustion chamber to protect the magnetic 
circuit.     
         The above generator model would improve the power density of the micro 
generator and also reduce the volume and mass of the unit improving the energy density 
of current engine integrated micro generator power supplies 
3.8 Summary 
The following points can be summarized for the chapter   
• Scaling strategies for micro generator development is discussed. From the scaling 
strategy, the power density of the micro generator upon scaling can be increased by 
varying current density 1−mJα , and angular frequency 2mNα .  
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• The considerations and limitations of Magnetic and Electric functional parameters for 
micro generator development are briefed.  
• Lumped parameter analysis on radial, axial and reluctance machine for best topology 
for micro generator development is done. The analysis pointed to axial machine 
having the capability of producing high power density but in a narrow region with the 
necessity to select suitable parameters to operate at the narrow region.  
• Determination of permeance using three different approximation methods is detailed 
and their accuracy to graphical approximations is analysed with circular and diagonal 
approach providing closer results.  
• Permeance co-efficient is an important factor for magnetic circuit analysis especially 
in micro generator models where the volume of material of air gap volume is less.  
• The accuracy and significance of the permeance coefficient method for permanent 
magnet circuit analysis is provided and validation using ANSYS FEA results. An 
accuracy of around 90 to 93% to FEA results is achievable using permeance 
coefficient method 
• Planar analytical model to determine coil parameters of a given coil profile for 
lumped parameter analysis is explained. The method when validated by applying it 
for resistance determination of a planar winding profile reported in literature showed 
good agreement with measurement value.  
• The micro generator models presented in the thesis is introduced. The development 
strategies and advantages of the models to achieve better power density than the 
existing micro generator models for integration with micro engine are briefed.   
The next chapter would deal with the methodology used for parametric analysis of the 
micro generator. Magnetic circuit analysis of the micro generator model presented also 
forms part of the chapter.  
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Chapter 4: Modelling & Magnetic circuit analysis 
 
  The methodology for development of a thin MEMS axial generator model 
for integration with a micro engine is discussed in this chapter. The methodology uses a 
lumped parameter model suitable for both micro and macro generator development. The 
model takes independent inputs from magnetic circuit analysis using permeance factor 
method and electric circuit analysis at micro scale discussed in chapter 3 to improve the 
accuracy of the analytical development. The developed methodology is validated by 
applying it on a reported model available in literature[1] to determine voltage, power 
and winding parameters. The results from the analysis are compared with practical and 
theoretical results obtained for the literature model. FEM analysis is done to validate 
determination of magnetic circuit analysis results obtained from theoretical analysis.    
4.1 Thin MEMS Micro Generator Model 
 A cross-sectional view of the micro generator model developed is shown in Figure 
4.1. The model is of an axial topology to exploit the advantage of achieving higher 
power density as discussed in chapter 2. The stator winding and the rotor ferromagnetic 
poles are sandwiched between permanent magnet structures forming the generator 
structure. Windings can either be connected in series or parallel according to the 
requirement and size of the ferromagnetic poles. The poles structure is selected to lay 
inside the winding structure for better flux linkage as shown in Figure 4.2.A. Magnetic 
back iron or cores are used for better flux flow between the permanent magnet sources 
as shown in Figure 4.2 B. 
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Figure 4.1. Planar Micro generator cross-sectional view 
             
 
     (A)       (B) 
Figure 4.2 A. Superimposed view of poles and winding B. Side view of showing flux loop and 
induced emf direction   
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The net induced voltage for a single phase can be written in terms of the area of flux 
linkage the windings upon angular rotation nω as 
   
)2/.(...).(.)( pdrrBtKNtV n
Ro
Ri
gvcoil ω∫=                  (4.1) 
Where coilNp ).2/( represent the number of coil turns per phase. )(tKv is represents the 
ration of pkVtV /)( or simply for a sine wave can represent ))180(sin( tt −+ . Equation 
4.1 is integrated to get pkV  and rmsV as in 4.2 and 4.3 
   nigcoilpk DDBNpV ω).(..).8/1( 220 −=         (4.2) 
   nigcoilrms DDBNpV ω).(...088.0 220 −=                        (4.3) 
 For example, to generate a voltage of 3V with assumed inner and outer generator 
diameter of 1mm and 10 mm and a flux density level of 1.2 airgap, Ncoil required 
would be approximately 74 for even number of turns. The current required to generate a 
power of 1mW would be 3.33e-4 amps. The development with such Ncoil numbers is 
possible using MEMS planar technology. The continuing sections in this chapter look at 
the methodology and investigations for selecting best magnetic, electric circuit and 
physical parameters to generate a voltage of 2-3Volts and 1-10mW output power.   
 Net flux density achievable at airgap is improved by inclusion of two magnetic 
sources. The model also achieves reduced leakage fluxes using the difference in pole 
dimensions and regulates better flux flow. The difference in pole dimensions also help 
in effectively reducing cogging torques generated at pole edges. Better and reduced size 
of winding structure using planar winding. Planar windings used in the micro generator 
development will reduce size of winding structure and complexity in assembly.  
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Additional layer of winding structures can be added to improve power density and 
machine performance upon requirement, which improves the flexibility of the model for 
improvement. The net power density of the system, the author believes will be 
improved by the above inclusions in the development of the micro generator.   
4.2 Methodology for micro generator development 
  The method of lumped parameter analysis is used in this research to select 
suitable magnetic circuit and electric circuit parameters for a given topology with given 
parameter range and constraints.  
 
Figure 4.3 Flow diagram of the methodology for micro generator development  
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Some of the advantage of this methodology provides are  
1. Better accuracy with independent magnetic circuit and electric circuit analysis.  
2. The computation required to arrive at a local minima or maxima for an objective 
function is less than optimization techniques and FEA techniques.  
3. The modelling is simple and does not need specialised tools for analysis. 
4. Multiple boundary conditions and constraints can be easily embedded to the 
model which is difficult with FEA or optimization algorithms.   
5. Single computation is enough to select parameters for maximum power or 
maximum efficiency.   
4.3 Lumped Parameter Modelling  
 The lumped parameter model is developed by forming generalised 
characteristics equations defining machine performance for generated voltage, current 
and power. Dimensional variations are embedded into characteristic equation using a 
relative Beta factor defined by Do/Di ratio. This is used to analyse machine 
performance to change in operational and physical parameters and help choose best 
machine parameters. The basis on the formation of generalised characteristic equations 
for lumped parameter modelling for axial machines is provided in chapter 2.  
Development consideration specific to the presented micro generator is  
1. The rotor takes 60% of the total machine area defined by 4/. 2Dopi .Permanent 
magnet material embedded to the rotor occupies 60% of the rotor space to 
achieve better flux density levels and is given by  
   4/))-1.(.( 2 ςpi om DA =                                  (4.4) 
   Or    2/)..-.( 22 LLAm piςpi=                                   (4.5) 
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With ‘ς ’ being a factor which representing the area occupied by permanent magnet 
material core in the rotor. In this research is ‘ς ’ is taken to 0.6 in this case. The 
engine limacon rotor radius is the generator rotor radius ie., oe RL =   
2. The area of planar coil boundary for stator per winding pattern is defined by 
   PairsCoilLLAc _/)..-.( 22 piςpi=                     (4.6) 
The induced phase voltage when expanded and using β  ratio would take the form  
   )2/.(..
4
)1-(
..).(.)( 2
2
2
pKDBtKNtV ewnogvcoil ωβ
β
=                       (4.7) 
In the above equation )(tK v  is a factor represent the ratio of peak voltage and V(t) as  
pkv VtVtK /)()( =  and nω  is the angular frequency. ewK is a voltage waveform factor 
which takes in to account the winding distribution and written as 
                 
AirgapArea
poleareaKKK swew ..=   & )2/sin(*
)2/*sin(),(
qp
qpqpK w =                        (4.8) 
With q representing coils/pole/phase and sK included with Kew for skewing in poles   
   )2//()2/sin( σσ=Ks                      (4.9) 
with σ  being the skewing angle. The Peak values of voltage, current and power are 
important indicators of machine performance and are the rating of the machine. In 
equation 4.7 peak voltage occurs when Kv = 1 and so pkV can be written as  
   )2/.(..
4
)1-(
... 2
2
2
pKDBNV ewnogcoilpk ωβ
β
=                                          (4.10) 
Current loading is an important design parameter in any electrical machine both micro 
and macro. It defines the permissible current level and current capacity of the machine. 
Ipk  can be written using current loading and a waveform factor Ki as 
   i
o
coil
pk Ka
D
Nm
AiI ..
2
)1(
..
. β
β
pi
+
=                        (4.11) 
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   Where      
aD
INm
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D  above is defined as the average winding area (
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Maximum power can now be written by combining equation 4.10 and 4.11 which takes 
the form 
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Equation 4.13 suggest that maximum power occurs when 38
)1)(1( 2
β
ββ +−
=1 
with 10 << β . β  ratio has to be normalized to get better magnetic and electrical 
loading in the machine to achieve maximum power output in the machine. 
A. Loss determination  
  The losses in the system are generally accounted for fixed and variable 
losses. The fixed losses in the system include eddy current losses, hysteresis losses and 
windage losses or anomalous losses. The variable losses are generally the copper losses 
and stray losses etc. Eddy current loss at core and hysteresis loss can be written as   
    ecoregec KdfBP )/.(. 222 ρ=   &   hngh KfBP ..=                     (4.14)            
 Where d and ρ are the thickness and resistively of the core.  
  Hysteresis loss for a volume of core is usually obtained by curve fitting to 
experimental data available for material used. Equation 4.14 is an approximation of 
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hysteresis loss for theoretical analysis with n  a steinmetz constant used to approximate 
hysteresis loss to experimental data. n  varies from 1.5 to 2.5 and for macro machine 
analysis is taken as 1.6[2] and micro metals is taken as 2.11[3]. Frictional losses, 
windage and stray losses are usually taken as an percentage of total losses  
   max).( PP wdwfmc δδδ ++=                                          (4.15) 
   With fδ , sδ , wdδ taken as 0.03.  
Copper loss or variable loss is written in terms of average coil area D.pi  and β  as 
   ( )[ ] icoilcoilopkcu KaDDmAiIP ...16
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2
2 ρβ
β
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+
=                     (4.16) 
Substituting further for Ipk and introducing LDK op /= , Pcu becomes 
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  It can be seen from the equation that the copper loss is dependent on the 
Do/Dcoil ratio. An increase in conductor diameter helps to reduce the total copper losses 
in the system irrespective of no of turns in the stator. The above ratio is important in the 
selection of conductor gauge and helps to obtain a desired Dcoil to achieve reduced 
copper loss. The length of coil with end connection has to be taken into consideration 
with the end connection and inter winding connection for calculating copper loss. Pmax 
with losses can be written as  
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 With      [ ] ( )wdfwhngecoreg PKfBKdfBC δδδρ ++++= ...)/.(. max222  
And power density of the machine is written as  
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Genv
PDP max. =                                     (4.19) 
With Lrv fGen ..
2pi= where fr is the final outer radius and L the final machine length 
B. Inductance determination 
  Inductance of the armature windings helps to determine the amount of 
magnetic energy stored in the circuit and can be written in terms of magnetic and 
electric circuit parameters as   
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ANL ..
2 µ
=                               (4.20) 
And self inductance of the magnetic circuit is given by  
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4.4 Validation of Micro generator development methodology 
  Validation of the micro generator development methodology is done by 
applying the methodology for performance prediction of an axial machine micro 
generator reported in literature [1][95]. The parameters taken for performance 
prediction are same as the build axial micro generator model reported in literature [1, 4]. 
The analysis used in reference [1] uses direct equations to predict power from measured 
resistance from the micro fabricated coil structures. The magnetic circuit analysis in 
literature is not solved from a magnetic problem prospective rather simply assumes the 
flux densities to be uniform and equal to +/-Br/2 in any coil region lying above the 
permanent magnet. Figure 4.4.shows the results obtained from the validation analysis. 
The prediction of generated voltage using the theoretical methodology presented in 
thesis is close to experimental and the test bud results reported in the literature. The 
generated power predicted from the methodology reported in literature and used in the 
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thesis as shown in Figure 4.4.B is close and crosses over when the no of coil layers is 
moderate. The prediction shows some visible difference when the coil layers are 
reduced or increased from this moderate value. The variation can be reduced by 
normalizing the β  ratio in the lumped parameter model and using more accurate values 
for pK , iK  and ewK . 
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    (A)       (B) 
Figure 4.4.A. Generated voltage predicted by lumped parameter model and compared with 
experimental & test bed result data for the reported micro generator for validation 
B. Output Power predicted by lumped parameter model and compared with 
Experimental & test bed result data for the reported micro generator for validation 
4.5 Micro generator magnetic circuit analysis 
  Magnetic circuit analysis for the micro generator is done by developing a 2-
D magnetic network including possible and important fringing and leakages paths. The 
network is expanded for 3-d permeance model for useful airgap, fringing, and leakage 
are evaluated for permeance factor determination. A 2-D magnetic network for the 
micro generator is shown in Figure 4.5.The network is represented in the form of circuit 
reluctances for simplicity of presentation and easier understanding. 
   It should be noted that the magnitude of reluctance or permeance for the 
forward flux path (left hand side of the dotted line) in Figure 4.5 is equal and opposite 
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to the magnitude of permeance of right hand side. The calculation of permeance factor 
unlike to traditional resistance network analysis is accurate to determine magnetic 
circuit functional parameters and avoids needs for time intensive FEA modelling and 
analysis. 
 
Figure 4.5. 2-D magnetic network for the thin MEMS micro generator (Figure not on scale)  
*Note: 1clR is flux path between clR and cR . Similar paths exist in parallel with all leakage 
reluctances above but not shown for clarity and better visibility 
The useful air gap permeance gP in the micro generator is 
   2*)++(= wgmgpgg PPPP                                                    (4.22) 
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The fringing permeance fP is  
2*)+++(= msfpwsfpwnfmnff PPPPP                                (4.23) 
Leakage permeance lP is 
111111 ++++2*)+(+++++2*)+(= mlmplpwlwmlclmmlmlmplpwlwmlclmmll PPPPPPPPPPPPP
                                       
                                                                                                                           (4.24) 
The determination of 3-D permeance is given in tables below  
Flux profile 3-D Permeance 
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Table 4.1  3-D permeance determination for the micro generator model 
The permeance factor with and without fringing flux taken in to consideration as in 4.26 
and 4.27 as  
   
t
g
f P
P
P =   Where lfgt PPPP ++=                                        (4.25) 
   
t
fg
f P
PP
P
+
=  (With fringing flux)                                      (4.26) 
The flux density at airgap can then be evaluated using equation 4.33.   
    
g
m
frg A
A
PBB ..=                                                    (4.27) 
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   The analysis of the magnetic circuit includes a multidimensional analysis 
using Matlab simulation to see the effect of airgap flux density over change in rotor 
radius, t1 and t2 (APPENDIX B). The initial parameters defined for analysis is 
% parameter description% - All dimensions in meters 
Lm=0.9e-3; % Rotor permanent magnet pole length 
0.0125e-3< Gm2 <0.05e-3 
0.1e-3<t1<2e-3, 0.1e-3<t2<2e-3 ;% distance t1 and t2 
Core thickness=325e-6;% To sustain saturation with iron core with permeability of 5000  
0.25e-3<tm<1e-3];% defined to keep Lm/Lg ratio >[100 150 200] 
Gcw=0.0025e-3; %coil to coil air gap distance and permanent magnet source distance 
1e-3<L<20e-3]; % limacon or rotor radius. Any variation in limacon radius varies the width of the 
permanent magnet source and the pole width.    
d1= 1e-3;   % defined wrt to the minium bearing of 0.3mm or 300micron diameter and for commercial 
bearing innner diameter of 1mm to shaft  
db=3e-3; % commercial ball bearing dia for 13 Krpm [1] 
Br=1;%  commercial grade SmCo17 
 At first, analysis is done to determine the effect of airgap flux density over change 
in rotor radius and distance t1 representing change in ‘Q1’ distance with fixed t2 and 
keeping the air gap at 25µm. The implications from Figure 4.6.A and B show that the 
airgap flux density levels achievable are high with a rotor radius of more than 10mm. 
After this radius the slope of the flux density curve shows little improvement with 
increase in rotor radius. Rotor radius of above 10mm with high achievable flux density 
are well suited for objectives to generate maximum power O/P. The objective here is to 
select parameters to achieve maximum power density. The flux density region and the 
rotor radius to the left of Figure in 4.6.B would be well suited. The reason for this 
reduction in slope of flux density change to rotor radius is due to the reduction 
permeance factor variation.    
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Figure.4.6 A. Permeance factor to change in Rotor Radius, B.Airgap flux density from permeance 
co-efficient determination to change in Rotor Radius  
 Figure 4.7 imply that the leakage permeance magnitude increases and fringing 
permeance magnitude reduces with increase in t1 distance. This is because the magnet 
width represented by ‘Q1’ increases with t1 which makes the magnet width 
considerably larger than the permanent magnet poles which induces leakage flux paths 
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bypassing the permanent magnet poles. A similar effect would be seen if t1 is fixed and 
t2 is varied. Leakage permeance increase in magnitude with increase in radius of the 
rotor as shown in Figure 4.7.A for a given air gap because of reduction in Lg/Am ratio. 
High flux density level would be achieved by controlling the fringing and leakage 
permeance paths with proper t1 and t2 distances. 
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(A)                                                                               (B) 
Figure.4.7 A. leakage permeance to change in Rotor radius and t1 for fixed t2 
   B. Fringing/air gap permeance percentage for change in Rotor Radius and t1for fixed t2.  
 Permeance between the permanent magnet source and the magnetic pole increases 
with increase in rotor radius as shown in Figure 4.8. This is due to increase in area of 
the permanent magnet source and poles to increase in rotor radius. The air gap 
permeance also reduces with increase in air gap length. Air gap lengths between 10-
30µm at rotor radius of more than 10mm will achieve stable maximum flux density 
levels for maximum power O/P and the same for radius less than 10mm would help in 
achieving high power density. The same condition could be seen for the permeance 
between the permanent magnet pole and the winding structure. The air gap can be 
adjusted to suit accuracy in manufacturing process and other constraints like drag forces 
at micro scale.  
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Figure.4.8 Permeance at air gap Gm from PM source to poles   
 Magnetic circuit calculations used in literature assumes flux densities to be 
uniform and equal to +/-Br/2 in any coil region lying above the permanent magnet[1]. 
With this assumption the achievable flux density levels at air gap for this magnetic 
circuit will be 1T as shown in Figure 4.9(A). By using permeance factor to determine air 
gap flux density gives a clear picture to variation of air gap flux to rotor radius and 
distance t1 as shown in Figure 4.9(B). The maximum achievable flux density varies 
with rotor radius and distance t1. Calculation using the earlier method with air gap flux 
density as +/-Br/2 will cause errors in theoretical analysis results.  
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Figure.4.9 A. Flux density determination using direct method, B. Flux density achievable using 
permeance factor calculation   
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 Figure 5.8 and 5.9 shows the analysis to see the effect on air gap to change in t1 
and t2 done for a fixed rotor radius of 10mm. Figure 5.8 shows that a reduction in 
leakage can be achieved with a t2/t1 ratio of between 2 to 20. The reduction in leakage 
by a higher ratio of t2/t1 will cause increase in fringing flux and affects the length to 
width ratio for better field intensity and demagnetisation characteristics. It is also 
evident from Figure 5.9 that a reasonable low t2/t1 or simply‘t’ ratio between 2 to 3 
would provide maximum flux density, not affecting the length to width ratio of the 
permanent magnet and control leakage and fringing flux.  
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Figure 4.10.Leakage/Airgap permeance ratio with change in t1 and t2 for rotor radius of 10mm 
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Figure 4.11 Air gap flux density to change in t1 and t2 for a fixed rotor radius of 10mm 
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4.6 FEM Analysis and Validation 
 FEM analysis using ANSYS 11 is done to validate the results obtained from 
theoretical magnetic circuit analysis. A 2-D axis symmetric magnetic nodal analysis for 
the micro generator is performed to predict the flux density levels achievable at the air 
gap. Literature results have shown that 2-D FEM magnetic circuit analysis gives closer 
results to 3-D analysis and also easier to develop and analyse[1]. The elements are 
defined by element type magnetic vector solid plane 53 and the key-options are selected 
for axi-symmeric analysis. 
 
Figure 4.12 Micro Generator 2-D Ansys model  
 Figure 4.12 shows the developed 2-D model of 5mm scale micro generator model 
in ANSYS for analysis. Parameter selection for the micro generator from the modified 
lumped parameter analysis which is detailed in chapter 5 has shown that a 5mm rotor 
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radius micro generator can produce 2.8V and 2mW. The FEM analysis done for the 
final model is illustrated here for validation. A ‘t2/t1’ ratio of 2 is considered for 
analysis and the magnetic poles are modelled to be at the centre of the winding structure 
for maximum flux linkage. The physical parameters used for the micro generator model 
is available in chapter 5. Figure 4.13 shows the permanent magnet B-H curves were the 
characteristics of an commercial grade SmCo17[5] with Br=1.38 is used for analysis. 
The poles alignments are defined by the orthographic coercive force parameters MGXX 
and MGYY. The permeability of the PM magnet taken for analysis in this case is 700 
and that of the magnetic materials as 2500 similar of Ni:Fe alloys to achieve high 
saturation levels. The air gap for analysis is taken as 30µm between the PM source and 
the poles and 60 µm between the poles, windings and the opposite PM source.  
 
Figure 4.13 B-H curves of permanent magnet models  
 The model was initially formed in meter scale and scaled down after meshing for 
micro meter scale. This is because difficulties were experienced while fine meshing 
micro structures with limitations posed by the size of the quad elements. The meshed 
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model for analysis is shown in 4.14. Quad mesh is developed with element lengths of 
0.1 and element numbers of 25. The air gap is finely meshed for accurate results in this 
case the element length was set at 0.001.  
 
Figure 4.14 Meshed Micro Generator model  
 Static solution analysis is done to determine the no load flux density levels of the 
micro generator to validate the results obtained from theoretical analysis. Figure 4.15A 
shows 2-D flux lines for the micro generator model and the air gap path defined to 
obtain air gap flux density using PATH function in ANSYS.  Figure 4.15B shows the 
flux lines for the complete model. Figure 4.16 shows the result obtained for no-load flux 
density at one half of the air-gap obtained by the PATH function. The flux flow is 
regulated and the leakage fluxes are reduced by using back iron and different lengths of 
permanent magnet source as shown in Figure 4.15 A and B. A trapezoidal air-gap flux 
density characteristic is observed with maximum achievable flux density levels of 1.264 
T. The theoretical results from previous section predicted maximum air gap flux density 
level of 1.185 T at 5mm rotor radius which is 93% accurate to FEM results which 
validates the theoretical method.  
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(A)
 
(B) 
Figure 4.15 A. 2-D flux lines for one half of the micro generator and the air gap path selected for 
PATH operation in ANSYS.  B. 2-D flux lines for the Micro generator model.  
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Figure 4.16 Air gap flux density obtained using PATH operation in ANSYS.   
4.7 Summary 
• The methodology for development of a thin MEMS axial machine model for 
integration with a micro engine is discussed and validated. The result from 
validation when compared with prototype results reported in literature was 
found to have close match with little discrepancy which can be avoided by 
proper selection of β  factor. 
•   Magnetic circuit analysis for the micro generator is a 2-D magnetic network 
which is expanded for 3-d permeance model to determine useful air gap, 
fringing, and leakage fluxes from permeance factor determination.  
• Implications from analysis show that the air gap flux density levels achievable are 
high with rotor radius of more than 10mm. After this radius the slope of the flux 
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density curve improve less with change in rotor radius Air gap flux densities 
achievable at air gap lengths of 10-30µm is high for rotor radius more than 
10mm which could be considered for designs with the objective to generate 
maximum power. Rotor radius of less than 10mm with an increasing slope of air 
gap flux density is a good choice for micro generator to achieve maximum 
power density  
• The analysis to see the effect on air gap to change in t1 and t2 done for a fixed 
rotor radius of 5mm show that a reduction in leakage and better flux regulation 
can be obtained with a t2/t1 ratio of between 2 to 20.  
• FEM analysis is done using ANSYS 11 for a micro generator model with a rotor 
radius of 5mm to validate theoretical magnetic circuit analysis method.  
Predicted results for air gap flux density from theoretical analysis are 93% closer 
to FEM analysis results which validated the results obtained from theoretical 
analysis. 
The next chapter would continue with the parametric analysis of the micro generator 
and the integrated engine-generator model for high power density and energy density. 
The analysis is aimed at ideal selection of parameters for the system and to characterize 
the operation of the system.  
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Chapter 5: Characterisation of Micro Generator and 
Integrated Engine-Generator System 
 
The selection of micro generator parameters from the methodology developed in 
chapter 4 is continued in this chapter. Characterisation of the MEMS micro generator with 
the selected parameters is performed for micro generator operation at no load, fixed and 
variable load conditions. Theoretical modelling of the engine functional parameters is 
combined with the micro-generator parameter model to form an integrated micro engine-
generator theoretical model. This model is then analysed for achievable energy density for a 
given volume of engine-generator module. Finally, energy management for the Micro 
MEMS generator is discussed to choose a suitable energy management strategy for the 
system.    
5.1 Selection of parameters for micro generator 
 The selection of parameter is based on the outcome to develop a high power density 
micro generator which generates 1-10mW at 3V to be used for portable applications. The 
objective is to select parameters to generate maximum power at a smallest volume possible 
to increase power density achievable from the system. Suitable parameters are selected by 
combining magnetic and electric circuit analysis available in chapter 3 and 4 with the 
generalised lumped parameter model for the micro generator developed in chapter 4. A 
multivariable analysis is done using Matlab to select the parameters (Code available in 
APPENDIX E). The key initial parameters used for analysis are    
1e-3<Rotor radius<20e-3  
0<Eccentricity<0.25L %eccentricity matrix of the rotor 
0<Speed<40000% speed matrix in rpm 
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Volume=40e-3*70e-3*2.5e-3; % volume of the engine-generator system 
Area =40e-3*70e-3; % Area of the engine-generator system 
Lr=900e-6; %Thickness of the permanent magnet rotor 
1<Beta<10.5 %Do/Di ratio 
0.00001<Air gap<.001% Air gap matrix 
30<winding gauge dimension<60; % Winding Gauge parameters (Area obtained from gauge dimension 
of the winding) 
 The analysis for flux densities at air gap for the magnetic circuit as shown in Figure 
5.1 inferred that a rotor radius of <10mm with increasing slope in flux densities would help 
achieve maximum power density. This analysis is used as an input for analysing and 
selection of other functional parameters of the generator.  The methodology used in 
determining the coil parameters such as number of coils, length and resistance of coil is 
done with the help of the theoretical method defined in chapter 4. A planar trapezoidal 
winding structure to suit the circular profile of the stator is selected for analysis. This 
winding structure is selected to provide better copper fill that rectangular or circular 
winding structure. The inter winding space is defined with a variable beta factor as defined 
in chapter 4. The beta factor, winding profile, winding gauge specifications (the width and 
height are derived from circular gauge diameter to keep the area the same) are used to 
determine micro generator electric circuit parameters. The parameters are selected to 
generate the required functional outputs and to keep the current density within practical 
limits of 35A/mm2 for printed circuit board winding structures.  
5.2 Effect of functional outputs to change in Beta factors  
 Two key beta factors which are defined from chapter 4 to define Do/Di ratio, inter 
winding spacing. Do/Di defines and determines the voltage, power and power density of 
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the micro generator. An increase in this ratio would increase the voltage because of 
increase in winding fill area. This increase in will winding fill space will also help in 
reducing the copper losses by increase in resistance of the winding depending on the 
winding dimensions and reduce the copper losses. Figure 5.1.A and B shows the Do/Di 
ratio constants from the lumped parameter equations required to produce maximum power 
and voltage. It can be inferred from the figures that to a Do/Di ratio of more than 2.5 would 
help achieve high voltage, power and power density. The slope of increment in Do/Di 
constants reduces as Do/Di ratio increases which is an added advantage since this ratio is 
constrained by practically limitation of the shaft diameter.  
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Figure 5.1. Do/Di ratio constants to obtain A. Maximum voltage and B. Maximum power  
 The other factor which influences the power generated by the MEMS micro 
generator is the inter winding spacing multiplying beta factor. This factor along with the 
coil dimensions determine the winding fill capacity, current loading of the generator 
which are important functional parameters for the generator.  An increase in the 
winding interspacing multiplying factor reduces the number of coils/coil 
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group/phase/layer as seen in Figure 5.2. Similarly an increase in gauge dimension 
reduces the width and height of the coil and increases the number if coil or conductors 
fill space in the stator as shown in Figure 5.3. The gauge value to winding diameter and 
winding area used in the thesis is shown in Figure 5.4.  The beta factors needs to be 
normalised and adjusted to magnetic circuit results to achieve better voltage, power and 
power densities, which has been done in the next section.  
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Figure 5.2. Number of coils to change in rotor radius and Inter winding spacing beta factor 
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Figure 5.3. Number of coils to change Gauge dimension and Inter winding spacing Beta factor 
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Figure 5.4. Coil gauge value to width and coil area 
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5.3 Parameters for maximum voltage, power and power 
density 
 Figure 5.4 shows the effect of change in speed to generated voltage. An increase in 
speed increases the generated voltage. The increase in speed is constrained by bearing 
and frictional losses associated with the machine. The analysis from keeping a Do/Di 
ratio of 4 to provide balanced maximum voltage and power shows that a 5mm rotor 
radius and can generate 2.8V at a speed of 20000 rpm as show in Figure 5.4. In the later 
sections this speed is analysed to match torques of the engine generator system for 
maximum energy transfer. Bearing systems to run at this speed is achievable from 
literature and is discussed in chapter 2. At this speed and with only two pole pairs, the 
system will have low frequency losses and reduced frictional losses.  
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Figure 5.5. Generated voltage to change in speed and rotor radius 
 An increase in Do/Di ratio to rotor radius also presents an incremental effect in 
voltage by proportional scaling of the magnetic circuit and the Do/ Di ratio which are 
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shown in Figure 5.5. This ratio is normalized to achieve the required voltage. In Figure 
5.5 Do/Di ratios is normalized and a ratio of 5 will generate a voltages of 2.8V at 
20000rpm. A further increase in Do/Di ratio would further increase the generated 
voltage and reduction in volume but would introduce complexity in manufacturing of 
shaft and bearing design and demanding higher accuracy with little tolerance.  
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Figure 5.6. Generated voltage to change in Do/Di ratio and rotor radius to a constant speed of 
15000rpm 
 Figure 5.6 is the plot for generated voltage for different rotor radius and for 
different Do/Di ratio. A generated voltage of 2.8V is achievable with a rotor radius of 
5mm with Do/Di ratio of 5 and at 20000 rpm as shown in Figure 5.7
. 
The parameter for 
the coils for the micro generator is selected by deploying the scaling strategy and 
analysing for suitable coil interspacing beta factor and coil dimensions explained in the 
previous section and also available in chapter3. The no of turns/coil group/phase/layer 
at 5mm rotor radius is 25 as shown in Figure 5.8. The parameters of the coil gauge 
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value of 45 for circular and planar coil dimension of 44µm *17µm was selected from 
the electric circuit analysis for and coil area of 7.4e-10 m2.  
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Figure 5.7 Generated voltages to change in rotor radius at a constant speed of 15000rpm  
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Figure 5.8 No of coils/coil group/phase/layer (vs) rotor radius for a fixed winding dimension and 
coil pairs of 2 
 The no of coils per pole/coil group/phase/layer was analysed to be 25 coils as shown 
in Figure 5.8.  The no of coil pairs used in this case was 2 as shown in the design of the 
micro generator. The total length and winding resistance for the coil structure from 
analysis is 3.286m and 573Ω at 5mm rotor radius as shown in Figure 5.9 A and B. The 
maximum current density of the winding is 1.13e7 A/mm2 (Figure 5.10.A)which is well 
within the usual practical limits of 3.5e7 A/mm2 for conductors fabricated using printed 
circuit board technology[1]. The constant losses which includes the hysteresis and the 
eddy current losses in the magnetic circuit is shown in Figure 5.10 B and the constant 
losses for rotor radius of 5mm is 9e-5mW. The available output power and power 
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density corresponding to the above parameters was determined to be and 2mW and 
6.36e3 W/m3 based on a load of 570Ω.  
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(A)                                                                                 (B) 
Figure 5.9 A. Total winding length B. Total Coil resistance  
(For fixed Coil dimension and variable limacine rotor radius) 
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(A)                                                                                 (B) 
Figure 5.10 A. Current density for a given coil profile at different rotor radius  
B. Total Constant Losses for fixed profile of micro generator magnetic circuit at different rotor 
radius  
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 Table 5.1 shows the parameters selected for the micro generator using the 
methodology described in chapter 4. The power density can be increased further by 
increased number of coil pairs, coil layers and increasing speed proportionately which will 
also increase manufacturing complexity.   
PARAMETERS VALUES 
Package Volume  40e-3*70e-3*5e-3 m 
Rotor radius (Lm) 5mm 
Pole piece thickness (Lr) 900µm 
Air gap between pole piece and winding 10-30 µm 
Air gap between PM source and poles(Gp) 10-30 µm 
Air gap between winding and PM(Gc) 25 µm 
‘t1’Distance of PM from Di 400 µm 
‘t2’ Distance of PM from Di 800 µm 
Outer rotor diameter 10mm 
Inner rotor diameter 1.5 mm 
Inner radius of pole piece 1.75 mm 
Outer radius of pole piece 4 mm 
Do/Di ratio 5 
Pole pairs (P) 1 
No of coil turns/coil structure (Trapezoidal) 25 
Inner radius of coil 1.2 mm 
Outer radius of coil 4.55 mm 
Coil pairs 2 
Coil Pitch  192 µm 
Coil Width  44 µm 
Coil Height 17 µm 
Interlayer spacing of coils 32 µm 
Table 5.1 Parameters Selected for MEMS micro generator  
5.4 Characterisation of Micro generator 
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5.4.1 Equivalent circuit model of the micro generator 
 The micro generator can be characterized using its potier equivalent circuit with 
induced voltage Vo, Equivalent resistance and reactance of the winding as shown in Figure 
5.13. The resistance of the windings from analysis in the previous section is 573Ω. The 
inductance of the winding is calculated to be around 233mH and the synchronous reactance 
Xs is calculated to be 489 by taking Vo to be constant is at constant Bg due to permanent 
magnet source. The no load voltage and the maximum short circuit current of 4.88mA can 
already be obtained from the previous section.  
 
Figure 5.11 Equivalent circuit of the micro generator for characterisation  
 
5.4.2 Characterisation of Micro generator for variable load 
 The characterisation of the micro generator is done for a set variable resistive load 
as shown in Figure 5.14. Characteristics equations developed from chapter 4 are used to 
characterise the generator. Constant and variable losses are determined for the micro 
generator from the air gap flux densities and electric circuit parameters obtained from the 
modified lumped parameter analysis. Load resistance and speed are initialized with speed 
varying from 1000 to 40000rpm and load resistance from 100 to 10KΩ.    
ZL 
Vo 
VT 
Rc=573 KΩ Xs = 489 
Zs=573+j365 
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Figure 5.12 Characterisation of micro generator for variable load 
 The analysis is done in two parts which one being a direct two dimensional 
characterisation of the generator to variable load resistance. The other is a three 
dimensional analysis of the micro generator to change in speed and variable load. Figure 
5.13 shows that an increase in generated voltage is feasible with the same profile with 
increase in speed with relaxed constraints from bearing and frictional losses.   
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Figure 5.13.  Generated voltage to change in speed  
 Figure 5.14 A and B shows the terminal voltage obtained for variable load and the 
terminal voltage slope gradually reduces with increase in load resistance. The coil behaves 
inverse to terminal voltage characteristics which reduces with increase in load as shown in 
100<ZL < 
10KΩ 
 Vo 
Vt 
Rc=573Ω Xs = 489 
Zs=573+j365 
Vo=Vt+Ic*(Rc+jXs) 
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Figure 5.15 A and B. The coil current and terminal voltages increase with speed in Figure 
5.14.B and 5.15 B.  
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(A)                                                                                                 (B) 
Figure 5.14  A. Terminal Voltage Vs ZL B. Terminal Voltage Vs Change in Nrpm and ZL 
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(A)                                                                                                 (B) 
Figure 5.15  A. Coil Current Vs Load Resistance B. Coil Current Vs Change in Nrpm and ZL 
 The total losses increases with increase in resistance as shown in Figure 5.16 A and 
B and reaches a point where the load resistance matches the coil resistance. This point 
represents the condition where variable losses is balanced and at minimum and is also the 
point where maximum efficiency is obtained as shown in Figure 5.18.  After this point the 
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total losses starts to reduce as the variable reduces with reduction in coil current as shown 
in Figure 5.16. The O/P power of the generator follows total losses and specifically variable 
losses because constant losses are kept constant because of a fixed speed for analysis as 
shown in Figure 5.17.A. A maximum O/P power of 1.7 mW can be achieved at the load 
resistance of 573Ω. The O/P power trend follows total losses including both fixed and 
variable loss when change in speed is included for analysis as shown in Figure 5.17 B. 
  The maximum theoretical efficiency at the energy balance point where load 
resistance matches internal coil resistance is 80.2% as shown in Figure 5.18. The efficiency 
is calculated by assuming frictional losses being engine losses and not included in this 
analysis. The effect of operating temperature of the micro engine would affect both the 
electric circuit and magnetic circuit parameters of the micro generator. For example, a 
micro generator component operated at a temperature of 100oC would have an air gap flux 
density loss of 9% and in this case from 1.185 to 1.08 (Using air gap flux density Bg value 
calculated from Br taken at 25oC and Temperature reduction coefficient of selected SmCO 
of 0.12%/oC). Similarly, the internal resistance of the coil would increase from 573Ω to 
740Ω. The generated voltage is estimated to have reduced from 2.8V to 2.4V and the 
achievable O/P power from 1.7 mW to 1.3mW. It is important that the micro generator 
components are sealed and isolated properly using epoxy material to avoid the temperature 
effects. 
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(A)                                                                                                 (B) 
Figure 5.16.7 A. Total Losses Vs Load Resistance B. Total Losses Vs Change in Speed and load 
resistance  
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(A)                                                                                                 (B) 
Figure 5.17 A. O/P power Vs Load Resistance B. O/P power Vs Change in Speed and load resistance  
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Figure 5.18 Efficiency Vs Load Resistance  
5.5 Integration of Micro Engine-Generator System 
 The integration of the micro engine generator system is done by combining 
parametric equations for the engine with the micro generator lumped parameter model. 
Mechanical power for the engine at engine shaft is defined from engine displacement and 
the fuel consumed per revolution. A simplified displacement equation for the katrix engine 
model used in the thesis for integration is  
     teLDp ***8=  [
rev
m3 ]                                                  (5.1) 
Where, L = Limacon radius, e = Eccentricity with eccentricity ratio = (L/e) 
t= thickness of the rotor 
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Fuel consumed per revolution of the engine system can be determined from engine 
displacement and air/fuel ratio as in equation 5.2. The mechanical power and torque 
generated at the engine shaft is given by equation 5.3   
                              ** Dpvfmfuel =
s
n
 [
sec
3m ]                                              (5.2) 
Where, vf = Air/Fuel Ratio, 
s
n
= revolution per second 
    LhvmfuelPmech t **η=  [ w ]                                                 (5.3) 
Where, tη = Engine Efficiency, Lhv = Latent heat 
    ϖ/PmechTmech =  [
sec
.mN ]                                                  (5.4) 
      The operating time of the engine system from fuel consumption can be written as in 
equation 5.4. The tank size is also important in defining the energy density of the system 
time taken for Time per fuel tank.  
                                        
Tanksizemfueltime *
1
= sec                                               (5.5) 
The engine efficiency for integration purpose is taken a conservative Figure as 1%[1] as 
seen from literature. The engine efficiency as seen from chapter 1 is instrumental in 
defining the conversion efficiency of the engine generator system. The fuel used for 
analysis is ethanol due to their environmentally friendly nature and wide use in micro 
machine application.  
 Assumption are made for integration with vf = 1e-5 = [air/fuel] ratio, tη  = 1%, Lhv  = 
5882 Kw-h/m3 (Ethanol as fuel). It has to be noted that mechanical power generation can 
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be improved and the time per fuel tank for operation of the system can be improved by 
increasing the air fuel ration of the engine. 
5.6 Energy Density of integrated Micro Engine – Generator 
system 
 The theoretical mechanical model of the micro engine is with the micro generator 
theoretical mode. The calculation of mechanical power, torque, fuel tank capacity and time 
of operation, energy density is done using the integrated model. The calculation is done 
based on an integrated engine-generator package volume of 70e-3*40e-3*5e-3. The 
generator shaft speed corresponds to twice the engine shaft speed because of the dual 
combustion/revolution cycle in the katrix engine.  
  The displacement for the given rotor including the eccentricity is calculated to be 
5.99e-8 [m3/rev]. The engine would consume 9.34e-4 liters per hour at this rate of 
displacement. The fuel tank capsule can hold 3.61e-3 Liters which would give a total 
operating time of 3.9 hours in continuous operation for the system. The calculated 
mechanical power is 5.5mW. The mechanical and electrical torques for engine-generator 
torque matching purpose is 2.09e-5 N.m and 1.6e-6 N.m respectively. The energy density 
of the integrated engine generator system by taking ethanol as the energy source is found to 
be 42.3 Wh/Kg with an assume engine efficiency of 1% from literature[2]. This energy 
density is approximately seven times the energy density of the micro power battery system 
available in literature [2]. The energy density of the micro engine-generator power system 
is approximately eight lesser than that of the highest energy density Lithium -Thionyl 
chloride primary battery (320 Wh/kg) and 5 times less than that of Li/organosulfide 
secondary battery (200 Wh/Kg). Even a small improvement in engine efficiency of 3 to 4% 
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can increase the energy density micro engine-generator power system to more than energy 
densities available in portable batteries.  
5.7 Summary 
 The methodology for development of a thin MEMS axial machine model for 
integration with a micro engine is continued from chapter4. The following can be 
summarized as contributions from the chapter.  
• The parameters for the micro generator model to generate voltage of 3V at 1-10mW 
are selected. The selected micro generator model parameter corresponds to a 
generated voltage of 3.02V and available power of 2mW with power density of 
6.36e3 W/m3.  
• Electrical equivalent model for the micro generator is derived and the equivalent 
resistance and reactance for the model is calculated as 573Ω and 489 Ω 
respectively.  
• The characterisation of the micro generator on variable load is performed and the 
usable maximum power output when coil resistance is equal to load resistance is 
found to be 1.6mW. The efficiency obtained at this point is 80.2% and this 
efficiency is expected to reduce on practical cases due to the effect of temperature 
and frictional effects.  
•  Theoretical model for the micro engine is developed for integration with the micro 
generator to determine achievable energy density for a completely integrated engine 
generator power system. The displacement for the given rotor including the 
eccentricity is calculated to be 5.99e-8 [m3/rev]. The fuel tank capsule can hold 
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3.61e-3 Liters which would give a total operating time of 3.9 hours in continuous 
operation for the system.  
• The calculated energy density of the integrated engine generator system by taking 
ethanol as the energy source is found to be 42.3 Wh/Kg.  The energy density of the 
micro engine-generator power system is seven times greater than the energy density 
of models reported in literature and seven lesser than the energy density available in 
portable primary and secondary batteries.  
A small improvement in engine efficiency of 3 to 4% would ensure the energy density 
of the micro engine-generator power system to be more than energy densities available 
in portable batteries. The capacity of the micro engine –generator system to operate for 
3.9 hours at 3.2mW output power would still make this system a considerable 
alternative source of power for portable applications with a huge scope for further 
improvement  
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Chapter 6: Fabrication of MEMS micro generator  
 
This chapter will discuss the fabrication process for the fabrication of MEMS micro 
generator components using existing manufacturing technologies. The choice of materials 
for the manufacturing of the micro generator from existing technologies is reviewed. The 
limitations and constraints posed by the fabrication methods to manufacture the micro 
generator are briefed.  
6.1 5mm MEMS Micro Generator Fabrication 
 The configuration of the MEMS micro generator to be fabricated is shown in Figure 
6.1. The fabrication feasibility is divided into two parts, fabrication of rotor and fabrication 
of stator the components using bonding techniques. The design and fabrication objective is 
to minimize the no of moving structures and components to induce bulk micro machining. 
The manufacturing technologies had grown with intermediate passing techniques to recent 
popular techniques used for manufacturing like DRIE (Direct Reactive Ion Etching), LIGA 
and LPCVD for manufacturing of high aspect ration components. A review on fabrication 
methods available in literature for micro generator development is available in chapter 2. 
The fabrication process like most common design is aimed to be on a silicon SU-8 substrate 
base.  
6.1.1 Rotor Fabrication 
 The rotor is developed to maximize the amount of rotor area available for soft 
magnetic material. The rotor poles used in the design is rectangular to include simplicity in 
rotor fabrication and also to increase the pole area in rotor to suit the rotor profile.      
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Figure 6.1. MEMS micro generator fabrication model 
 
Figure 6.2 Superimposed view of pole and winding 
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 The material for the soft magnetic poles apart from high magnetic circuit 
characteristics also demands operation in a high temperature environment. Relative 
permeability and saturation magnetization are the key magnetic properties looked for in the 
soft magnetic poles. An increase in saturation magnetization when induction goes to 
infinity will improve the flux flow in the micro generator for voltage generation. Any 
increase in flux flow above this capacity will cause permeability to go to zero causing no 
change in flux density for voltage generation. Materials with high permeability would also 
improve flux flow and achieve high saturation magnetization.  
 
Figure 6.3. Magnetization characteristics of Iron [1] 
 The material should possess high Curie temperature characteristics to be suitable to 
operate at high temperatures. Table 6.1 shows popular choices of ferromagnetic materials 
reviewed in chapter 2 with their thermal expansion co-efficient and curie temperatures. 
Ideally the soft magnetic material can be made from powdered iron from electro deposition 
process. The material on the other hand should posses matching thermal expansion co-
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efficient to silicon not to cause damage to the physical structures operating at high 
temperatures. Iron which is a popular soft magnetic material for generator development has 
very good magnetization characteristics and Curie temperature as shown in Table 6.1. But, 
the thermal expansion coefficient of iron is 6 times that of silicon which may cause the 
damage to the soft magnetic structure when operating at high temperatures.  
  Thermal 
Expansion 
Coefficient @20˚C 
Magnetic 
saturation (Tesla) 
Curie 
Temperature (˚C) 
Nickel 13e-6 0.6 360 
Cobalt 14e-6 1.9 1000 
Permalloy(81%Ni,2% 
Mo,17% Fe) 
12e-6 0.7 580 
Ferrous 11e-6 2.2 770 
Table 6.1. Properties of soft magnetic materials [1] 
 Figure 6.2 shows typical saturation magnetisation characteristics and thermal 
expansion co-efficient trade offs in Ni:Fe alloys. It can be seen from the Figure that Ni:Fe 
alloys of 40:60 ratio exhibits similar thermal expansion coefficient as silicon but has lower 
saturation magnetization of 1.4T which may cause saturation with the present design at low 
operating temperatures. An Ni:Fe ratio of 45:55 can be used to get high saturation 
magnetization of 1.6T and close to same thermal expansion coefficient as silicon. Addition 
of molybdenum to Ni:Fe alloy will increase the initial permeability of the material to 
further reduce avoid saturation effects and allows for high heat treatment as seen from 
literature[2]. This trade off in saturation magnetization is necessary to achieve better 
structural and magnetic balance of the rotor.    
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Figure 6.4 Saturation magnetisation VS Thermal expansion coefficient of NiFe alloys 
  B. Fabrication of Ni:Fe soft magnetic rotor poles 
 Fabrication of Ni:Fe is common and popular in MEMS in the development of thin 
magnetic structures for magnetic sensors, actuators and magnetic recorders as reviewed 
from chapter 2. The common technique for fabrication of NI:Fe structures in MEMS is 
using electro deposition. There was recent reported case of 50:50 NiFe alloy 
electrodeposited into deep silicon 900µm moulds for vertically laminated NiFe structures 
for using electro deposition and DRIE etching techniques [3][4]. This confirms the 
feasibility of fabricating high aspect ration 45:55 Ni:Fe fabrication using electro deposition 
principle. The process as available in literature [3] and begins with a 500 µm silicon wafer. 
Trenches were etched in the shape of the rotor poles. The wafer was then bonded to a 
second wafer which has a copper seed layer, and the wafer stack was electroplated with a 
50:50 ratio of nickel to iron The top surface of the plated wafer was then planarized, the 
seed wafer was removed, and the remaining features of the rotor were etched using deep 
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reactive ion etching (DRIE). A similar process can be used in fabricating the soft magnetic 
rotor structure.  
6.1.2 Stator Fabrication 
 The stator consists of two sections the bottom section consists of magnetic poles and 
back iron and the top section consists of back iron, magnetic poles. The stator back iron and 
PM poles can be fabricated with the similar process as the rotor soft iron poles.  A similar 
fabrication process to develop back iron cores is available in literature [6]. The process 
starts with two 10mm diameter 500micron thick silicon substrates. First, 300micron deep 
annular cavities were etched on the backside of one side of the wafer by DRIE using a 
photoresist mask. After reoxidation and sputter deposition of a Cr/Cu seed layer, the 
cavities would be filled with 45:55 Ni:Fe alloy by electroplating. A dry-film photoresist 
mask would be used to confine the electrodepositing to the cavities.  
 Chapter 2 suggest that fabrication of hard magnetic structures using fabrication 
technologies was difficult to achieve due to heat treatment procedure involved in 
fabricating such structures. Commercially available permanent magnets were used where 
ever possible in literature to overcome. The design also make use of commercially available 
n48 grade Nd Feb or SmCo17. The characteristics of the Trade show the design specs of 
the hard magnets. Nd Feb can be used as a magnetic source for the magnetic circuit to 
provide suitable isolation is provided for the poles from the engine chamber. SmCo17 is an 
alternative choice for NdFeb with  relatively high saturation flux density level and high 
curie temperature characteristics. SmCo could effectively be a good choice for magnetic 
source if suitable isolation is not provided to isolate the permanent magnet sources from the 
combustion chamber. SmCo with low coercive force characteristics is sensitive to external 
fields and the net achievable flux density can be affected when influenced with external 
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fields. With the high Curie temperature characteristics SmCo17 would suit this application 
to be fabricated closer to the engine structure. The other side of the substrate with the back 
iron could be etched by DRIE using a photoresist mask. Cavities were formed using 
patterning to form cavities for the permanent magnets. Permanent magnets then can 
manually be inserted into the cavities in the stator, and secured in place with SU8 which 
was applied using a needle and then cured by UV exposure and heating.  
Materials  Br (t) Hc (KA/m) 
Bhmax 
(kj/m3) 
Curie temp 
C 
SmCo17 [54] 1 480 192 750 
NdFeb MQ III [54] 1.18 840 256 312 
Table 6.2. Properties of selected hard magnetic source [6] 
  Coil structures has been formed using MEMS technologies for more than two 
decades and an literature review on the current methods and capabilities are available in 
chapter.2. The coil structure was integrated into the top part of the stator structure using 
electroplating. An insulation layer of SU-8 would be formed using UV photolithography 
and the copper windings were electroplated on to them. Similar electroplated coil tracks of 
12µm with a width of 30µm and a pitch of 60µm shown in Figure 6.3 which confirms the 
capability of fabrication coil structures of dimensions selected in chapter4.  The fabrication 
of coil structures and magnetic source in one single unit improves flux distribution and flux 
linking the winding structure, reduces fabrication complexity and volume of the system.  
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Figure 6.5. SEM photograph showing top layer of a stator coil prior to deposition 
of the protective SU8 layer[5] . 
6.2 Summary 
 This chapter discussed the fabrication process to fabricate micro generator 
components using existing fabrication technologies. The following can be summarized 
from this chapter 
• The choice of materials for pole structures show that an Ni:Fe ratio of 45:55 
exhibits high saturation characteristics and thermal expansion co-efficient close to 
silicon. This makes it suitable for pole structures to be operated at high temperatures 
of around 300˚C [4].  
• The rotor poles can be fabricated using a combination of DRIE and 
electrodepositing techniques.  Commercially available SmCo having high curie 
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temperatures is a practical choice for permanent magnet source close to be 
integrated close to engine structure. 
•  The stator structures can be formed using a combination of DRIE, lithography 
techniques to include copper coil layers includes in the stator with an insulating 
layer separating the Permanent Magnet source and the coil structure.  
The chapter also substantiates that the 5mm MEMS Micro generator components can be 
fabricated using existing fabrication methods   
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Chapter 7: Conclusion & Suggestions for future improvement 
 
 
The need for alternative source of power to existing battery for portable applications 
has been demonstrated in the thesis. An integrated engine generated power system using 
hydrocarbon fuel is one of the alternatives for portable application to achieve higher energy 
density than in batteries. The literature on existing integrated micro engine generator system 
showed that the achievable energy densities from existing systems are 50 times less than 
existing batteries. This is mainly due to reduction in efficiency and power densities of both 
the generator and the engine because of operational issues and fabrication limitations. The 
dissertation investigated on increasing the energy density of the engine-generator system by 
increasing the system power density and efficiency of the micro generator through proper 
selection of development parameters.  
 Initially, analysis from lumped parameter analysis on different electrical machine 
technologies to produce high power density at planar scale showed that axial machines were 
seen to provide better power density than radial or reluctance machine. The peak power 
density for axial machines is ten times greater than radial machines and two times greater than 
reluctance machines. A sandwiched axial machine model presented in the thesis was 
estimated to provide better flux density characteristics, high power density and is easy to 
manufacture. An increase in power density of the micro generator upon scaling can be 
increased by varying current density by 1−mJα , and angular frequency by 2mNα .  
 A Permeance coefficient determination method for theoretical analysis of magnetic 
circuit to determine flux density and forces was presented. This co-efficient is significant in 
theoretical magnetic circuit analysis to achieve analysis results with accuracies of 90 to 93% 
to FEA results. An analytical method to determine coil parameters for a given coil profile for 
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lumped parameter analysis was explained and validated. These two methods are used as 
independent inputs to the lumped parameter methodology developed to select functional and 
physical parameters for the MEMS micro generator.  
 The micro generator with two stator cores and planar winding directly integrated on top 
of the stator structure on one side provide better air gap flux density levels, flux distribution 
and reduced the volume of the micro generator to increase power density. The methodology 
for parameter selection and development of a thin MEMS axial machine model was validated 
and results were in close match with practical results for the validated model available in 
literature. Magnetic circuit analysis for the MEMS micro generator using permeance 
coefficient method show that the airgap flux density levels achievable are high and more than 
1.185T (for a SmCo magnet with Br of 1) with rotor radius of more than 5mm.  The 
theoretical model is validated by analysing a micro generator model with 5mm radius in 
ANSYS FEA to predict air gap flux density. Result from theoretical prediction of 1.184T is 
93% accurate to 1.264T After this radius the slope of the flux density reduces with change in 
rotor radius. Air gap length between 10-30µm is found to achieve high air gap flux density 
levels at rotor radius more than 5mm. A reduction in leakage permeance and better flux 
regulation for maximum air gap flux density is obtained with t2/t1 of between 2 to 20.  
 The micro generator model parameters selected from the analysis corresponds to a 
generated voltage of 2.8V and available power of 2mW with power density of 6.36e3 W/m3. 
Electrical equivalent circuit model for the micro generator is derived for characterisation and 
the equivalent resistance and reactance for the model is calculated as 573Ω and 489Ω 
respectively. The characterisation of the micro generator on variable load is performed and 
the usable maximum power output is found to be 1.6mW at 20,000 rpm. The efficiency 
obtained at this point is 80.2% and this efficiency is expected to reduce further with practical 
systems due to the effect of temperature and friction. The micro generator when operating at 
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an elevated temperature of 100oC is estimated to loose air gap flux density levels by 9% and 
increase coil resistance from 573Ω to 740Ω which will reduce the output power  from 1.6mW 
to 1.3mW.  Theoretical model for the micro engine is developed for integration with the micro 
generator to determine energy density for a completely integrated engine generator power 
supply package. The displacement for the given rotor including the eccentricity is calculated 
to be 5.99e-8 [m3/rev]. The fuel tank capacity was estimated to hold 3.61e-3 Litres which 
would give a total operating time of 3.9 hours in continuous operation for the system.  
 The calculated energy density of the integrated engine generator system by taking 
ethanol as the energy source is found to be 42.3 Wh/Kg.  This energy density is seven times 
greater than the energy density of micro engine-generator models reported in literature and 
seven times lesser than the energy density available in portable primary and secondary 
batteries. A small improvement in engine efficiency of 3 to 4% would ensure the energy 
density of the micro engine-generator power system to be more than that of batteries. The 
capacity of the micro engine–generator system to operate for 3.9 hours at 1.6mW output 
power would still make the engine-generator power supply a considerable entity for 
alternative source of power for portable applications with a huge scope for further 
improvement. The final chapter substantiates the feasibility of fabrication of the 5mm Thin 
MEMS Micro generator components using exiting technologies.  
 As a future Improvement to the current work a practical model of the MEMS micro 
generator could be built and test to validate the theoretical model to practical results. An 
analysis on multiple layers as supposed to single layer adopted in the thesis can be analysed 
for an improvement in achievable power density. Inclusion of better isolating medium with 
good thermal properties between the magnetic circuit and the engine structure would help 
achieve high magnetic flux density and high power density.  
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APPENDIX A - LUMPED PARAMTER MODELLING 
 
A.1 Lumped parameter modelling- Radial Flux PM Machine (RFPM) 
  The RFPM model is similar to a simple universal synchronous machine with two 
poles which could be altered upon development suitability. An equivalent reluctance model 
and cross sectional view of a RFPM machine used for analysis is shown in Figure 3.11. 
The rotor configuration for analysis is assumed as a black box or salient poles with PM’s 
inside them to suit the configuration of the engine. The power density for the machine 
under consideration is determined by solving for magnetic and electrical circuits and then 
normalizing for output power and density. The saturation of the system depends on the 
saturation characteristics of the sealing material.  
 
 
Figure A.1, A - Micro engine Generator outer casing, B - Winding Structure 
C - Envisaged Sealing Structure, D - Engine Rotor and Generator common Shaft    
E - PM structure with Magnetization Vector M   
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Figure A.1 Model Radial two pole Synchronous PM Micro Generator Machine 
(RFPM) and Cross-sectional view of RFPM under consideration (Not on Scale). 
The assumptions made for analysis are that the permanent Magnets follow linear 
characteristics and anisotropic in nature. For analysis, leakage is considered negligible and 
not taken into consideration for actual analysis due to its complexity of determination and 
to simplify the problem. The analysis done under static position with the mmf induced in 
the winding taken at zero potential to neglect armature reaction effects.  
The magnetic circuit given in figure 3.11 is solved using Kirchoffs Circuit laws (KCL) for 
the flux loops 21 ,φφ . The mmf equation for the network is written as 
   
0=.+22+),(2 1 cgmmmm RmmfRRF φφφ -       (A.1) 
                        
0=.+22+),(2 2 cgmmmm RmmfRRF φφφ -              (A.2)                                               
                        mφφφ =+ 21                                                                             (A.3) 
With no leakage, 1φ  & 2φ  are equal and are in the same potential. So, 
   1φ = 2φ = 2m
φ
                                              (A.4) 
Equation 3.22-3.24 is solved using the relation 3.25 for determining the magnetic flux )( mφ , 
mmf (F), Flux linkage ( λ ) and Inductance (L) on different parts of the machine and 
determination of synchronous Reactance Xs of the machine. with Fm=Bm.Lm/ mµ , 
gggg ALR ./ µ= , and cccc ALR ./µ=  on Eq 3.23 and 3.23 mφ becomes , 
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With wλ = NI* gφ /I = LI=N2I / gR , the total flux linkage per pole with respect to the PM 
flux linkage per phase and per cycle using 3.26 becomes  
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            (A.6) 
The sealing flux gφ  linking the winding per pole per phase can be obtained for a 
differential area by integrating the same for a cycle time period T, with the rotor angle θ  
variable from 0 to 2 p/pi  . The sealing can also be determined directly from the flux in air 
gap over a cycle using the remenance flux density Br. The sealing flux was calculated 
using both the methods and found to provide a similar result approximately 1.9 – 2.3 e-05 
Weber. The sealing flux gφ  could then be used in the generalized equations for emf 
induced, peak emf, O/P power and power density. The induced emf over a time period T 
can the be written as    
  E (t) = N* dt
d sφ
 = dt
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The magnitude of peak emf is written as  
  Ep = rsw NC ωφ ..                                                                      (A.8) 
With Cw being a constant to represent the coil pitch factor and ω  being the angular 
frequency of the engine rotor. The terminal voltage for such machines using the direct and 
quadrature axis variable d & q can be written as in equation 3.40.  
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The O/P power produced by the generator and the volumetric energy density can be written 
as in equation 3.31 and 3.32 as   
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The losses in the generator are grouped up and written as in equation  A.12 identifying the 
parameters influencing the losses.  
  
)()(),,(),,V,( //2var pofposwamcmcloss PPPPTRIPBtpPP +++= ∆   (A.12) 
  
)......( 222 mmcmstmc VBtfVBfpP +=         (A.13) 
  aa RIP .
2
var =            (A.14) 
The core losses consist of the hysteresis and the eddy current loss represented 
cP  in 
equation A.12 as a function of their influencing parameters poles, frequency, flux density and 
thickness of the core is expanded in equation (A.13) for inclusion in the lumped parameter 
for future analysis. The eddy variable losses represented as varP  is written as function of 
armature current aI , winding resistance wR and temperature T and expanded in equation (A.14) for 
inclusion in the final lumped parameter generalised equation. The last two losses are the stray 
magnetic losses and friction losses which are considered the same as in macro scale [54] machines 
to simplify the analysis. 
  The reluctance forces for micro currents is considerably negligible and the torques 
produced by them are minimum in micro metre scale machines. Torque due to Lorenz 
forces are predominant and are determined using equation (A.15) and also using finite 
element analysis with the knowledge of Bg.  
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    wgac ABIΝ=τ        (A.15) 
The generalized equation formed in this case is design independent with only gφ  
directly dependent on the physical arrangement of magnetic circuit poles. This makes the 
modified lumped model analysis of the machine useful for analysing a majority of radial 
flux machine model. The parameters of the model considered for analysis above has a 
volume 0.005*0.03*0.03m3 with a rotor outer diameter scale of 0.018m, rotor thickness of 
900 micro meters with capacity to produce 5 to 10 mW of power is considered. The speed 
of the machine is taken to be as 13krpm with fixed number of poles and the machine is 
considered to generate a sinusoidal emf waveform. The magnetic circuit for the machine is 
characterized above in figure 3.11 and the final generalised lumped parameter model for 
the machine is shown in equation (A.16)  
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A.2 Axial Machine:   
   The lumped parameter generalized equations are developed by a similar 
approach to radial machines with modifications to analyse axial machines.. The machine 
under considerations is similar to radial machines except that the armature windings are 
isolated and kept as a separate unit to reduce heat losses due to engine temperature and 
improve the power density of the system. This configuration allows for the flexibility of 
magnets used by achieving a better operating point with high magnetic flux density (Bm). 
A cross-sectional view of the axial machine with PM magnets outside is shown         figure 
A.2.  
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Figure A.2, A – Disc Shaped PM with Magnetization Vector M 
B – Envisaged Sealing Structure 
C – Electrodeposited magnetic pole materials  
D – Winding Structure     
E – Shaft Structure of the engine  
F – PM Magnetic structure with Magnetization Vector M   
Figure A.2 Axial Flux Thin PM Micro Generator Configuration (AFMEG) (Not on 
Scale). 
The assumptions made for analysis of the system are the same as used in RFPM 
machine and have to be referred from the previous section and not repeated to avoid 
redundancy. An equivalent reluctance network diagram of the model under consideration is 
shown in figure.A.3. The equivalent reluctance model is solved using the same technique 
as that of RFPM machine in the previous section.  
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Figure A.3. Equivalent reluctance model of Axial Machine under Consideration  
The mmf nodal equations using KCL becomes  
0),(2.-..),( 1221111 =+++++ mmmgwmmm RFRRgNIRgRRF φφφφφφ       (A.17) 
0),(2-.),( 2122122 =+++++ mmmgwmmm RFRRgNIRgRRF φφφφφφ     (A.18) 
 mφφφ =+ 21  
            (A.19) 
With no leakage, 1φ  & 2φ  are equal. So, 
   1φ = 2φ = 2m
φ
         (A.20) 
The PM magnetic flux per pole can be obtained by considering the machine at static 
condition and keeping mmf induced in the winding to be at zero potential and with 
Fm=Bm.Lm/ mµ , 1111 / gggg ALR µ= , 2222 / gggg ALR µ=  and wwww ALR µ/= and using Equations 
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(A.17) to (A.19) and after some derivative mathematical forms the magnetic flux mφ can be 
written as  
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The total flux linkage per pole with respect to the PM flux linkage per phase and per cycle 
from equation (A.21) then becomes
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The inductance of the winding differs with flux linking the winding over time and could be 
deduced from the emf equation or taking time derivative of flux linkage over winding 
current.
 
The air gap flux linking the winding  1gφ  linking the winding per pole per phase can 
be can be determined by taking into consideration the differential area over which the flux 
flows and integrating the same for a cycle time period T, with the rotor angle θ  variable 
from 0 to p/2pi . The air gap flux linkage can also be obtained by determining gφ  from 
direct calculation for flux in air gap over a cycle. For the axial flux machine it is more 
practical to know the flux linking an differential area of the winding under consideration 
The machine structure is similar to RFPM machine with windings structure outside with a 
radius rw and with outer diameter d0 and with length Ls and Air gap g1. The air gap flux 
linking the winding 1gφ  is given by equation (A.23). For a small differential area dy with 
electrical angle 
eθ  and assuming a sinusoidal flux density Bm, the flux per pole over cycle 
time period 0 to pi  can found from equation 3.56 and 3.57.  
 
The air gap flux was 
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calculated using nodal and differential forms and both methods are found to provide a 
similar result approximately of 1.87 – 2.2 e-06 Weber. 
   1111 ./ gggmg yBRF ==φ                                               (A.23) 
  101 ./. gmmg RlB µφ =           (A.24) 
Using Eq.3.44 and 3.45 with the air gap Bg1 flux density of the coil over a cycle per pole 
can be written as in Eq.3.46 and 3.47 with rew being the equivalent radius of the winding 
structure on the stator  
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The generalized equation for induced emf with C (t) being a factor representing the 
waveform for a time period T becomes 
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For a sinusoidal output the rms Emf voltage and peak voltages takes the form  
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With Cw being a constant to represent the coil pitch factor and ω  being the angular 
frequency of the engine rotor..  
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Torque, power losses and power density equations are formed on the basis of 
equations 3.14 -3.37. The winding configuration in this case is taken to be developed using 
printed circuit copper conductor for simpler and precise fabrication and its ease to integrate 
in the system. The advantage of this form of configuration gives room for inclusion of 
additional layers of windings to increase power density of the machine within a 
compromisable increment range subjected to physical and operational constraints. The 
final form of the generalised power density equation to be used for analysis is shown in 
equation 3.61.  
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APPENDIX B- MAGNETIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 
 
 
B.1 PERMEANCE FOR GENERIC SHAPES : 
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Possible Flux paths  Flux density B at a distance '' x  
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 Spherical shell Quadrants (circular approximation) 
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 Radial air gap Permeance between co-axial cylinders 
(wrt to θ ) 
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B.5 PERMEANCE FOR DISPLACED STRUCTURES 
 For the determination of generalised equations for displaced structures two different 
scenarios are adapted and the Permeance for these scenarios is found which can be used to 
calculate the Permeance for displaced structures. 
Case1: Armature partly displaced with displacement x less than b  bx <  and with 
0>=−= bxn  
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Figure B.2  Permeance for displacements x<b 
Permanent magnet dimension Flux density B at a distance '' x  
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Permeance formulation for displacements x<b 
Case 2: Armature displaced with displacement ‘x’ greater than b by ‘n’, 
I.e., bxbnb ><+ &  with gLn <  &  gLn >  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.3  Permeance for displacements x>b 
Permanent magnet dimension Flux density B at a distance '' x  
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3.3 Permanent magnetic circuit quasi-static analysis 
 Permanent magnetic circuit quasi-static analysis is done by forming magnetic circuit 
equations built on the basis of Maxwell’s equations. A simple permanent magnetic circuit 
as in figure 3.2 is used to develop magnetic circuit equations. Here both the magnetic 
intensity and magnetic flux density over a line integral and surface area surrounded by the 
contour is zero since the circuit is open in air which is a good foundation for developing 
magnetic circuit equations for ggmmm HBPHB ,,, . 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Permanent magnetic circuits for magnetic circuit’s analysis 
 The magnetic flux density 
mB  in terms of permeance as determined by using 
maxwell’s quasistatic equations and Kirchhoff’s circuit laws for flux flow  
     
m
g
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P
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 The load line and the slope of the load line are shown in figure 3.3 which defines the 
potential energy available in the magnet to be delivered to the air gap 
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Figure 3.4 Permanent magnet third quadrant hysteretic operations 
The magnetic flux density from the slope of the load line can be written as  
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And the air gap flux density using 3.37 can then be written as  
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And similarly the magnetic force or intensity of the magnet and air gap can be written as  
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Similarly, for dynamic operation from an external applied electromagnetic field with 
N turns and current I the magnetic flux density can be written as  
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Figure 3.5 Load line characteristics (static, dynamic, short & open circuit) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX C: ELECTRIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 
 
A. STEPS FOR CONDUCTOR MICRO HEAT ANALYSIS 
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Load line (Short 
circuit) 
Load Line (Static) 
Load Line 
(dynamic) 
Load line (Open 
circuit) 
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APPENDIX D: SIMULATION CODES 
 
MATLAB SIMULATION CODES 
% Permeance calculation % 
% permance calculation fo rpossible fringing and leakage flux paths for the 
% full system under consideration  
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End 
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% analysis of Bg at airgap using permeance coeffecient percentage method and  
%determination of leakage and fringing percentage wrt to angular displacement theta% 
%parameter description% 
function [Bg3]=Bairgap 
warning('off','MATLAB:dispatcher:InexactMatch'); 
 
% parameter description% 
 
pi=3.141; 
Lm=0.9e-3; 
Gm2=[0.0125e-3:0.0125e-3:0.05e-3];% variable  
Tw=0.5e-3; 
t1=[0.1e-3:0.1e-3:2e-3]; 
t2=t1; 
Tkt=325e-6;% To sustain saturation with iron core with permeability of 5000  
Tm=[0.25e-3:0.25e-3:1e-3];% defined to keep Lm/Lg ratio >[100 150 200] 
Gcw=0.0025e-3;%variable and it better to keep it as the same as teh other airgaps for simplicity 
L=[1e-3:1e-3:20e-3];          %possible limacon radius   
d1= 1e-3;     % defined wrt to the minium bearing of 0.3mm or 300micron dia and for commercial 
bearing innner dia of 1mm to shaft  
r1=d1/2; 
db=3e-3; % commercial ball bearing dia for 130 Krpm 
theta=0; 
poles=2; 
radian=180; 
Mu=1; 
Br=1;% n48 grade NdFeB commercial magnet(80 opertating t) and 1.16 for smco 28h grade with 
350t operating temp 
% NdFeb 32h for 180t at 1.16 T 
Cp=4; 
method = input('press 1- Rectangular magnetic structure 2-Trapezoidal structure'); 
 
 
% Parametric assignment with same values 
for i=1:size(Gm2,2) 
    Gm1(i)=Gm2(i); 
end 
 
%% dimensional definition 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    d3L(i)= L(i)*2 ;      % Possible dia of the limacon  
    d2(i)=d1+50e-6; % Winding start  
    r2(i)=d2(i)/2;      
    d5(i)= d3L(i)+50e-6; % Winding end  
    r5(i) = d5(i)/2; 
    rmo(i)= (r5(i)+r2(i)/2); % Core mean radius  
    rm(i)= ((r5(i)-r2(i))/2)*0.7;% to keep the magnetc between the windings and half the winding span 
for maximum induction 
    dm(i)= rm(i)*2; 
    d3(i)= rmo(i)-rm(i); % mamgnetic material inner radius to keep the Lm/Wm ratio to be <=5 for 
maximum dipole strength and for max flux linkage 
    d4(i)= rmo(i)+rm(i);% magnetc mean outer radius 
    r3(i) = d3(i)/2; %magnet inner radius 
    r4(i) =d4(i)/2; %magnet outer radius 
    d6(i)= d3L(i)+80e-6; % To allow for the casing and the structure 
    r6(i) = d6(i)/2;  
    Aw(i) = pi*(d5(i)-d2(i))^2/Cp; 
    w1(i) = (2*pi*r3(i)/4)*0.6;% width of the magnet for a rectangulat magnet 
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    H(i) = r4(i)-r3(i); 
    
end 
 
 
switch method 
    case 1  
%%Permeance calculation  
%%%***Useful path permeance though airgap and cores****%%%  
 
%Back iron % 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    pbk(i)= (r6(i)^2*pi)/Tkt; 
end 
 
%%Permanent magnet at rotor  
for i=1:size(L,2) 
     pm(i) = (w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)/(2*Lm)% not wrt to theta and keeping the position as the max flux linking 
position 
     pmt(i) = ((w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)*(1-(theta*(poles/2*radian))))/(2*Lm);% wrt to theta for the full system 
end 
 
%%Permanent magnet at Winding block as an airgap  
for i=1:size(L,2) 
     pw(i) = (w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)/(2*Tw)% not wrt to theta and keeping the position as the max flux linking 
position 
     pwt(i) = ((w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)*(1-(theta*(poles/2*radian))))/(2*Tw);% wrt to theta for the full system 
end 
 
%%Permanent magnet from Winding to opposite Pm core though airgap Gcw - Pwg 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
     pwcg(i) = (w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)/(2*Gcw)% not wrt to theta and keeping the position as the max flux 
linking position 
     pwcgt(i) = ((w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)*(1-(theta*(poles/2*radian))))/(2*Gcw);% wrt to theta for the full 
system 
end 
 
%%Permanent magnet from core to Pm in airgap Gm1 - Pmg 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(Gm1,2) 
         pcmg1(i,j) = (w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)/(2*Gm1(j))% not wrt to theta and keeping the position as the max 
flux linking position 
     pcmgt1(i,j) = ((w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)*(1-(theta*(poles/2*radian))))/(2*Gm1(j)); 
    end 
     
     pcmg(i) = (w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)/(2*Gm1(2))% not wrt to theta and keeping the position as the max flux 
linking position 
     pcmgt(i) = ((w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)*(1-(theta*(poles/2*radian))))/(2*Gm1(2));% wrt to theta for the full 
system 
end 
 
 
%%Permanent magnet from Pm to winding in airgap Gmp - Ppg  
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(Gm2,2) 
        pmwg1(i,j) = ((w1(i)*H(i)*Mu))/(2*Gm2(j))% not wrt to theta and keeping the position as the 
max flux linking position 
     pmwgt1(i,j) = ((w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)*(1-(theta*(poles/2*radian))))/(2*Gm2(j)); 
APPENDIX  
    end 
     pmwg(i) = (w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)/(2*Gm2(2))% not wrt to theta and keeping the position as the max flux 
linking position 
     pmwgt(i) = ((w1(i)*H(i)*Mu)*(1-(theta*(poles/2*radian))))/(2*Gm2(2));% wrt to theta for the full 
system 
end 
 
 
%constant wrt to useful airgap and permance changes die to the length as such 
%%fringing flux paths %% 
%%Pmnf - fringing flux path rectangular 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(t1,2) 
        pmnf(i,j) =1.2*Mu*(r3(i)-(r1+t1(j)))*(w1(i)+H(i))/(r3(i)-(r1+t1(j)))% not wrt to theta and keeping 
the position as the max flux linking position 
     %pmnf11(i,j) = (((r5(i)^2-r1^2)*pi)-((r3(i)-r2(i))*(w1(i)+w2(i))*(1-
(theta*(poles/2*radian)))))/(2*(Gm2(j)+Gm1(j)+Tw+Gcw));% wrt to theta for the full system 
 
    end 
     
     pmnf1(i) =1.2*Mu*(r3(i)-(r1+t1(3)))*(w1(i)+H(i))/(r3(i)-(r1+t1(10)))% not wrt to theta and keeping 
the position as the max flux linking position 
pmnf(i) = (((r5(i)^2-r1^2)*pi)-((r3(i)-r2(i))*(w1(i)+w2(i))*(1-
(theta*(poles/2*radian)))))/(2*(Gm2(2)+Gm1(2)+Tw+Gcw));% wrt to theta for the full system 
end 
 
%%Pmsf - fringing flux path rectaangular south 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(t2,2) 
        pmsf(i,j) =1.2*Mu*(r3(i)-(r1+t2(j)))*(w1(i)+H(i))/(r3(i)-(r1+t2(j)))% not wrt to theta and keeping 
the position as the max flux linking position 
     pmnf11(i,j) = (((r5(i)^2-r1^2)*pi)-((r3(i)-r2(i))*(w1(i)+w2(i))*(1-
(theta*(poles/2*radian)))))/(2*(Gm2(j)+Gm1(j)+Tw+Gcw));% wrt to theta for the full system 
 
    end 
     
     pmsf1(i) =1.2*Mu*(r3(i)-(r1+t2(9)))*(w1(i)+H(i))/(r3(i)-(r1+t2(12)))% not wrt to theta and keeping 
the position as the max flux linking position 
     pmnf(i) = (((r5(i)^2-r1^2)*pi)-((r3(i)-r2(i))*(w1(i)+w2(i))*(1-
(theta*(poles/2*radian)))))/(2*(Gm2(2)+Gm1(2)+Tw+Gcw));% wrt to theta for the full system 
end 
 
%%Ppwnf - fringing flux linking coils from pole structures to pm's 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(t1,2) 
        ppwnf(i,j) =(4*Mu*(w1(i)+H(i)))/(log((Gcw+Gm1(2)+Gm2(2)+Tw+t1(j))/t1(j)));% not wrt to theta 
and keeping the position as the max flux linking position 
     pmnf11(i,j) = (((r5(i)^2-r1^2)*pi)-((r3(i)-r2(i))*(w1(i)+w2(i))*(1-
(theta*(poles/2*radian)))))/(2*(Gm2(j)+Gm1(j)+Tw+Gcw));% wrt to theta for the full system 
    end 
     
     ppwnf1(i) =(4*Mu*(w1(i)+H(i)))/(log((Gcw+Gm1(2)+Gm2(2)+Tw+t1(3))/t1(10     pmnf(i) = 
(((r5(i)^2-r1^2)*pi)-((r3(i)-r2(i))*(w1(i)+w2(i))*(1-
(theta*(poles/2*radian)))))/(2*(Gm2(2)+Gm1(2)+Tw+Gcw));% wrt to theta  
end 
 
%%Ppwsf - fringing flux linking coils from pole structures to pm's 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
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    for j=1:size(t2,2) 
        ppwsf(i,j) =(4*Mu*(w1(i)+H(i)))/(log((Gcw+Gm1(2)+Gm2(2)+Tw+t2(j))/t2(j)));     pmnf11(i,j) = 
(((r5(i)^2-r1^2)*pi)-((r3(i)-r2(i))*(w1(i)+w2(i))*(1-
(theta*(poles/2*radian)))))/(2*(Gm2(j)+Gm1(j)+Tw+Gcw));% wrt to theta  
    end 
     
     ppwsf1(i) =(4*Mu*(w1(i)+H(i)))/(log((Gcw+Gm1(2)+Gm2(2)+Tw+t2(9))/t2(12)));% not wrt to theta 
and keeping the position as the max flux linking position 
     pmnf(i) = (((r5(i)^2-r1^2)*pi)-((r3(i)-r2(i))*(w1(i)+w2(i))*(1-
(theta*(poles/2*radian)))))/(2*(Gm2(2)+Gm1(2)+Tw+Gcw));% wrt to theta for the full system 
end 
 
 
%%%leakage flux paths  
%%Pmml - leakage between two magnets touching the windings 
 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
        
     pmml(i) =(Mu*(r4(i)^2-(w1(i)*H(i)*(1-
(theta*(poles/2*radian))))))/(2*(Gcw+Gm1(2)+Gm2(2)+Tw+Lm));% not wrt to theta and keeping the 
position as the max flux linking position 
     pmnf(i) = pmml(i) =(Mu*(r4^2-
(w1(i)*H1(i))))/(2*(Gcw+Gm1+Gm2+tw+Lm));))))/(2*(Gm2(2)+Gm1(2)+Tw+Gcw));% wrt to theta for 
the full system 
end 
 
%%Ppwl - Lekage between windings 
 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
        
     ppwl(i) =0.69*Mu*r1; 
     pwpl(i)=ppwl(i); 
     pmwl(i)=ppwl(i); 
     pwml(i)=ppwl(i); 
end 
 
%ppwml1- semi circular 3-d structure  
 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
      for j=1:size(t1,2)  
     ppwnl1(i,j) =0.32*(((r1+t1(j)^2)-r1^2)*Mu)/((r1+t1(j))-r1); 
     ppwsl1(i,j) =0.32*(((r1+t1(j)^2)-r1^2)*Mu)/((r1+t2(j))-r1); 
     pwmnl1(i,j)=ppwnl1(i,j); 
     pwmsl1(i,j)=ppwsl1(i,j); 
      end 
       ppwnl11(i) =0.32*(((r1+t1(3)^2)-r1^2)*Mu)/((r1+t1(10))-r1); 
     ppwsl11(i) =0.32*(((r1+t1(3)^2)-r1^2)*Mu)/((r1+t2(12))-r1); 
     pwmnl11(i)=ppwnl11(i); 
     pwmsl11(i)=ppwsl11(i);      
end 
 
%%PCL- leakage between cores 
 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    pcl(i) =0.69*Mu*r5(i);%semicylider 
    pcl1(i)= 0.32*(r6(i)^2-r5(i)^2)/(r6(i)-r5(i)) 
      
end 
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%%%%%****Summing permeances *********%%%% 
 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(t1,2) 
        %pcm1(i,j) = pc1(i,j)*4+pbk(i)*2+pm(i)*2; %%Permance of the core paths 
    pg1(i,j) = pmwg(i)*2+pcmg(i)*2+pwcg(i)+2*pw(i);%airgap flux paths 
    pf1(i,j) = pmnf(i,j)*2+pmsf1(i)*2+ppwnf(i,j)*2+ppwsf1(i)*2;%%fringing or parallel permeance  
    pl1(i,j) = 
pwmnl1(i,j)*2+pwmsl11(i)*2+ppwnl1(i,j)*2+ppwl(i)*2+pwpl(i)*2+pmml(i)*2+pcl(i)*2+pcl1(i)*2;% 
leakage permeance   
    end 
     
    %pcm(i) = pc(i)*4+pbk(i)*2+pm(i)*2; %%Permance of the core paths 
    pg(i) = pmwg(i)*2+pcmg(i)*2+pwcg(i)*2+pw(i)*2;%airgap flux paths 
    pf(i) = pmnf1(i)*2+pmsf1(i)*2+ppwnf1(i)*2+ppwsf1(i)*2;%%fringing or parallel permeance  
    pl(i) = 
pwmnl11(i)*2+pwmsl11(i)*2+ppwnl11(i)*2+ppwl(i)*2+pwpl(i)*2+pmml(i)*2+pcl(i)*2+pcl1(i)*2;% 
leakage permeance  
end 
 
     
%%%Permance coeffecient calculation  
 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(t1,2) 
         pco11(i,j) = (pg1(i,j)+pcm1(i,j))/(pcm1(i,j)+pf1(i,j)+pg1(i,j)+pl1(i,j));%includes the hard cores 
        pco21(i,j) = (pg1(i,j)+pf1(i,j))/(pf1(i,j)+pg1(i,j)+pl1(i,j)); 
    pco111(i,j) = pg1(i,j)/(pf1(i,j)+pg1(i,j)+pl1(i,j)); 
    pco11(i,j) = 1; 
    %pco112(j)= pco111(5,j); 
    pclo1(i,j) = (pl1(i,j)/pg1(i,j))*100; 
    pcfl1(i,j) = (pf1(i,j)/pg1(i,j))*100; 
    pdir1(i,j) = pg1(i,j)/(pcm1(i,j)+pg1(i,j)); 
     
    end     
    %pco(i) = (pg(i)+pcm(i))/(pcm(i)+pf(i)+pg(i)+pl(i));%includes the hard cores 
    pco2(i) = (pg(i)+pf(i))/(pf(i)+pg(i)+pl(i)); 
    pco1(i) = pg(i)/(pf(i)+pg(i)+pl(i)); 
    pclo(i) = (pl(i)/pg(i)); 
    pcfl(i) = (pf(i)/pg(i)); 
    %pdir(i) = pg(i)/(pcm(i)+pg(i)); 
     
  end 
 
%%%%Bg linking the winding %%% 
 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(t1,2) 
    Am(i) = w1(i)*H(i); 
    Ag(i)=Am(i); 
    Bg11(i,j) =2* Br* pco11(i,j)*(Am(i)/Ag(i));%with only airgap 
    Bg11(i,j) = 2*real(Bg11(i,j)); 
    Bg21(i,j)= 2*Br* pco111(i,j)*(Am(i)/Ag(i));%with only fringing  
    Bg21(i,j) = real(Bg21(i,j)); 
    Bg31(i,j) = 2*Br*pco21(i,j)*(Am(i)/Ag(i));% with fringing and leakage effects 
    Bg31(i,j) = real(Bg31(i,j)); 
    Bg41(i,j) = Br*pdir1(i,j)*(Am(i)/Ag(i));% direct formulation from Br    
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    Bg41(i,j) = real(Bg41(i,j)); 
     
    end 
     
    Am(i) = w1(i)*H(i); 
    Ag(i)=Am(i); 
    %Bg1(i) = Br* pco(i)*(Am(i)/Ag(i));%with all permeances 
    Bg2(i)= 2*Br* pco1(i)*(Am(i)/Ag(i));%with only fringing  
    Bg3(i) = 2*Br*pco2(i)*(Am(i)/Ag(i));% with all permeances 
    %Bg4(i) = Br*pdir(i)*(Am(i)/Ag(i));% direct formulation from Br  
     
end 
 
 
%%%Change in airgap flux density for a fixed rotor radius and air gap 
%%%length change 
for i=1:size(t1,2) 
     
    pco112(i) = pco111(5,i);% for a fixed length   
    pco113(i) = pco111(7,i);% for a fixed length  
      pco114(i) = pco111(10,i);% for a fixed length  
       pco115(i) = pco111(12,i);% for a fixed length  
       pco116(i) = pco111(1,i);% for a fixed length  
     Bg5(i)= 2*Br*pco112(i)*(Am(i)/Ag(i)); 
     Bg6(i)= 2*Br*pco113(i)*(Am(i)/Ag(i)); 
      Bg7(i)= 2*Br*pco114(i)*(Am(i)/Ag(i)); 
       Bg8(i)= 2*Br*pco115(i)*(Am(i)/Ag(i)); 
       Bg9(i)= 2*Br*pco116(i)*(Am(i)/Ag(i)); 
end 
 
end 
 
%%%%%%Effect of t1 and t2 variation over airgap flux density for a fixed 
%%%%%%limacon radius 
 
for i=1:size(t1,2) 
    for j=1:size(t2,2) 
         
        ppwnft(i,j) =(4*Mu*(w1(i)+H(i)))/(log((Gcw+Gm1(2)+Gm2(2)+Tw+t1(21-i))/t1(21-i)));%Fringing 
        ppwsft(i,j)=(4*Mu*(w1(i)+H(i)))/(log((Gcw+Gm1(2)+Gm2(2)+Tw+t2(j))/t2(j)));%Fringing 
        pmnft(i,j) =1.2*Mu*(r3(i)-(r1+t1(21-i)))*(w1(i)+H(i))/(r3(i)-(r1+t1(21-i)));%Fringing 
        pmsft(i,j) =1.2*Mu*(r3(i)-(r1+t2(j)))*(w1(i)+H(i))/(r3(i)-(r1+t2(j)));%Fringing 
         ppwnl1t(i,j) =0.32*(((r1+t1(21-i)^2)-r1^2)*Mu)/((r1+t1(21-i))-r1);% Semi-cylindrical leakage 
        ppwsl1t(i,j) =0.32*(((r1+t2(j)^2)-r1^2)*Mu)/((r1+t2(j))-r1);% Semi-cylindrical leakage 
        pg1t(i,j) = pmwg(10)*2+pcmg(10)*2+pwcg(10)+2*pw(10); 
        pf1t(i,j) = pmnft(i,j)*2+pmsft(i)*2+ppwnft(i,j)*2+ppwsft(i)*2; 
        pl1t(i,j) = 
pwmsl11(10)*2+ppwnl1t(i,j)+ppwsl1t(i,j)+ppwl(10)*2+pwpl(10)*2+pmml(10)*2+pcl(10)*2+pcl1(10)*2
; 
        plgt(i,j) = (pl1t(i,j)/pg1t(i,j))*100; 
        pfgt(i,j) = (pf1t(i,j)/pg1t(i,j))*100; 
        pt(i,j) =(pg1t(i,j)+pf1t(i,j))/(pg1t(i,j)+pf1t(i,j)+pl1t(i,j)); 
        Bgt(i,j) = 2*Br*(Am(i)/Ag(i))*pt(i,j); 
    end 
     
end 
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%Winding parameter design% 
%%Guage length diameter and area determination Assuming copper  
for i=1:size(guage,2) 
    Dia(i)=.005*92^((36-guage(i))/39)*25.4;% dia in mm 
    C_A(i)= ((Dia(i)*(Dia(i)/2.5)))/1e6;% area in metre 
end 
 
%%Ncoil determine the turns per stator per phase per group 
i=0;j=0 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(guage,2) 
       ncoil_1(i,j) = (L(i)-Lo)/((Dia(j)/1000)+Beta*L(i)+Beta2*L(i)); 
    end 
    ncoil(i) = (L(i)-Lo)/(Dcoil+Beta*L(i)+Beta2*L(i)); 
    %ncoil(i) = ncoil(i)*Coil_pairs*Layers;% Accumulated no of coils 
end 
 
 
%%Ncoil determine the turns per stator per phase per group 
i=0;j=0 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(Beta1,2) 
       ncoil_2(i,j) = (L(i)-Lo)/(Dcoil+Beta1(j)*L(i)+Beta2*L(i)); 
    end 
     
end 
 
i=0;j=0 
for i=1:size(guage,2) 
    for j=1:size(Beta1,2) 
       ncoil_3(i,j) = (L(10)-Lo)/((Dia(i)/1000)+Beta1(j)*L(10)+Beta2*L(10)); 
    end 
     
end 
 
%%%Characterization for no of coils and the total resistance per length 
   %%First Iteration of Dimensional Parameters     
for i=1:size(L,2)   %%%The formulation obviously has to be improved ot take into consideration 
B2_i is actually the inner radius of the turns  
    if L(i)>Lo  
    B1_i(i)=2*pi*(L(i)-0.1*L(i))/Coil_Pairs 
    B2_i(i)=2*pi*(0.3*L(i))/Coil_Pairs; 
    Height_i(i)=L(i)-0.1*L(i) -(0.3*L(i)); 
    Slope_i(i)=sqrt(Height_i(i)^2+(B1_i(i)-B2_i(i)/2)^2); 
    Area_i(i)= (B2_i(i)*Height_i(i)+B1_i(i)*Height_i(1))/2; 
    Lcoil_i(i)=2*Slope_i(i)+B1_i(i)+B2_i(i);% For the only one winding in the system  
    Rcoil_i(i)=(Rho*Lcoil_i(i))/A; 
    Rcoil_i(i) = Rcoil_i(i)*Layers*(Coil_Pairs*2); 
     I_Density_i(i) = (((3/Rcoil_i(i)))/Aw); 
    else 
    B1_i(i)=0;% the value of breadth 1 and breadth 2 you can get a approximation to the length in 
this case 
    B2_i(i)=0; 
    Height_i(i)=0; 
    Slope_i(i)=0; 
    Area_i(i)= 0; 
    Lcoil_i(i)=0;% For the only one winding in the system  
    Rcoil_i(i)=0; 
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     I_Density_i(i) = (((3/Rcoil_i(i)))/Aw);%[cm] 
    end     
     
 end 
    if p(1)==1  
        for i=1:size(L,2) 
          
    Lcoil_i(i)=2*Slope_i(i)+B1_i(i)+B2_i(i);% For the only one winding in the system  
    Rcoil_i(i)=(Rho*Lcoil_i(i)*(Coil_Pairs*2)*Layers)/A; 
    I_Density_i(i) = ((((3/Rcoil_i(i)))/Aw)); 
            
        end 
        i=0; 
    elseif p(1)>1  
        %%%Initializing cells for calculation 
         
        for i=1:size(L,2) 
             for j=1:ncoil(i) 
                  
        Lcoil_F(i)=0;Rcoil_W(i,j)=0; 
        Area_n(i,j)=0; 
        Lcoil_n(i,j)=0; 
        Lcoil_W(i,j)=0;Slope_n(i,j)=0; 
        Height_n(i,j)=0; 
        Area_n(i,1)=Area_i(i); 
        B1_n(i,j)=0; 
        B2_n(i,j)=0; 
        B1_n(i,1)=B1_i(i); 
        B2_n(i,1)=B2_i(i); 
        Height_n(i,1)=Height_i(i); 
        Lcoil_W(i,1)=Lcoil_i(i); 
        Rcoil_W(i,1)=Rcoil_i(i); 
        I_Density_W(i,j)=0; 
        I_Density_W(i,1)=I_Density_i(i); 
                            
            
             end 
        end 
        
        %%%This method gives more realistic answers for Rcoil and Ncoil  
            for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=2:ncoil(i)  
         
        B1_n(i,j)=B1_n(i,j-1)-2*Beta*B1_n(i,j-1); 
        Height_n(i,j)= Height_n(i,j-1)-2*Beta*Height_n(i,j-1); 
        B2_n(i,j)=B2_n(i,j-1)-2*Beta*B2_n(i,j-1); 
        Slope_n(i,j)=sqrt(Height_n(i,j)^2+((B1_n(i,j)-B2_n(i,j))/2)^2); 
        Area_n(i,j)=(Height_n(i,j)*B2_n(i,j)+Height_n(i,j)*B1_n(i,j))/2;         
        Lcoil_n(i,j)=B1_n(i,j)+B2_n(i,j)+2*Slope_n(i,j); 
        Lcoil_W(i,j)=Lcoil_n(i,j)+Lcoil_W(i,j-1); 
        Lcoil_F(i)=(Lcoil_W(i,j-1)+Lcoil_F(i)); 
        %Rcoil_W(i,j)= (Rho * Lcoil_W(i,j)*Coil_Pairs*2*Layers)/A;%4- no 
        Rcoil_F(i)=(Rho * Lcoil_F(i)*Coil_Pairs*2*Layers)/A; 
         %of pairs and 10 for layers 
        I_Density_W(i,j)= (((3/Rcoil_W(i,j)))/Aw);% Current density as a percentage of winding area to 
keep the max current under the permissible value of 500A/cm2 
            %disp(Lcoil_old) 
        I_Density_F(i)=(((3/Rcoil_F(i)))/Aw);     
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       end 
    %Lcoil_W1(i)=Lcoil_W(i,i); 
    %Lw=size(Lcoil_W1,2); 
    end 
    end  
     
    i=0; 
  for i=1:size(L,2)   
  Rcoil_F(i)=(Rho * Lcoil_F(i)*Coil_Pairs*2*Layers)/A; 
  End 
 
%%Determination of constant losses in the machine% 
 
 
%%volume for loss caluclation 
%%%Area of the magnet 
i=0; 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    Am(i)=((pi*L(i)^2)-(Zeta*pi*(L(i)^2)));%*(900e-6);% More approximately value of Area of the 
sandwitch magnets magnet wrt to limacon length  
    vol1(i) = (Am(i)/2)*900e-6;%%volume of the magnet material 
    vol2(i) = Am(i)*1e-3;%volume of the magnets assumed 
end  
     
  
i=0;j=0; 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(w,2) 
         C_Eddy(i,j) = (f(j)^2)*(Bg1(i)^2)*((t^2)/Rho)*Ke*p;%%In the pullen paper the actual 
formulation is f^2*Bg^2*d^2/(32*rho) & d-diameter of the wire 
         %%The same using kotharis book says that Ke = Ke'd2/rho and t2 is 
         %%actually to include thickness or only for the back iron when 
         %%considered where the winding is embedded. 
         C_Hysteresis1(i,j) = (Bg1(i)^n)*f(j)*Kh*vol1(i); 
         C_Hysteresis_mag(i,j) = (Bg1(i)^n)*f(j)*Kh*vol2(i); 
         C_Hysteresis_mag(i,j) = C_Hysteresis_mag(i,j)*2;%% To account for losses in the two 
magnets 
         C_Hysteresis(i,j) = C_Hysteresis_mag(i,j)+C_Hysteresis1(i,j); 
         C_Losses(i,j)=C_Eddy(i,j)+C_Hysteresis(i,j); 
         %%Winding losses according to pullen paper  
           % Pw  = 0.0311(s/Radial distance)<(-0.25) * air viscosity 
           % (mu)^0.25 *air density(kg/m3)^0.75*Wm(mechanical 
           % speed)^2.75*R^4.5.  
            
    end 
    C_Eddy1(i) = (f(31)^2)*(Bg1(i)^2)*((t^2)/Rho)*Ke*p; 
    C_Hysteresis2(i) = (Bg1(i)^2)*f(31)*Kh*vol1(i); 
     C_Hysteresis_mag1(i) = (Bg1(i)^2)*f(31)*Kh*vol2(i); 
         C_Hysteresis_mag1(i) = C_Hysteresis_mag1(i)*2;%% To account for losses in the two 
magnets 
         C_Hysteresis1(i) = C_Hysteresis_mag1(i)+C_Hysteresis2(i); 
    C_Losses1(i)=C_Eddy1(i)+C_Hysteresis1(i); 
end 
 
 
%Parametric Selection Methodology% 
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% Optimization and analysis of the generalised system that has been devised 
function [Div1] = Generalised_equation 
format long 
%%%Initualization of variables 
L=[1e-3:1e-3:20e-3]; 
e =[0:(0.05*L):(0.25*L)]; 
w=[0:1000:40000],  
Bmax =1,Area=1e-4; 
% p=2, mumagnet=1000, Lm=8e-3,muairgap=1, lg=1e-3;Layer = 1; 
Vol=40e-3*70e-3*5e-3; 
Area =40e-3*70e-3; 
width=900e-6;%thickness 
Lr=900e-6; 
Beta=[1:0.5:10.5]; 
Beta2=[(1/100):(5/100):(100/100)]; 
g=[0.00001:0.00005:.001]; 
BetaC=Beta(5);%constant beta analysis 
Ph=1;% No of phases 
Rho=1.68e-8 ; % resistivity of the conductor[ohms/m2] 
a=1;% no of current carrying parallen paths 
Kw=pi;% as refered from paper according to the configuration of the machine  
Kh=1.5;%Magnetic leakage factor  
Kd=1;%Permeance factor 
Kew=1; 
Zeta=0.3; 
Kcu =50/100; 
Ph=1;% No of phases 
p=2;% no of poles 
m=1;%No of phases per stators 
%A=1.26e-9; % with assumed guage length of 45 area of 6.20e-9 m2 0.0889mm dia and 
Dcoil=0.044e-3;%[m] 
A = Dcoil*(Dcoil/2.5); 
Lamda = 0.1; 
Br=1.5; 
Bg1=[]; 
Layers=1; 
Coil_Pairs = 2;%  
 
%Called Functions%%   
Bg=Bairgap_full_2; 
C_Losses=Losses; 
Ki1=Ki; 
Kp1=Kp; 
Lamda = 0.1; 
ncoilg=Ncoil; 
Vgen=Voltage; 
Rcoil_C1=Rcoil; 
Re=1000; 
Beta3=Beta2; 
ncoilg = ncoilg*Coil_Pairs; 
%%Determination of Bg and Bm1 of the machine 
s=size(L,2); 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
         
    Bg1(i)=Bg(i); 
end 
Bcs=Bg1;%Assuming no loss and the core is long enough to withstand saturation     
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%Frequency 
i=0; 
for i=1:size(w,2) 
    f(i)=w(i)/60; 
end 
 
%%Determination of Rcoil and ncoil 
s=size(L,2); 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    Rcoil_C2(i)=Rcoil_C1(i); 
    ncoil1(i)=Rcoil_C1(s+i); 
end 
 
%%%Area of the magnet 
i=0; 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    Am(i)=((pi*L(i)^2)-(Zeta*pi*(L(i)^2)))/2;%*(900e-6);% More approximately value of Area of the 
magnet wrt to limacon length  
end  
Ag=Am;% By taking into consideration the machine to be an axial machine  
 
%Determination of  
%%Ratio of Do/Di from teh given area with factors beta and Lambda 
i=0; 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(Beta,2) 
        Do_1(i,j)=2*L(i) + Lamda*L(i)*2;% Lamda=Engine chamber radial width/L(i) 
        Di_1(i,j)=Do_1(i,j)/Beta(j); 
        D_1(i,j)=(Do_1(i,j)+Di_1(i,j))/2; 
    end 
        Do(i)=2*L(i) + Lamda*L(i)*2; 
        Di(i)=Do(i)/BetaC; 
        D(i)=(Do(i)+Di(i))/2; 
end 
% disp(Do) 
%%%Determination of Kew  
Kd=sin((P*y)/2)/y*sin(P/2);%with p being the no of poles  
Ksp=cos(alpha/2);% with alpha Being the short pitched angle 
Ks=sin(dho/2)/(dho/2);%where Dho is skewing angle 
 Kw=Kd.Ksp.Ks; 
Kew=Kw*(Am/Ag); 
 
%%%Determination of Le%%%%%% 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    Lc(i)= Dcoil*Layers;%Dcoil*2; 
    Lpm(i)=((mur*Bg1(i))/Br)*(g(3)+Lc(i))*(1/Kh);%Lgc has to be defined as an percentage of g 
    Lgc(i)=Beta2(4)*Lpm(i);%Assumed beta2= Lgc/Lpm 
    Lcr(i)=(Br/Bcs(i))*Lpm(i);%LCR wrt to magnet length Lpm to reduce saturation  
    % Lc=(sqrt(Di^2+4.D^2.Ncoil_Ax/Kcu)-Di)/2;%ncoil in this case is on the axial axis 
    Le(i) = 2*Lcr(i)+2*g(3)+Lr+2*Lpm(i)+Lgc(i)+Lc(i); 
end 
i=0; 
for i=1:size(L,2) 
KL(i) = Do(i)/Le(i); 
end 
i=0; 
for i=1:size(w,2) 
    Wn(i)=2*pi*(w(i)/60); 
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end 
 
p_g1=0; 
%%%Generalised power output equation  
for i=1:size(L,2) 
    for j=1:size(Beta,2) 
          Igen(i,j) = Vgen(i)/(Rcoil_C2(i)); 
          I_density(i,j)= Igen(i,j)/A; 
          Ai(i,j)=(m*ncoilg(i)*Igen(i,j))/(pi*D_1(i,j)*a); 
          P_g(i,j) = Vgen(i)*Igen(i,j); 
          
P1(i,j)=(pi^2)*a*Ki(2)*Kp(2)*(Ai(i,j)/m)*(Do_1(i,j)^2)*Le(i)*((Beta(j)+1)/(8*Beta(j)^3))*Bg1(i)*(Wn(j))*K
ew*Ph*(Beta(j)^2-1)*Layers*KL(i); 
 Cu_Losses(i,j) = ((Ai(i,j)*(1/(ncoilg(i)*m*Dcoil^2)))*((Beta(j)+1)^2/4)*Rho*a*Ki1(2)); 
 P(i,j)=0.01*P_g(i,j);%%To account for stray magnetic losses and excess losses 
VLosses(i,j) = (pi^2)*(a^2)*Ki1(2)^2*Kp1(2)*((Ai(i,j)/m)^2)* ((Do_1(i,j)/Dcoil)^2)*Le(i)*(1/ncoilg(i))* 
(((Beta(j)+1)^2*(Beta(j)+1))/(32*Beta(j)^3))*Rho; 
VLosses1(i,j) = Igen(i,j)^2*Rcoil_C2(i); 
Losses_t(i,j) = C_Losses(i)+VLosses(i,j)+P_g(i,j)*(0.02+0.01);%         
P_g11(i,j)=P_g(i,j)-Losses_t(i,j); 
Eff(i,j)  = (P_g1(i,j)/P_g(i,j))*100; 
PD(i,j)=P_g(i,j)/((Do(i)^2/4)*Le(i)); 
    end 
        Igen_1(i) = Vgen(i)/(Rcoil_C2(i)); 
        Idensity_1(i) = Igen_1(i)/A; 
        Ai_1(i)=(m*ncoilg(i)*Igen_1(i))/(pi*Do(i)*a*Ki1(2));  
        P_g1(i) = Vgen(i)*Igen_1(i); 
        P_g2(i) = (Vgen(i)^2)/Rcoil_C2(i); 
        
P_1(i)=(pi)*a*Ki1(2)*Kp1(2)*(Ai_1(i)/m)*(Do(i)^2)*Le(i)*((BetaC+1)/(8*(BetaC^3)))*Bg1(i)*(Wn(14))*
Kew*Ph*((BetaC^2)-1)*Layers*KL(i);% Current loading is too high 
Cu_Losses1(i)=((Ai_1(i)*(1/(ncoilg(i)*2*Dcoil^2)))*((BetaC+1)^2/4)*Rho*a*Ki1(2)); 
P_12(i)=0.01*P_g1(i);%%To account for stray magnetic losses and excess losses 
        VLosses_1(i) =  (pi^2)*(a^2)*(Ki1(2)^2)*Kp1(2)*((Ai_1(i)/m)^2)*((Do(i)/Dcoil)^2)*Le(i)* 
(1/(ncoilg(i)*2))*((((BetaC+1)^2)*(BetaC+1))/(32*BetaC^3))*Rho;%one final form 
        VLosses_2(i) = Igen_1(i)^2*Rcoil_C2(i); 
        Losses_1(i) = C_Losses(i)+VLosses_1(i)+P_g1(i)*(0.02+0.01);%C_Losses also includes 
friction and windage losses which are iturn variable but included in c_losses to make calculations 
easier 
        P_2(i) = P_g1(i)-Losses_1(i); 
        if sign(P_1(i))==-1  
            P_2(i)=0; 
        else 
            P_2(i)=P_2(i); 
        end 
    
          PD_1(i)=P_2(i)/((Do(i)^2/4)*Le(i)); 
End 
 
%Validation of generalized equation% 
 
% Parameters considered: 
Br= .767; 
GCC = 25e-6 ; 
GCR = 120e-6;  
GCP = 200e-6;   
D = GCR; 
Turns  = 12;  
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CP = 10; 
P = 10, PP =5; 
Pitch = 60e-6; 
Width = 30e-6; 
Height = 12e-6; 
Lm= 1e-3; 
Lp= 300e-6; 
Rm= 2.1e-3 
Rcp = 3.71e-6; 
Dm = 1e-3;% diameter of the magnet 
Rm = 2.75e-3;%%trajectory radius 
Rp1 = 2.00e-3;% 
Rpo = 3.5e-3% Outer radius of pole piece (Outer radius of pole piece) 
Rco=3.71e-3; 
Rci = 2.1e-3; 
 
%%added Constants for generalized equation 
Beta1 = 0.5; 
Rho=1.68e-8;%ohm.m 
kp=[0.5*cos(90) 0.5 1 0.777 0.333 0.8 0.556 0.519 0.333 0.6667]; 
ki=[1.414 1.414 1 1.134 1.732 1.134 1.389 1.389 1.389 1.5 1.225]; 
Ph=1; 
p=2; 
%%Determination of KL 
Le = (GCC+GCR+GCP+Lm+Lp)*2; 
KL= Rco/Le; 
Beta = Rco/Rci; 
n=[10000:10000:60000]; 
Kv=1;%Kv=V(t)/Vpk=1 for peak voltages 
Kew = 1;%%Assuming the windings are equally distributed along the airgap 
%% Angular frequency 
m=1;a=1; 
%%%Experimental Data 
Vgen_e=[.25 .75 1.24 1.75 2.3 2.5]; 
 
for i=1:size(n,2); 
    Vgen_Te(i) = (290e-3/7000)*n(i);%test bed result data  
end 
 
 
i=0; 
for i=1:size(n,2) 
Wn(i) = 2*pi*(n(i)/60); 
end 
 
Layers = 1:1:10; 
 
%%Flux density 
Bg = Br/2*((((Dm/2)+Lm)/sqrt(((D/2)+Lm)^2+(((Dm/2))^2)))-((D/2)/sqrt((D/2)^2+((Dm/2)^2)))); 
 
%%Total number of turns 
Nt = Turns * CP; 
 
%%Area of turns 
Ai =(pi*(Rco^2 - Rci^2))/CP; 
Beta3=0.42; 
%%Voltage Induced 
Vgen_1=[],Vgen=[]; 
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for i=1:size(Layers,2) 
    for j=1:size(n,2) 
Vgen_1(i,j) = Nt*Kv*Kew*Bg*((2*Rco)^2)*(((Beta^2)-1)/(4*Beta^2))*Wn(j)*(p/2)*Layers(i)*Beta3; 
    end 
    Vgen(i) = Nt*Kv*Kew*Bg*((2*Rco)^2)*(((Beta^2)-1)/(4*Beta^2))*Wn(3)*(p/2)*Layers(i)*Beta3; 
end 
 
i=0; 
  for i=1:size(n,2) 
Vgen_n(i) = Nt*Kv*Kew*Bg*((2*Rco)^2)*(((Beta^2)-1)/(4*Beta^2))*Wn(i)*(p/2)*Layers(2)*Beta3; 
  end 
 
     
%%Resistance of the winding using the iteration principle 
% Given = 45 Ohms for  
%Caluclated from iteration 
% coil area  
A= Width * Height;% It is two dimensional but if considered for a solid with third dimension then 
area =(2LW+2HW+2HL)... 
p=Turns; 
 
%%First Iteration of Dimesnional Parameters     
%%%The formulation obviously has to be improved ot take into consideration B2_i is actually the 
inner radius of the turns        
    B1_i=2*pi*(Rco-0.1*Rco)/CP;% the value of breadth 1 and breadth 2 you can get a 
approximation to the length in this case 
    B2_i=2*pi*Rci/CP;%% The radius of the inner radius is basically 0.3*L(i) 
    Height_i=Rco-Rci; 
    Slope_i=sqrt(Height_i^2+(B1_i-B2_i/2)^2); 
    Area_i= (B2_i*Height_i+B1_i*Height_i)/2;% area of the traperzoid with a recatngle B2 and H and 
the other two triangle making an rectangle  
    Lcoil_i=2*Slope_i+B1_i+B2_i;% For the only one winding in the system  
    Rcoil_i=(Rho*Lcoil_i)/A; 
    Rcoil_i = Rcoil_i*Layers(2)*CP; 
     
  
    if p==1  
         
    Lcoil_i=2*Slope_i+B1_i+B2_i;% For the only one winding in the system  
    Rcoil_i=(Rho*Lcoil_i*CP*Layers(2))/A; 
        i=0; 
    elseif p>1 
        %%%Initilaizing cells for calauclation 
         
            Lcoil_F=[]; 
            Lcoil_F(1)=0;Rcoil_W(1)=0; 
        Area_n(1)=0; 
        Lcoil_n(1)=0; 
        Lcoil_W(1)=0;Slope_n(1)=0; 
        Height_n(1)=0; 
        Area_n(1)=Area_i; 
        B1_n(1)=0; 
        B2_n(1)=0; 
        B1_n(1)=B1_i; 
        B2_n(1)=B2_i; 
        Height_n(1)=Height_i; 
        Lcoil_W(1)=Lcoil_i; 
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        Lcoil_F(1)=Lcoil_i; 
        Rcoil_W(1)=Rcoil_i; 
        Rcoil_F(1) = Rcoil_i; 
        I_Density_W(1)=0; 
             
  i=0; 
    for i=2:Turns         
        B1_n(i)=B1_n(i-1)-2*Beta1*B1_n(i-1); 
        Height_n(i)= Height_n(i-1)-2*Beta1*Height_n(i-1); 
        B2_n(i)=B2_n(i-1)-2*(B2_n(i-1)*Beta1); 
        Slope_n(i)=sqrt(Height_n(i)^2+((B1_n(i)-B2_n(i))/2)^2); 
        Area_n(i)=(Height_n(i)*B2_n(i)+Height_n(i)*B1_n(i))/2;         
        Lcoil_n(i)=B1_n(i)+B2_n(i)+2*Slope_n(i); 
        Lcoil_W(i)=Lcoil_n(i)+Lcoil_W(i-1); 
        Lcoil_F(i)=Lcoil_W(i)+Lcoil_F(i-1); 
        Rcoil_W(i)= (Rho * Lcoil_W(i)*CP*Layers(2))/A;%4- no 
         Rcoil_F(i)=(Rho * Lcoil_F(i)*CP*Layers(2))/A; 
        I_Density_W(i)= ((3/Rcoil_W(i))/A 
            %disp(Lcoil_old) 
        I_Density_F(i)=((3/Rcoil_F(i)))/A;     
          
    end 
end 
    
    i=0; 
    for i=1:Turns 
    Rcoil_C(i)= ((Rho*Lcoil_F(i)*CP*Layers(2))+(Rho*4*2*pi*Rco*Layers(2)))/A;%%End winding also 
taken into consideration as the total circumference for prediction 
    end 
     
     
for i=1:size(Layers,2) 
    for j=1:size(n,2) 
Igen_1(i,j) = Vgen_1(i,j)/Rcoil_F(i); 
    end 
    Igen(i) = Vgen(i)/Rcoil_F(i);  
end 
 
 
%%Current loading 
for i=1:size(Layers,2) 
Ai_1(i)=(m*Nt*Igen(i))/(pi*Rpo*2*a*ki(2));  
end 
 
for i=1:size(Layers,2) 
    for j=1:size(n,2) 
P_1(i,j)=(p/2)*(pi)*a*ki(2)*kp(2)*(Ai_1(i)/m)*((Rco*2)^2)*Le*((Beta+1)/(8*(Beta^3)))*Bg*(Wn(j))*Kew
*Ph*((Beta^2)-1)*Layers(i)*KL*Beta3; 
    end 
    
P(i)=(p/2)*(pi)*a*ki(2)*kp(2)*(Ai_1(i)/m)*((Rco*2)^2)*Le*((Beta+1)/(8*(Beta^3)))*Bg*(Wn(3))*Kew*Ph
*((Beta^2)-1)*Layers(i)*KL*Beta3; 
    P1(i)=(Vgen_1(i)^2)/Rcoil_C(i); 
    P2(i)=( Igen(i)^2) * Rcoil_C(i); 
end 
 
 
i=0; 
APPENDIX  
for i=1:size(n,2) 
P_n(i,j)=(pi)*a*ki(2)*kp(2)*(Ai_1(i)/m)*((Rco*2)^2)*Le*((Beta+1)/(8*(Beta^3)))*Bg*(Wn(i))*Kew*Ph*((
Beta^2)-1)*Layers(2)*KL*Beta3 
End 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
%Characterization of 5mm MEMS Micro generator % 
 
% Parameter Initialization 
clear all; 
format long; 
L=8e-3; 
e =[0:(0.05*L):(0.25*L)]; 
w=[1000:1000:40000],  
width=900e-6;%thickness 
Re=[0:100:10000]; 
Bmax =1.63, Area=1e-4; 
Bg1=Bgfull_2; %1.;% called function 
Egen=0.5;%bmax 1 tesla,area from spreasheet refered 
p=2, mumagnet=1000, Lm=8e-3,muairgap=1, lg=1e-3;Layer = 1; 
Lhv=5882, Vf=1e-5, Teff=(1/100);% Lhv(kw-h/m3)-ethanol, 
D_1=[],D_2=[],Mfuel_1=[],Mfuel_2=[],Mfuel_3=[],Pmech=[],Tmech=[],beta=1;Ai_11=[] 
Output=[]; 
ncoil1=27; 
Coil_Pairs=2; 
Beta=0.4; 
Le=5e-3; 
Do=(Le*2); 
e =[0:.025:0.25]; 
width=900e-6;%thickness 
s_fuel=5882;%s_fuel=Kwh/m3- Same as LHV of fuel; 
Rcoil_c=573; 
Vol=40e-3*70e-3*5e-3; 
Area =40e-3*70e-3; 
EnGen_D=4000;%engine gen system density in eg/m3 
Fuel_D=789.2;%Specific gravity of ethanol fuel   
Zeta=0.3; 
Lr=900e-6; 
Rho=1.68e-8 ; % resistivity of the conductor[ohms/m2] 
Kw=pi;% as refered from paper according to the configuration of the machine  
Kh=0.5;%Magnetic leakage factor  
Ke=1;%  
Kd=1;%Permeance factor 
Kew=1; 
Zeta=0.3; 
Kcu =50/100; 
Ph=1;% No of phases 
p=2;% no of poles 
m=1;%No of phases per stators 
APPENDIX  
Dcoil=0.044e-3;%[m] 
A = Dcoil*(Dcoil/2.5); 
a=1; 
Lamda = 0.1; 
Coil_Pairs = 2; 
C_Losses=5.2e-5; 
Ki1=Ki; 
Kp1=Kp; 
BetaC=4; 
Aw=(Dcoil*(Dcoil/2.5)); 
%Aw=3.141*(Dcoil/2)^2; 
Kv=1;%Kv=V(t)/Vpk=1 for peak voltages 
Kew = 1;%%Assuming the windings are equally distributed along the airgap 
Layers=1; 
width=900e-6; 
t=width; 
f=w/60; 
vol1=(3.9e-3^2)*900e-6; 
vol2=(6e-3^2)*1e-6 
Rho1=19e8; 
width=900e-6;%thickness 
i=0,j=0,k=0,beta=1; 
EnGen_D=4000;%engine gen system density in eg/m3 
Fuel_D=789.2;%Specific gravity of ethanol fuel   
Zeta=[0.2 0.025 0.033]; 
Layer=1; 
Coil_Pair=2; 
%Pgen_T=[Pgen_1 Vgen_1 Igen_1 Rcoil_C1]; 
Area =40e-3*70e-3; 
to=25; 
ta=100; 
i=0; 
for i=1:size(w,2) 
    Wn(i)=2*pi*(w(i)/60); 
end 
Bg = Bg1(5); 
%%External load representative of variable resistance to represent 
%%variable load 
for i=1:size(w,2) 
    for j=1:size(Re,2) 
     Vgen_1(i,j)= ncoil1*Kv*Kew*Bg*(Do^2)*Coil_Pairs*(((BetaC^2)-1)/(4*BetaC^2))*Wn(i)*(p/2) 
*Layers;  
     Igen_a(i,j) = Vgen_1(i,j)/(Rcoil_c+Re(j)); 
     Vgen_a(i,j) = Vgen_1(i,j)-(Igen_a(i,j)*(Rcoil_c)); 
     Pgen(i,j) = Vgen_a(i,j)*Igen_a(i,j); 
     Ai_11(i,j)=(m*ncoil1*Igen_a(i,j))/(pi*Do*a*Ki1(2));  
     VLosses_11(i,j) =  (pi^2)*(a^2)*(Ki1(2)^2)*Kp1(2)*((Ai_11(i,j)/m)^2)* 
((Do/Dcoil)^2)*Le*(1/(ncoil1*2))*((((BetaC+1)^2)*(BetaC+1))/(32*BetaC^3))*Rho;% 
     C_Eddy11(i,j) = (f(i)^2)*(Bg^2)*((t^2)/Rho1)*Ke*p; 
    C_Hysteresis22(i,j) = (Bg^2)*f(i)*Kh*vol1; 
     C_Hysteresis_mag11(i,j) = (Bg^2)*f(i)*Kh*vol2; 
     C_Hysteresis_mag11(i,j) = C_Hysteresis_mag11(i,j)*2;%% To account for losses in the two 
magnets 
     C_Hysteresis11(i,j) = C_Hysteresis_mag11(i,j)+C_Hysteresis22(i,j); 
    C_Losses11(i,j)=C_Eddy11(i,j)+C_Hysteresis11(i,j); 
      Losses_t1(i,j) = C_Losses11(i,j)+VLosses_11(i,j)+(Pgen(i,j)*(0.02+0.01)); 
     Pgen1(i,j) = Pgen(i,j)-Losses_t1(i,j); 
     Eff1(i,j) = (Pgen1(i,j)/Pgen(i,j))*100; 
APPENDIX  
     Ed(i,j)= Pgen1(i,j)/Vol;     
    end 
end 
 
% for a variable load at constant speed and variable resistance 
 
for i=1:size(Re,2) 
    Vgen_11(i)= ncoil1*Kv*Kew*Bg*(Do^2)*Coil_Pairs*(((BetaC^2)-
1)/(4*BetaC^2))*Wn(14)*(p/2)*Layers;% Beta = 2.5 
    Igen_a1(i) = Vgen_11(i)/(Rcoil_c+Re(i)); 
    Vgen_a1(i) = Vgen_11(i)-(Igen_a1(i)*(Rcoil_c)); 
      Ai_1(i)=(m*ncoil1*Igen_a1(i))/(pi*Do*a*Ki1(2));  
      Lc(i) = (ncoil*(bg/(3.9e6^2))/Igen_a1(i); 
     Xs(i) = Lc(i)*3.141*2*f(13); 
     VLosses_12(i) =  
(pi^2)*(a^2)*(Ki1(2)^2)*Kp1(2)*((Ai_1(i)/m)^2)*((Do/Dcoil)^2)*Le*(1/(ncoil1*2))*((((BetaC+1)^2)*(Bet
aC+1))/(32*BetaC^3))*Rho;% 
     VLosses_12(i)=Igen_a1(i)^2*(Rcoil_c); 
    Pgen2(i) = Vgen_a1(i)*Igen_a1(i); 
    Losses_t2(i) = C_Losses+VLosses_12(i)+(Pgen2(i)*(0.125+0.05));% previous analysis in thesis 
used windage losses as pgen*(0.02+0.01) 
     Pgen3(i) = Pgen2(i)-Losses_t2(i); 
    Eff2(i) = (Pgen3(i)/Pgen2(i))*100; 
    Ed2(i)= Pgen3(i)/Vol;  
end 
 
 
for i=1:size(Wn,2) 
    Vgen_111(i)= ncoil1*Kv*Kew*Bg*(Do^2)*Coil_Pairs*(((BetaC^2)-
1)/(4*BetaC^2))*Wn(i)*(p/2)*Layers;% Beta = 2.5 
    Igen_a11(i) = Vgen_111(i)/(Rcoil_c+Re(30)); 
    Vgen_a11(i) = Vgen_111(i)-(Igen_a11(i)*(Rcoil_c)); 
    Ai_12(i)=(m*ncoil1*Igen_a11(i))/(pi*Do*a*Ki1(2));  
     VLosses_121(i) =  
(pi^2)*(a^2)*(Ki1(2)^2)*Kp1(2)*((Ai_12(i)/m)^2)*((Do/Dcoil)^2)*Le*(1/(ncoil1*2))*((((BetaC+1)^2)*(B
etaC+1))/(32*BetaC^3))*Rho;% 
    Pgen21(i) = Vgen_a11(i)*Igen_a11(i); 
    C_Eddy1(i) = (f(i)^2)*(Bg^2)*((t^2)/Rho1)*Ke*p; 
    C_Hysteresis2(i) = (Bg^2)*f(i)*Kh*vol1; 
     C_Hysteresis_mag1(i) = (Bg^2)*f(i)*Kh*vol2; 
     C_Hysteresis_mag1(i) = C_Hysteresis_mag1(i)*2;%% To account for losses in the two magnets 
     C_Hysteresis1(i) = C_Hysteresis_mag1(i)+C_Hysteresis2(i); 
    C_Losses1(i)=C_Eddy1(i)+C_Hysteresis1(i); 
    Losses_t21(i) = C_Losses1(i)+VLosses_121(i)+(Pgen21(i)*(0.02+0.01)); 
     Pgen31(i) = Pgen21(i)-Losses_t21(i); 
    Eff21(i) = (Pgen31(i)/Pgen21(i))*100; 
    Ed21(i)= Pgen31(i)/Vol;  
end 
 
% for a fixed load at variable speed 
% temp charac% 
 
Rcoil_temp = Rcoil_c*(0.0068*(ta-to)+1); 
Bg_Temp = Bg-(Bg*((0.1/100)*(ta-to))); 
    Vgen_temp= ncoil1*Kv*Kew*Bg_Temp*(Do^2)*Coil_Pairs*(((BetaC^2)-
1)/(4*BetaC^2))*Wn(13)*(p/2)*Layers;% Beta = 2.5 
    Igen_temp= Vgen_temp/(Rcoil_temp*2); 
    Vgen_temp1= Vgen_temp-(Igen_temp*(Rcoil_temp)); 
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      Ai_temp=(m*ncoil1*Igen_temp)/(pi*Do*a*Ki1(2));  
  Lc(i) = (ncoil*(bg/(3.9e6^2))/Igen_a1(i); 
Xs(i) = Lc(i)*3.141*2*f(13); 
     VLosses_temp =  
(pi^2)*(a^2)*(Ki1(2)^2)*Kp1(2)*((Ai_temp/m)^2)*((Do/Dcoil)^2)*Le*(1/(ncoil1*2))*((((BetaC+1)^2)*(B
etaC+1))/(32*BetaC^3))*Rho;% 
    Pgen2_temp = Vgen_temp1*Igen_temp; 
    Losses_temp = C_Losses+VLosses_temp+(Pgen2_temp*(0.02+0.01)); 
     Pgen3_temp = Pgen2_temp-Losses_temp; 
    Eff2_temp = (Pgen3_temp/Pgen2_temp)*100; 
    Ed2_temp= Pgen3_temp/Vol;  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%5 
%%Engine_Generator_Analysis%% 
%%%%%%%%%Revolution per second 
i=0; 
for i=1:size(w,2) 
    rps(i)=w(i)/60; 
end 
 
%%%Aspect ratio of the engine gen system per l 
%ethanol 6100Wh/l or 7850Wh/kg 
i=0; 
for i=1:size(L,2)     
Aspect(i)= L(i)*2/900e-6; 
end 
Pmax=2.2e-3; 
Engen = 2*Le*2*Le+(0.2*Le); 
Engen_Litre = Engen*2.5e-3*1000; 
Tank=Area-((1/100)*Area)-((sqrt(Engen))*40e-3);% with 1% as an tolerance  
D_2=8*L*(L*0.13)*width; 
Tank_D1 = Tank/40e-3; 
Engen_D1=Engen/40e-3; 
Mfuel_3= D_2*rps(13)*2*Vf;  
Mfuel_Litre= Mfuel_3*1000*60*60;  
Tank_Litre=(Tank*2.5e-3)*1000; 
Time=((1/Mfuel_3)*(Tank)*2.5e-3)/(60*60);% in sec 
Pmech_2= (Lhv)*Teff*Mfuel_3*3.6e6; 
Tmech_2=Pmech_2*60/(2*3.141*w(13)*2); 
ED=0.01*0.95*7850*((Tank*2.5e-3)/((Engen+Tank)*2.5e-3)); 
ED1=(2.2e-3*60*60)/((Engen+Tank)*2.5e-3); 
Tgen = (Pmax*60)/(2*3.141*13000); 
Con_Eff= (Pmax/Pmech_2)*100; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX  
 
ANSYS 11 Simulation model 
%MEMS Micro Generator Model%  
 
/BATCH   
! /COM,ANSYS RELEASE 11.0SP1 UP20070830       23:16:30    10/31/2009               
/input,menust,tmp,'',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1    
! /GRA,POWER   
! /GST,ON  
! /PLO,INFO,3  
! /GRO,CURL,ON 
! /CPLANE,1    
! /REPLOT,RESIZE   
WPSTYLE,,,,,,,,0 
! /REPLOT,RESIZE   
! /REPLOT,RESIZE   
! /REPLOT,RESIZE   
/PREP7   
!*   
/NOPR    
/PMETH,OFF,1 
KEYW,PR_SET,1    
KEYW,PR_STRUC,1  
KEYW,PR_THERM,0  
KEYW,PR_FLUID,0  
KEYW,PR_ELMAG,1  
KEYW,MAGNOD,1    
KEYW,MAGEDG,1    
KEYW,MAGHFE,0    
KEYW,MAGELC,0    
KEYW,PR_MULTI,1  
KEYW,PR_CFD,0    
/GO  
!*   
! /COM,    
! /COM,Preferences for GUI filtering have been set to display: 
! /COM,  Structural    
! /COM,  Magnetic-Nodal    
! /COM,  Magnetic-Edge 
!*   
!*   
ET,1,PLANE53 
!*   
!*  
%MATERIAL MODEL DESCRIPTION  
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDATA,MURX,1,,0 
MPDATA,MURY,1,,700   
MPDATA,MURZ,1,,0 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDE,MURX,1  
MPDE,MURY,1  
MPDE,MURZ,1  
MPDATA,MURX,1,,700   
APPENDIX  
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDATA,MGXX,1,,0 
MPDATA,MGYY,1,,1028  
MPDATA,MGZZ,1,,0 
TB,BH,1,1,11,    
TBTEMP,0 
TBPT,,159,0.1    
TBPT,,238,0.2    
TBPT,,317,0.3    
TBPT,,396,0.4    
TBPT,,475,0.5    
TBPT,,553,0.6    
TBPT,,633,0.7    
TBPT,,713,0.9    
TBPT,,870,1.1    
TBPT,,950,1.2    
TBPT,,1029,1.3   
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDE,MGXX,1  
MPDATA,MGXX,1,,0 
MPDE,MGYY,1  
MPDATA,MGYY,1,,1029  
MPDE,MGZZ,1  
MPDATA,MGZZ,1,,0 
! *CSET,1,2,       1,2,    
MPCOPY, ,1,2 
TBCOPY,ALL,1,2   
!*   
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDE,MGXX,2  
MPDATA,MGXX,2,,0 
MPDE,MGYY,2  
MPDATA,MGYY,2,,-1029 
MPDE,MGZZ,2  
MPDATA,MGZZ,2,,0 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDATA,MURX,3,,2000  
! *CSET,1,2,       3,4,    
MPCOPY, ,3,4 
TBCOPY,ALL,3,4   
!*   
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDE,MURX,4  
MPDATA,MURX,4,,1 
!*   
/NOPR    
/PMETH,OFF,1 
KEYW,PR_SET,1    
KEYW,PR_STRUC,1  
KEYW,PR_THERM,0  
KEYW,PR_FLUID,0  
KEYW,PR_ELMAG,1  
KEYW,MAGNOD,1    
APPENDIX  
KEYW,MAGEDG,1    
KEYW,MAGHFE,0    
KEYW,MAGELC,0    
KEYW,PR_MULTI,1  
KEYW,PR_CFD,0    
/GO  
!*   
! /COM,    
! /COM,  Structural    
! /COM,  Magnetic-Nodal    
! /COM,  Magnetic-Edge 
!*   
RECTNG,0,14,0,5.05,  
RECTNG,1,13,1,1.3,   
RECTNG,1,2,1.3,2,    
RECTNG,2,6,1.3,2,    
RECTNG,6,8.5,1.3,2,  
RECTNG,8.5,11.5,1.3,2,   
RECTNG,11.5,13,1.3,2,    
RECTNG,1,13,2,2.05,  
RECTNG,1.5,2.85,2.05,2.95,   
RECTNG,2.85,5.65,2.05,2.95,  
RECTNG,5.65,8.35,2.05,2.95,  
RECTNG,8.35,11.15,2.05,2.95, 
 
 **The above is only for defining the element types and material models. Creating micro generator 
components, Area over lapping, meshing, scaling, defining loads, defining paths, defining 
convergence criteria, contact pairs and other preprocessing including defining analysis is done 
using GUI method. Similarly, Post processing is also  done using GUI method. 
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